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Lay Abstract
In 1919, the Bolshevik Party of Russia created the Communist International, an
organization to lead communist parties throughout the world. Through this body, the
Bolsheviks and international communists promoted colonial liberation, racial equality,
and self-determination of nations. This dissertation uses the examples of the Communist
Parties of South Africa, Canada, and Australia to show that each party dealt with these
issues differently, saw different levels of intervention from the Communist International,
and the severity of this intervention is directly tied to the priorities of the Soviet Union
and the Communist International. Also included in this study is a comparative analysis of
the tactics of all three parties, including the efforts of individual communists in each
nation in developing platforms unique to the local conditions they were facing.
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Abstract
In 1919, the Bolshevik Party of Russia formed the Communist International (Comintern)
to lead the international communist movement. As part of its efforts, it maintained a
strong commitment to supporting colonial liberation, self-determination of nations, and
racial equality. Many scholars of the Comintern and the Soviet Union assume that
Moscow demanded firm discipline of all member parties and these parties largely
followed its lead. But the Comintern was not as monolithic as is often presumed. Colonial
affairs frequently were overlooked and European Communist Parties often skirted their
commitment to supporting their colonial counterparts. Individual communists took it
upon themselves to promote anti-imperialism or racial equality, but their efforts were
frequently hampered by the tactical shifts of the Comintern and eventually, the erosion of
Moscow’s interest. Frequently, the prioritization of certain issues in the Comintern
proved to be the most important factor in determining Comintern interference in member
parties. This dissertation includes the first comparative analysis of the Communist Parties
of South Africa, Canada and Australia on issues of anti-imperialism, nationality, and race.
In comparing these parties, this study explores the limits of Moscow’s control of other
Communist Parties, while detailing the similarities and differences in the efforts of these
three parties to combat imperialism, support colonial liberation, and fight for national
rights and racial equality. This dissertation is the first to detail the Canadian and
Australian communism’s efforts, sometimes on their own initiative, on anti-imperialism,
nationality and racial equality during the interwar period, to provide new conclusions
about Comintern intervention in South Africa, and to highlight the prioritization of the
iv

Comintern as each party sees Moscow’s intervention on these issues to very different
degrees.
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Introduction
On 5 December 2013, Nelson Mandela passed away, succumbing to a respiratory
infection. Mandela had been a member of the South African Communist Party (SACP)
earlier in his life and many of his political ideas were informed by Marxist ideology.1
Communism backed the African National Congress (ANC), assisting in its struggle
against apartheid. Recent research has confirmed that the SACP led and developed
Umkhonto we Sizwe, the militant form of the ANC’s anti-apartheid movement.2 In
Canada, as civil rights became a prominent feature in politics in the 1960s, the
Communist Party of Canada (CPC) called for greater respect for Indigenous peoples and
Marxist influences can be found in French Canadian separatism and nationalist
movements of the period.3 In Australia, the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) was on
the frontline in protesting the White Australia policy following the Second World War,
fighting the conservative forces who sought to maintain the policy through to its
abolishment in 1966. The CPA was one of the ardent champions of Aboriginal peoples
and in the 1960s, helped spur political changes for their benefit.4
1

Stephen Ellis, “Nelson Mandela, the South African Communist Party and the origins of Umkhonto we
Sizwe,” Cold War History 16, no. 1 (2016): 1-2; Irina Filatova and Apollon Davidson, The Hidden Thread:
Russian and South Africa in the Soviet Era (Johannesburg & Cape Town: Jonathan Ball Publishers, 2013),
Kindle edition, loc. 6305-6334. Others still suggest he cooperated with many communists and was willing
to work with any group that supported African nationalism. Tom Lodge, Mandela: A Critical Life (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2006), 67-108; Peter Limb, Nelson Mandela: A Biography (Westport: Greenwood
Press, 2008), 24-32.
2
Stephen Ellis, “Nelson Mandela, the South African Communist Party and the origins of Umkhonto we
Sizwe,” 1-18; Stephen Ellis, “The Genesis of the ANC’s Armed Struggle in South Africa 1948-1961,”
Journal of Southern African Studies 37, no. 4 (Dec., 2011): 657-676.
3
Ian McKay, Rebels, Reds, Radicals: Rethinking Canada’s Left History (Toronto: Between the Lines,
2005), 183-192.
4
Douglas Jordan, “Conflict in the Unions: The Communist Party of Australia, Politics and the Trade Union
Movement, 1945-1960” (PhD diss., University of Victoria, 2011), 160-245; Bob Boughton, “The
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Coupled with these specific national contexts, much more well-known is the
Soviet Union’s commitment and support of decolonization and national movements
during the Cold War. Nikita Khrushchev, at the United Nations in 1960, spoke of his
conviction that the developing world, freed from colonialism, would play an important
role economically. Khrushchev also believed that decolonization opened up several
possibilities for the Soviet Union and for communism to spread revolution. As part of the
battle of ideologies that played out during the Cold War, the Soviet Union supported
several independence movements, especially in Africa.5
Direct support from the Soviet Union was one half of this story. More widespread
was the influence of communism on many nationalist leaders throughout the world,
beginning in the interwar period. Well known are the links between Tan Malaka or Ho
Chi Minh and the Communist International (Comintern). Though they were not
communists, communism influenced Jawharlal Nehru of India, Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya,
Herbert Macaulay of Nigeria, and many others. These leaders were delegates at
communist front organization events, such as the Congresses of the League Against
Imperialism (LAI).6

Communist Party of Australia’s Involvement in the Struggle for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples’ Rights 1920-1970,” in Robert Hood and Ray Markey ed., Labour and Community: Proceedings of
the Sixth National Conference of the Australian Society for the Study of Labour History, 2-4 October 1999
(Wollongong, 1999), 37-46.
5
Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War: Third World Interventions and the Making of Our Times
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 66-109; Fritz Schatten, Communism in Africa (London:
Allen & Unwin, 1966), 53-73; George A. Brinkley, “The Soviet Union and the United Nations: The
Changing Role of the Developing Countries,” The Review of Politics 32, no. 1 (Jan., 1970): 91-123; Robert
F. Gorman, “Soviet Perspectives on the Prospects for Socialist Development in Africa,” African Affairs 83,
no. 331 (Apr., 1984): 163-187.
6
Westad, 66-109.
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Through the Comintern, the Bolsheviks developed platforms on anti-imperialism,
racial equality, and self-determination of nations. International communism promoted
these ideas and established a concerted effort to undermine international imperialism.
Though these efforts could be characterized, especially under Stalin’s leadership, as mere
lip service by Moscow or a cynical attempt by the Soviet Union to gain allies, this
conclusion is to some degree irrelevant if not misleading. Individual communists believed
and many nationalists were happy to turn to the movement to help realize their dreams.
The Comintern was a significant international organization. Developed as a
response to the perceived ideological bankruptcy of the Second International, Vladimir
Lenin, the Bolshevik Party, and the Zimmerwald Left created the Comintern.7 Antiimperialism was a key component of its worldview. The Comintern existed from 1919 to
1943 and at one point boasted over seventy member parties throughout the world and a
membership of over three million.8 The Bolshevik Revolution and the Comintern helped
establish communist parties throughout the world, including in Latin America, Asia and
Africa. This study considers South Africa, Canada and Australia. Each nation had
influential trade union and socialist movements, but the Bolshevik Revolution inspired
some on the left in these countries to form communist parties in the early 1920s.
The focus on South Africa, Canada, and Australia may seem out of place for a
study that looks at the National, Colonial, and Racial Questions and the Communist

7

John Riddell ed., Founding the Communist International: Proceedings and Documents of the First
Congress: March 1919 (New York: Pathfinder: 1987), 21-25. For more, see R. Craig Nation, War on War:
Lenin, the Zimmerwald Left, and the Origins of Communist Internationalism (Durham: Duke University
Press, 1989).
8
Tim Rees and Andrew Thorpe eds., International communism and the Communist International 19191943(Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 1998), 2.
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International. By 1919, all three were British dominions, meaning that they were
considered to be autonomous, yet part of the British Empire. The Comintern, initially,
saw all three as part of the colonial world and assigned all three to the Anglo-American
Colonial Group, a subcommittee initially developed by David Ivon Jones of the
Communist Party of South Africa (CPSA).9 The classification of two of these nations,
Canada and Australia, changed over time, eventually being labeled secondary imperialist
nations. As a result, they collectively demonstrate shifts in Comintern policy, their
effects, and the regional differences. More importantly, Comintern officials deemed the
work of these parties as significant enough to necessitate direct intervention to correct
some of their party lines or to influence a change of tactics. However, gaps exist in the
history of the Comintern and in the histories of these three parties. Comparative analysis
allows one to close these gaps and in the process, by building on multiple
historiographies, lead to new conclusions and more nuanced insights.

The Comintern as a Monolithic Body
Many early historians of the Bolshevik Revolution and the Soviet Union accepted
the conclusions of the totalitarian paradigm. Scholars such as Richard Pipes and Martin
Malia suggested that Vladimir Lenin and Joseph Stalin aimed to develop a state based on
terror and firm control.10 This orthodoxy has been challenged from the 1970s to the
present, with new interpretations spearheaded by Alexander Rabinowitch, Stephen

9

See Chapter Three.
Richard Pipes, The Russian Revolution (New York: Knopf, 1990); Richard Pipes, “1917 and the
Revisionists,” National Interest, no 31 (1993): 68-79; Martin Malia, The Soviet Tragedy: A History of
Socialism in Russia, 1917-1991 (New York: Free Press, 1994).
10
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Cohen, Sheila Fitzpatrick, Lynne Viola, J. Arch Getty, and others.11 Whereas totalitarian
approaches to the study of the Soviet Union are no longer considered convincing, the
totalitarian approach still endures in Comintern studies. Many scholars argue that the
communist parties led by the Comintern were subservient to Moscow.
The monolithism of the Comintern, the overwhelming control of Moscow and
Soviet leaders, has been a persistent theme in studies of the Comintern. E.H. Carr, in his
seminal works on the Bolshevik Revolution and the history of the Soviet Union during
the interwar period, was hesitant to give Moscow complete control over the movement,
but determined that the credibility gained from the Bolsheviks, as the only successful
party to bring about revolution, and later, Stalin’s leadership of the Soviet Union, meant
many parties and communists were willing to fall into line.12 Isaac Deutscher asserted that
Joseph Stalin slowly turned the Comintern into a monolithic organization, based on
Stalin’s own vision for the Bolshevik Party, cutting rebellious foreign communists off
from their support, undermining Trotskyism, giving little time to ideological discussions,
and requiring Comintern platforms to have his approval.13 William Chase, in his
important work looking at the effect of the Purges on the Comintern, leaned to the side of
Comintern control of its members. Though he was hesitant to explicitly state it, he

11
Alexander Rabinowitch, The Bolsheviks Come to Power: The Revolution of 1917 in Petrograd (Chicago:
Haymarket Books, 2004); Stephen Cohen, Rethinking the Soviet Experience: Politics & History Since 1917
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985); Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1994); Sheila Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants: Resistance & Survival in the Russian Village
After Collectivization (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994); Lynne Viola, Peasant Rebels Under Stalin:
Collectivation and the Culture of Peasant Resistance (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); J. Arch
Getty and Oleg Naumov, The Road to Terror: Stalin and the Self-Destruction of the Bolsheviks, 1932-1939
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999).
12
Edward Hallett Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution: 1919-1923: Volume 3 (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books,
1966), 200-205.
13
Isaac Deutscher, Stalin: A Political Biography (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 386-413.
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suggested that members may have disagreed privately with the Comintern’s methods;
many still towed Moscow’s line as a price for being a part of the movement. Those who
disagreed or criticized the Comintern were expelled or purged and movement unity and
discipline trumped all.14 Historians of specific communist parties, especially the British
and American, were more definitive. Theodore Draper, in his highly influential work on
American communism, contended that the American party was completely under the
thrall of Stalinism.15 A series of works by Harvey Klehr and his colleagues on American
communism reinforce that argument.16 In the British context, Henry Pelling made similar
conclusions.17 Most recently, Silvio Pons maintained that Moscow had full control of the
movement as national Parties willingly subordinated themselves to the Bolsheviks.18
Comintern historiography has borrowed the centre/periphery binary that is referenced
frequently in studies of empire; the centre, the Comintern in the Moscow metropole, held
complete influence and control over the periphery. Even if there was some back and forth,
the back and forth was highly tilted in favour of the centre.19

14

William J. Chase, Enemies With the Gates?: The Comintern and the Stalinist Repression, 1934-1939
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2001), 1-36.
15
Theodore Draper, The Roots of American Communism (New York: Viking Press, 1957).
16
Harvey Klehr, John Earl Haynes, and Fridrikh Firsov, The Secret World of American Communism (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995); Harvey Klehr, John Earl Haynes, and Kyrill Anderson, The Soviet
World of American Communism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998).
17
Henry Pelling, “The Early History of the Communist Party of Great Britain, 1920-9,” Transactions of the
Royal Historical Society, Fifth Series, 8 (1958): 41-57.
18
Silvio Pons, The Global Revolution: A History of International Communism, 1917-1991, trans. Allan
Cameron (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), xv; Silvio Pons, “Response to ‘Débat autour de The
Global Revolution: A History of International Communism, 1917-1991 de Silvio Pons,”Monde(s) 2, no 10
(2016): 177-183.
19
Pons was one recent example. Pons, The Global Revolution, xv. Fredrik Petersson noted it as one method
to approach Comintern studies going forward. Fredrik Petersson, “Historiographical Trends and the
Comintern – The Communist International (Comintern) and How it has been Interpreted,” CoWoPa –
Comintern Working Paper 8 (2007): 14. Occasionally referenced directly is Catherine Hall. Catherine Hall,
Civilising Subjects: Metropole and Colony in the English Imagination, 1830-1867 (Chicago and London:
University of Chicago Press, 2002). One prominent example is Mikhail Narinsky and Jürgen Rojahn, eds.
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Slowly Comintern historians challenged this position. Eric Hobsbawm and Perry
Anderson expressed the need for a more balanced view of the Comintern and its ability to
control international communism.20 After the opening of the Comintern archives
following the fall of the Soviet Union, historians were able to more convincingly contest
the idea of the Comintern’s total control. Andrew Thorpe, a historian of British
communism, contended that Moscow’s reach was not infinite and there were many
occasions where British communists ignored Comintern orders.21 Matthew Worley also
questioned the totalitarian nature of the Comintern specifically considering the Third
Period (1928-1935). During this period, the Comintern called for a complete break from
any cooperation with other leftist forces and communists needed to stand alone as the
leaders of the working class. The Third Period could be seen as an abject failure because
it alienated much general support for communism while also being an example of the
Comintern’s overly-centralized control of international communism. Worley asserted that
when one looks at the development of individual communist parties during the Third
Period, the results are much more mixed, with some experiencing success and others
failure. Therefore, according to Worley, local conditions had to play some role and
individual parties and communists must have reconsidered Comintern tactics in their

Centre and Periphery: The History of the Comintern in the Light of New Documents (Amsterdam:
International Institute of Social History, 1996).
20
Eric Hobsbawm, “Problems of Communist History,” Australian Left Review 1, no 23 (Feb.-March,
1970): 9-15; Perry Anderson, “Communist Party History,” in Raphael Samuel, ed., People’s History and
Socialist Theory (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981), 145-156.
21
Andrew Thorpe, “Comintern ‘Control’ of the Communist Party of Great Britain, 1920-43,” The English
Historical Review 113, no. 452 (Jun., 1998): 637-662.
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home countries.22 Norman LaPorte, Kevin Morgan and Matthew Worley made an effort
to move the debate further, taking Herman Weber’s conclusions on Stalinization and the
Communist Party of Germany (KPD) as a starting point and seeing if they could be useful
in other party situations. Weber argued that the Comintern’s control was felt strongly in
the German context; though this was also the case in other parties, many articles in the
collection suggested Weber’s thesis was not applicable to other parties and historians
needed to move past assuming the strength of Stalinization and a full discipline to
Moscow’s whims. Unfortunately, the collection included no consideration of nonWestern parties.23
John McIlroy and Alan Campbell, however, vehemently argued against such
“revisionism” suggesting that Moscow was still the determining factor in many of the
decisions taken, They also referenced the British party to support their position, and
claimed Comintern subordination to be an important part in any national party’s evolution
during the interwar period. They suggested that Thorpe and Worley, along with others,
considered the local to the detriment of the larger context of international communism.24
One of the limitations of these studies is that they focus entirely on the party
apparatus and Moscow’s influence on that apparatus. By considering only whether a party
fell into line or not, these studies neglected the agency of individual communists.

22

Matthew Worley, “Courting Disaster? The Communist International in the Third Period,” in Matthew
Worley, ed., In Search of Revolution: International Communist Parties in the Third Period (New York: I.B.
Tauris, 2004), 1-17.
23
Norman LaPorte, Kevin Morgan and Matthew Worley, eds., Bolshevism, Stalinism and the Comintern:
Perspectives on Stalinization, 1917-53 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008).
24
John McIlroy and Alan Campbell, “‘Nina Ponomareva’s Hats’: The New Revisionism, the Communist
International, and the Communist Party of Great Britain, 1920-1930,” Labour/Le Travail 49 (Spring, 2002):
147-187.
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Transnational studies of the Comintern have exposed the limits of Moscow’s reach.
Brigitte Studer’s The Transnational World of the Cominternians discussed the lives and
influence of low-level followers of international communism in the Comintern
bureaucracy. Some of these individuals affected significant change in tactics or
ideology.25 Lisa Kirschenbaum, in her study on communists and the Spanish Civil War,
argued that many communists fell in love with communism, and developed solidarity
with the movement through shared experiences. Some communists attended the Lenin
School or other Soviet educational programmes and many were still able to disagree as
they came face to face with the singular vision of Stalinism. These individuals were
committed to international communism, not the Soviet Union or the Comintern and
therefore, had more agency than many have assumed.26
Other transnational studies have detailed the role of individual communists in
certain organizations developed or funded by the Comintern. For example, Fredrik
Peterssen, in his study of the LAI, showed the role of Willi Munzenburg in creating the
body, but also discussed how certain communists were genuinely interested in
undermining imperialism.27 Holger Weiss and Hakim Adi considered different aspects of
the Comintern’s racial platforms, including discussions of how certain activists, such as
James Ford and George Padmore, carved their own paths, at least until the Comintern

25

Brigitte Studer, The Transnational World of the Cominternians, trans. Dafydd Rees Roberts (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2015).
26
Lisa A. Kirschenbaum, International Communism and the Spanish Civil War: Solidarity and Suspicion
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015).
27
Fredrik Petersson, Willi Munzenberg, the League Against Imperialism, and the Comintern, 1925-1933
(New York: Edward Mellen Press, 2014).
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caught wind of some of their efforts and curbed their freedom to operate, if not outright
replacing them with more pliable individuals.28
My study builds on these transnational studies and highlights the agency of
individual communists. Many of the transnational studies have looked at one specific suborganization (The LAI) or a general concept (Pan-Africanism, Anti-Fascism). This study
considers both organizations and concepts in examining the National, Colonial and Racial
Questions and the Comintern and looks at the Comintern’s interaction with the South
African, Canadian and Australian Communist Parties. Though this approach maintains
use of the centre-periphery binary, it does not presume the Comintern’s extensive
influence over an individual party. Comintern intervention is a theme touched upon here,
but so are instances when individuals set their parties on new paths without the influence
of the Comintern. All three parties discussed in this study had members who instituted
tactical shifts outside of the direction of the Comintern with significant success which
suggests that Moscow did not dictate or formulate all communist party platforms.
Furthermore, unlike earlier studies which have commented on the monolithism of the
Comintern, the comparative approach allows more substantial conclusions to be made
about the nature of Comintern interference and the degree of Comintern control; the
Comintern allowed national parties to carve their own paths to a certain degree. Moscow
checked in and offered advice to keep parties engaged in issues of importance but
national parties ignored feedback, were slow to act, or pressed on with disapproved
28

Holger Weiss, Framing a Radical African Atlantic: African American Agency, West African Intellectuals,
and the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers (Leiden: Brill, 2014); Hakim Adi, PanAfricanism and Communism: The Communist International, Africa and the Diaspora, 1919-1939 (Trenton:
Africa World Press, 2013).
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tactics. Only when a party diverged seriously with the Comintern’s tactics, or hesitated in
correcting its approach, did the Comintern act to bring a party into line through
expulsions, criticism and reprimands. In South Africa, the CPSA leadership was purged
and replaced, nearly rendering the party ineffective. In Canada, despite CPC leadership at
one point describing the Comintern line as Kautskyian and attacking its merits, they were
reprimanded lightly and returned to their posts. In Australia, despite some confusion, the
CPA generally fell into line with the Comintern’s wishes on matters of anti-imperialism,
racial equality, and nationality. On some issues, especially in the Canadian and Australian
case, the Comintern urged consideration of them, and it took multiple reminders before
the parties acted.

The Comintern and Nationality, Colonialism and Self-Determination of Nations
The National and Colonial Questions and the Comintern is still understudied.
Despite the increased availability of sources, a general study of the National and Colonial
Question and international communism during the interwar years has not appeared. E.H.
Carr’s series of works remain the most extensive overview of the Comintern’s position on
these issues.29 Stephen White produced a series of articles reviewing the Bolsheviks’
efforts to support “the East” until 1924. White explained why the Bolsheviks turned their
attention away from Europe when seeking world revolution and believed Bolshevik
leaders were genuine in supporting colonial liberation. However, much like Carr, White
could not access the Comintern archives, and thus relied on published works and memoirs

29

Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution: Volume 3, 232-271.
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for his analysis.30 The first studies following the opening of the archives added little to
our understanding. Kevin McDermott and Jeremy Agnew produced an overview of the
Comintern, hoping to ask new questions. As part of their volume, they included a chapter
on the National and Colonial Question, written by Michael Weiner, exclusively covering
the Comintern and China.31 Andrew Thorpe and Tim Rees in their edited collection also
sought to accomplish the same ends though focused on non-colonial parties, continuing
the focus on European affairs and the Communist International.32 The best commentary
on the National and Colonial Question under Vladimir Lenin’s guidance was by John
Riddell in his edited collections of the First Four Comintern Congresses which took place
from 1919 to 1922. In these early years, the Comintern established its commitment to
anti-imperialism, which all communist parties were required to follow. Riddell placed
Vladimir Lenin as a central figure in crafting the original Theses on the National &
Colonial Question, and Indian communist M.N. Roy in revising Lenin’s Theses.33 By
placing emphasis on the role of Lenin, as leader of the Comintern, and Roy, as a
prominent non-Russian communist, Riddell showed how Comintern efforts to promote
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colonial liberation were a prominent consideration of the Bolsheviks and of communists
generally as they rose to undermine imperialism.
The National and Colonial Questions and the Third Period have less commentary.
John Callaghan explained the importance of China to certain tactical shifts after the Sixth
Comintern Congress in 1928. The Comintern urged colonial parties to rally around the
proletariat and to battle other nationalist groups for leadership of the movement, adopting
Third Period tactics. Callaghan argued these new platforms were incoherent, perhaps unMarxist and set “impossible targets” for colonial parties as they advocated for
independence while converting their nation into a communist regime. The Comintern
barked orders and blamed colonial Parties if they failed, although some Parties did resist
Moscow’s edicts.34
The reason for such limited discussion of the National and Colonial Question may
be a result of the Comintern’s perceived Eurocentrism. If the Comintern overwhelmingly
focused on European affairs, its commitment to colonial liberation was, therefore, less
important. E.H. Carr claimed that the Comintern was always Eurocentric, especially after
1928 when Stalin had consolidated his own position within the Soviet Union. Stalin
always had his eye to Europe, outside of the Chinese situation, instead of colonial
affairs.35 Silvio Pons agreed. Pons argued that the Communist International’s initial target
for world revolution was Europe. Spreading communism to Germany was its first
34
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priority. When that failed, its attention shifted to Great Britain and the Comintern only
focused on the Empire and supported colonial liberation to bring it down.36 Former
communist Fernando Claudin condemned the Eurocentrism of the Comintern. He
suggested that the Comintern had no intention to support colonial liberation and always
considered European affairs more important.37 Many diplomatic historians have
concluded that the Comintern was a tool of Soviet foreign policy and nothing more,
further supporting the position that Moscow always ranked European affairs higher than
non-European ones. The softer rhetoric of the Seventh Comintern Congress, held in 1935,
came at the same time that the Soviet Union was hoping to court better relations with
Great Britain and France and therefore, an attack on imperialism ran counter to its
diplomatic aims.38 Many of these historians however focus on Stalin’s leadership and his
own perceived dislike of the Comintern. When considering Lenin’s leadership, some
historians have been able to make compelling cases about Moscow’s consideration of
colonial affairs. For example, Stephen White reasoned that the Comintern did hope to

36
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spread revolution to the colonial world, but failed due to its rigidity and inability to
consider local conditions.39 Richard Pipes claimed that although the Comintern
“concentrated” on Europe, colonies were not “ignored.”40 I suggest that while attention to
colonial affairs lessened upon Stalin’s rise to power, the Comintern did not ignore
colonial affairs, especially as individual communists maintained a strong interest in
improving conditions outside of North America and Europe.
Communists also attacked imperialism generally through the interwar period. The
Comintern developed the LAI in 1927. Spearheaded by Willi Munzenburg, the LAI acted
as a front for communist ideas. The LAI invited prominent nationalist leaders to publicize
colonial conditions and nationalist movements, while communists used the League to
promote their solutions to imperialism. While tactical shifts caused the LAI to become
more insular, turning away non-communists, the period often seen to be most
Eurocentric, the Third Period, has been referred to as a golden period of anti-colonialism
in Comintern rhetoric. Attacks against imperialism were sharper and better defined
against the United States and Great Britain. Several campaigns developed, including a
“Hands Off China!” campaign, and concerted efforts to expose German, Japanese and
Italian imperialism, owing to their militarism and fascist tendencies.41
This study takes a middle position. The Eurocentrism of the Comintern cannot be
ignored. It permeated everything that it did. Many European communists cared little for
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colonial liberation. In the parties discussed in this study, anti-imperialism was slow to
develop for a myriad of reasons including a greater focus on trade unions, general party
growth, or a perceived inapplicability of Comintern doctrine in a given nation. But this is
not to say there were not genuine anti-imperialists. The CPA, for example, proudly
supported many of the campaigns the Comintern developed in the 1930s. Certain
members of each party saw value in combatting imperialism within their respective
nations. Within the Comintern apparatus, many saw anti-imperialism as an important
platform and individual communists, such as Britain’s R. Page Arnot and Germany’s
Willi Munzenburg, sought to raise the profile of international communism’s anticolonialism. Most importantly, regardless of whether the Comintern itself made antiimperialism its main priority or not, the idea motivated individual communists to fight for
colonial liberation and self-determination of nations.

The Comintern and Race
Tied to the issue of colonial liberation was racial equality. Beginning at the Fourth
Congress of the Comintern, in 1922, the Comintern adopted the “Theses on the Negro
Question.” Much of historiographical discussion of international communism and race
has focused on American communism. This attention is owed to the importance of
African American communists in starting discussions on race in the Comintern, attending
Lenin Schools, and increasing the Comintern’s desire to consider racial issues. Their role,
coupled with the United States’ rising profile in international affairs as a leading imperial
power, made the oppression of African Americans a useful target for the Comintern.
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Some African American members of the American Communist Party used the issue to
reorient their party to better deal with race. Many of the most prominent studies on
communism and race during the interwar period almost exclusively focus on the United
States.42
The South African context is the next most developed, thanks to the efforts of
historians Sheridan Johns, Allison Drew, Irina Filatova and Apollon Davidson.43 The
“Negro Question” however was much bigger than just the United States and South Africa.
Some historians of Latin America have examined how international communism tackled
race in the Caribbean, but with varying levels of detail.44 Marc Becker, through his work
on Peruvian communist Jose Mariátegui, included Indigenous peoples in the discussion
and showed how the Comintern attempted to translate its position on the “Negro
Question” to the Indigenous peoples of Peru.45 Despite these limited discussions, almost
all discussion on the Comintern and race has centred on the black Atlantic. Some
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transnational studies have tried to better explain and compare international communism’s
response to racism. Hakim Adi considered the links between Pan-Africanism and
communism during the interwar period generally.46 Holger Weiss has written a much
needed history of the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers
(ITUCNW), an attempt by the Comintern to unite and represent blacks on both sides of
the Atlantic.47
The position of international communism on race is a major part of this project.
South Africa, Canada, and Australia all had prominent racial minorities. This study
integrates the history of the Communist Party of South Africa into the greater context of
the Comintern and racial equality. South Africa was a priority for the Comintern as a
result of its racial makeup and the ability of the CPSA to promote international
communism’s platform on race. Canada and Australia’s racial issues barely registered
within the Comintern. Though Moscow had little to say on the issue, the CPA still
developed one of the most progressive positions on racial equality for both Aboriginal
peoples and Melanesian peoples. The CPC, however, failed to consider Indigenous
peoples in any significant way until the Second World War.
By comparing these three parties and looking at the Comintern’s programme for
racial equality, the limits of Moscow’s reach and interest can be better explained, as can
the individual efforts of communists in each region, and within the Comintern apparatus.
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For example, Max Petrovsky, a British communist in the Comintern bureaucracy, heavily
promoted the “Negro Question.” His influence is important in understanding why the
Comintern shifted from an orthodox Marxist approach towards race, focusing on class
and downplaying racial difference, to calling for self-determination on racial lines in the
United States and South Africa, conflating nationality, culture, and race. Furthermore,
despite this discussion beginning for South Africa first, Petrovsky and African American
communists generalized the concept, making it harder for South African communists to
disagree as the Comintern accepted this new formulation. Issues surrounding race also
included considerations of nationality and immigrant workers. By giving an overview of
the general programme on race that the Comintern approved and by comparing three
regions with notable racial minorities, both in terms of Indigenous peoples and in terms of
immigrant workers, international communism’s contribution to civil rights and racial
equality can be better understood. Communist positions in South Africa, Canada, and
Australia informed approaches towards apartheid and civil rights generally in the second
half of the Twentieth Century.

National Party Histories and the Comintern
Each national party’s history has its own particular history. Following the opening
of the archives, historians of national communist parties took full advantage of the
Comintern archives. However, many national party historiographies remain isolated
fields. Comparative studies are few and far between and the focus on one party means
conclusions are limited by their specificity. Many of these studies also poorly engage with
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the histories of other parties or the Comintern itself, failing to consider transnational links
between parties. Some historians have pointed out that comparative histories of national
parties would be a welcome addition to the field.48
The comparative studies that do exist do not do enough. The article collections of
Rees and Thorpe and of Worley only posited questions for the comparison of party
histories and affirmed the need for further investigation. Worley’s collection claimed to
perform this appraisal, but outside of his introductory comments, the comparative was left
to the reader. Historians who have attempted some degree of comparative analysis have
done so in limited ways. For example, historian of the Canadian left, John Manley,
compared the American, British and Canadian Communist Parties and their “independent
leadership” from Moscow, speaking to the discussion of the monolithism of the
Comintern.49 While his efforts were laudatory and he articulated well the individuality of
certain members, his comparative was somewhat flawed because of the parties he studied.
Even if these parties offer a convenient comparative, the parties shared few similarities
outside of being English-speaking, Western, and having healthy trade union movements.
The British and American parties were of much greater importance to Comintern officials
than the Canadian party. They also had larger memberships. The United States and Great
Britain were primary imperial powers, both rising to importance in the Soviet ideological
worldview by 1928. Canada, as a dominion, was poorly known until the mid-1920s and
48
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Moscow did not interfere in the affairs of the CPC until 1928, when it finally pronounced
Canada a secondary imperialist power. Canada’s role also increased in importance due to
Canadian communist Maurice Spector smuggling certain writings of Trotsky from
Moscow to North America and helping start Trotskyism there. Though comparative
studies of these three parties highlight these uneven relationships and some
commonalities of Moscow’s reach, it still, at its core, is an uneven comparison between
two parties which were high priorities for the Comintern and one that typically was
peripheral, and there was no reason for these parties to otherwise be deemed equal.
Historians need to compare parties that should have been more common than not. By
comparing three dominions that on paper share many similarities, but were treated
differently by Moscow, one can learn much more about the ebbs and flows of Moscow’s
“iron discipline,” the Comintern’s priorities, the regional variation in the development of
communist platforms, and the agency of local communists.

The Historiography of the South African Communist Party
This study, while also being a response to Comintern historiography, is also a
response to certain historiographical arguments unique to each party it explores. The
narrative of the Communist Party of South Africa during the interwar period has
generally become accepted and of the three parties discussed in this study, it has the most
established historiography. Moscow’s interference in CPSA affairs was a pivotal moment
in the party’s history. The Comintern forced the CPSA to implement the “Native
Republic Thesis.” This Thesis called on the party to support racial self-determination,
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supporting black Africans in gaining better rights and living conditions, while also
standing against white imperialism. Although some CPSA-supported biographies and
writings have been positive on the Native Republic Thesis, many former communists and
most historians suggest that it was misguided if not devastating to the CPSA and reflected
a textbook example of Comintern interference and ignorance of local conditions, causing
damning results. As a result of this negative evaluation, many historians have attempted
to determine the genesis of this idea.
Former CPSA member Edward Roux argued that trade unionist James La Guma
was to blame. He also suggested that Sidney Bunting, the CPSA leader at the time,
believed La Guma was its progenitor as well.50 Some historians agreed with Roux’s
assessment and attributed the concept to La Guma’s personal beliefs.51 Most historians
accepted the Comintern’s leadership in the development of the Native Republic Thesis
and used it as an example of Moscow’s limitless reach, and its careless handling of local
conditions. The majority of prominent historians of the history of the CPSA including
Sheridan Johns, Allison Drew, Apollon Davidson and Irina Filatova referenced Nikolai
Bukharin as the purveyor of the concept.52 Some suggested the Comintern in general
developed the concept and do not attribute it to any one person.53
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This discussion, however, highlights the need for a transnational and a
comparative approach to the CPSA. Many of these historians, until recently, focused only
on the CPSA and did not consider the CPSA in conjunction with the Comintern’s general
racial, national, or anti-imperial policies more broadly. The CPSA has been treated in
isolation. Furthermore, while we know more about the history of the party since the
opening of the archives, a true reconsideration of the party’s history with Comintern
sources has only recently been done. Written by Irina Filatova and Apollon Davidson and
building on their previous collaboration on an important document collection on South
African communism, it reaffirmed many of the same arguments they had made there.54
While their research is commendable, they continue to maintain the same narrow
approach to the study of communism in South Africa, only looking at the party and its
relationship with Russia. Missed by these approaches are the transnational links and the
greater context of more general discussions in Moscow and their influence.

The Canadian Communist Party and its Historiography
Whereas race was a central issue for the CPSA during the interwar period, the
Communist Party of Canada ignored race. Many historians have detailed the CPC’s
evolution and development from a small party inaugurated at a farm in Guelph in 1921 to
a party firmly committed to communism and Stalinism. Issues of nationality, race, and
Worley (London: I.B. Tauris, 2004), 339-340; Sheridan Johns, Raising the Red Flag: The International
Socialist League and the Communist Party of South Africa, 1914-1932 (Bellville: Mayibuye Books, 1995),
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anti-imperialism were peripheral. The earliest and most influential histories of the CPC
discussed the party’s beginnings and trade union work before detailing how it came under
the leadership of Stewart Smith and Tim Buck. Smith and Buck were Stalinists and
maintained a firm commitment to the Communist International and the Soviet Union.
Their ascension led to the expulsions of Maurice Spector in 1928 and Jack MacDonald in
1931, the intellectual and organizational leaders of the CPC since its formation. This split
and the shift in tactics tended to be the prominent theme in the history of the party, and
depending on a historian’s given ideological outlook, underpinned their evaluation.55
Microhistories have looked at nationality in the CPC. Michel Beaulieu detailed the
work of the CPC in Thunder Bay and placed considerable emphasis on the role of
language groups within the party.56 Joan Sangster looked at certain cultural and feminist
trends by Ukrainian-Canadian communists.57 French Canadians made up the other
prominent focus of nationality in the CPC during the interwar period. Historians have
explored the attempts of the party to reach and organize French Canadian workers, and
the CPC’s flirtations with declaring French Canada its own state.58 It was not until the
1930s that these efforts bore any fruit and not until the Second World War that the CPC
was able to act undeterred by the Comintern on its aims for self-determination for French
55
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Canada. The only reference to Indigenous peoples during the interwar period came in the
CPC’s official party history.59
These studies, however, much as the case for South Africa and many other
national party histories, did not consider much outside of the immediate Canadian
context. Other than Manley’s comparative analysis referenced earlier, they treated the
CPC in isolation.

The Communist Party of Australia and its Historiography
Studies of the Communist Party of Australia again considered the party in
isolation. Alastair Davidson was first to write the general history of the party, but it was
written with limited access to party documents.60 The first major work to reference the
Comintern archives and the complete CPA collection at the State Archives of New South
Wales was that by Stuart Macintyre. Macintyre’s collective works on Australian
communism remain the most substantial discussions on the formation of the party and its
later development through the Third Period.61 His works, along with those by W.B.
Brown and Robin Gollan, were the first to give some discussion of Australian efforts to
defend foreign workers and Aboriginal peoples.62
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The historiography of the CPA has been dominated by the focus on trade
unionism and the CPA’s relationship with the Labor Party. These issues, to be fair, were
the main priorities of the party. The CPA’s relationship with the Labor Party led to
Comintern interference, the only one of the three parties which did not see leadership
changes because of disagreements on Comintern tactics for racial equality, nationality, or
colonial liberation. As a result of Comintern intervention, the CPA had a significant
amount of turnover in its leadership and furthermore, because of the influence of trade
unions in Australia, certain former leaders, such as Jock Garden or Jack Kavanaugh could
not be easily ignored by the party, despite their expulsion.
The limited attention of CPA histories to racial issues, nationality, or antiimperialism in the interwar period is curious. The White Australia policy was still in
effect, a racial policy that aimed to protect Australian workers from immigrant workers,
especially those from Asia, but also affecting Southeastern European workers. Aboriginal
peoples had very few rights, if any. These immigrant workers were a significant concern
for the party, but their role in the party has generally not been well discussed. More
problematically, there has not yet been a full history of the CPA and Aboriginal rights
including the interwar period.63 When the CPA’s engagement with racial equality is
referenced, the Comintern is credited for its impetus. These studies argue that without
Moscow’s suggestion, the CPA would not have attacked the White Australia policy or
Revolutionaries and Reformists: Communism and the Australian Labour Movement 1920-1955 (Canberra,
Australian National University Press, 1975), 15-17; Macintyre, The Reds, 265-274.
63
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supported Aboriginal rights.64 The historiography has ignored the CPA’s campaign for
the rights of Melanesian workers.

Organization of this Study
This study fills gaps present in the historiography of the Comintern and each of
the national party histories it explores. It also compares the experiences of three
communist parties that, at a glance, should have had much more similar experiences than
their development suggests. South Africa, Canada and Australia, during the interwar
period all had dominion status, meaning they all had some degree of governmental
autonomy, but they were still part of the British Empire. Each dominion had to deal with
the problem of racial and national minorities or immigration. South Africa had a
significant Afrikaaner population along with many Asian workers and a black African
and Coloured worker population oppressed by imperial policies and continued limitation
of civil rights. In Canada, the French Canadian population and foreign workers, reflected
in the significant immigrant party base, with high numbers of Ukrainians, Finns, Jewish
and Asian workers, could not be ignored by the CPC. The White Australia policy
naturally meant that foreign workers needed to be considered by the CPA with significant
Italian, Yugoslav and Greek populations, among others, working in Australian industries.
Canada and Australia had Indigenous populations that had few rights and poor living
conditions. In Australia, race also played a role with the Melanesian workers in
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Queensland or the Australian mandate of Papua New Guinea. The League of Nations
criticized Australia for its treatment of the Indigenous peoples of Papua New Guinea, and
Melanesian workers had long been used as a cheaper source of labour for many
Australian industries.
Each communist party was inspired by the Bolshevik Revolution and all eagerly
joined the Comintern. The Comintern advised them throughout their development and
interfered in each party’s affairs at some point or another. The CPSA, CPC and CPA
responded to imperial, national and racial issues differently, with local communists
developing their platforms, even if they were influenced by Comintern ideas. Finally, the
platforms these parties developed in the interwar period continued past the Second World
War and shaped their responses in the second half of the twentieth century when
supporting civil rights movements or fighting apartheid.
This study is divided into two sections. The first section provides a
reconsideration of the Soviet Union and the Communist International and the National,
Colonial and Racial Questions. In doing so, it builds upon transnational scholarship and
ties it to an organizational and ideological history of the Comintern on these issues. It also
speaks to the monolithism and Eurocentrism of the Comintern.Section one is divided into
two chapters. The first chapter details the roots of communism’s positions on selfdetermination of nations and racial equality. Vladimir Lenin and his writings form the
nucleus of these ideas, as do the works of other prominent Bolsheviks, including Nikolai
Bukharin, and, as an antagonist, Karl Kautsky. These writings underpinned a worldview
on imperialism and nationality that the Communist International affirmed at its first two
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Congresses in 1919 and 1920. This worldview defined communism as a legitimate
partner for nationalist movements and gave it a foothold in the colonial world due to its
aims for world revolution and colonial liberation. This chapter also details the earliest
considerations of racial equality through to the establishment of the “Theses on the Negro
Question” at the Fourth Comintern Congress in 1922. At this point, while Bolsheviks led
the way, individual communists played a significant role in evolving Comintern tactics.
Indian communist M.N. Roy and African American communists Claude McKay and Otto
Huiswood, among others, played a role and influenced these early positions on antiimperialism, self-determination, and racial equality.
The second chapter covers the period from 1923 through to the end of the
Communist International in 1943. Following Vladimir Lenin’s death, communism placed
less attention on colonial affairs, outside of in a handful of areas. The Eurocentrism of the
Comintern became a much more significant theme. This is not to say that the Comintern
ignored the colonial world, self-determination, or racial equality; while Russian
communists frequently turned their attention to other matters, colonial delegates criticized
their speeches and the evolution of Comintern policy. At the same time, certain
Comintern functionaries and communist party members were pivotal to fundamental
shifts in Comintern policy. For example, Harry Haywood, Nikolai Nasanov and Max
Petrovsky, members of the Comintern’s Negro Commission, pushed the concept of selfdetermination on racial lines in 1928, affecting the American and South African parties
and their tactics moving forward. This chapter also discusses some of the transnational
organizations that the Comintern formed, such as the LAI and the ITUCNW, linking their
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histories to the organizational and ideological history of the Comintern on these issues.
Here again, the priorities of the Comintern play a prominent role; certain individuals tried
to maintain the initial aims of these bodies, even if Moscow grew tired of them.
These first two chapters detail the international context in which national
communist parties operated. Each party represents a national communist party that had to
navigate these tactical shifts. From the earliest days, they were part of the AngloAmerican Secretariat and interacted with one another, yet they did not share the same
course of development. The second section of this study is devoted to each of these
parties.
The third chapter, the first of the second section, details the history of the
Communist Party of South Africa on issues of anti-imperialism, nationality, and racial
equality. It explores the role of Sidney Bunting and David Ivon Jones in establishing early
positions on racial equality and anti-imperialism which were not initially agreed to by the
whole party. Bunting became Party Chairman in 1925 and he ascribed to a traditional
Marxist position on race: racial issues could be dealt with if class inequality was
eliminated. Bunting’s rise to the Party Chairmanship caused the party to shift to
supporting black Africans more prominently and led to a swelling in the number of
African party members. When James La Guma, a Coloured trade unionist, travelled to
Moscow, the Comintern developed the Native Republic Thesis, a platform that demanded
the CPSA promote self-determination on racial lines and increase its previously nonexistent commitment to colonial liberation. The Comintern always considered South
Africa to be a colony. In this chapter, whereas other historians have ignored his role,
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outside of his animus towards Bunting at the Sixth Comintern Congress in 1928, I argue
that Max Petrovsky, a British communist who was present at every major meeting in
Moscow regarding the Native Republic Thesis, was crucial in developing the
controversial programme and ensuring its confirmation by the Comintern. The CPSA
eventually relented in its obstinacy against the Thesis and the Comintern backed certain
members of the CPSA thereby not only forcing Sidney Bunting out, but also causing the
party to fracture and its membership to collapse. The party started to rebuild itself by the
Second World War and continued to devote great attention to racial issues in South
Africa, presaging its later antagonism to apartheid in South Africa.
The fourth chapter details the Communist Party of Canada and its consideration of
anti-imperialism and self-determination of nations, along with the absence of any
consideration of Indigenous peoples. The party initially failed to reflect on these issues
and required prodding from the Comintern to do so. It also had a party membership that
skewed heavily towards immigrants and the Comintern repeatedly expressed its desire for
more “native-born” English or French Canadian workers to join. The most significant
clash came as a result of Canada’s international position. The Comintern defined Canada
as a secondary imperial power at the Fourth Comintern Congress. The Comintern
enforced this designation on the party after the Sixth Comintern Congress. Therefore, it
was improper to discuss Canadian independence, something that the CPC had begun to
promote shortly beforehand with Comintern approval. A series of miscommunications
and ideological differences led to a yearlong row between the Comintern and CPC
members at the Lenin School in the Soviet Union, and the CPC leadership, predominantly
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Stewart Smith. The CPC continued to call for Canadian independence and also declared a
need for self-determination for French Canada. The Comintern disagreed and intervened
and this chapter details this episode and its consequences. These incorrect tactics returned
during the Second World War. Meanwhile, the CPC made a handful of comments on
Indigenous peoples, and did take a stand on foreign workers. All of these positions are the
precursors to later CPC positions in the 1960s and beyond.
The fifth and final chapter details the Communist Party of Australia and its
responses to the White Australia policy and Australian imperialism, and its programmes
for racial equality for Aboriginal peoples and Melanesian workers. Initially, during the
1920s, the impetus to attack the White Australia policy came entirely from Moscow. The
party focused primarily on trade unions and affiliation with the Australian Labor Party.
Moscow’s suggestions underpinned many of the earlier actions of the party, including
potentially the first mentions of fighting for Aboriginal peoples’ rights in 1931.
Afterward, the party, on its own accord, detailed the plight of Aboriginal peoples into the
Second World War. Tom Wright, a CPA member who had sat on Comintern secretariats
discussing these issues, spearheaded the “New Deal for Aborigines” and detailed a
progressive policy for respecting Aboriginal peoples. Related to these programmes was a
growing attention given to foreign workers and Melanesian workers. One moment that
frequently is ignored in the party history, but is illuminating in a comparative context is
the Australian response to the Comintern’s designation of Australia as a secondary
imperialist power. The CPA acquiesced with little to no disagreement. Furthermore, as a
result of this designation, the CPA turned its attention to Melanesian workers as colonized
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peoples and to events in Papua New Guinea. In this chapter, I argue that the CPA was the
Comintern’s willing partner on national, colonial and racial issues, happily following its
lead, while occasionally developing its own tactics, as seen in the programmes for
Aboriginal rights or Melanesian workers. The CPA also had a healthy and strong
commitment to supporting colonial liberation campaigns in India and China, and to
attacking imperialism in the Pacific and fascism in Spain.
By detailing the histories of these parties with specific attention to antiimperialism, racial equality, and nationality, and in light of the context of how
international communism had resolved to deal with these issues, one can shed light on
many of the historiographical controversies mentioned earlier. The Comintern was aware
of local conditions. It may not have had a clear indication of how to deal with them. In
some cases, Comintern knowledge of a given region was entirely the result of individual
communists bringing it to its attention. The Comintern offered advice to each party and
showed a willingness to intervene. The level of that intervention was directly tied to the
Comintern’s priorities and typically occurred following the Sixth Comintern Congress
when the rigidity of Comintern policy was given practical importance by Moscow. The
CPSA, for example, was important with regards to racial issues, second only to the
American context. When a party failed to follow the Comintern’s wishes, the Comintern
could overhaul the party leadership and force it to fall into line. In the Canadian and
Australian contexts, Moscow’s concerns were more limited, but when a party deviated
too far, as with the Canadian independence episode, the Comintern stepped in, although
in a much different way than it did in the CPSA. Finally, although the Comintern, its
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Eurocentrism notwithstanding, had a general commitment to anti-imperialism, antifascism, self-determination of nations, and racial equality, each national party dealt with
these issues differently and with varying levels of commitment. They had some ability to
develop their own tactics, outside of Comintern direction. Certain parties had much more
flexibility than previously thought. While this study is not the final comment on issues of
Comintern monolithism or on the National, Colonial or Racial Questions, it establishes
some of the limitations of the totalitarianism of the Comintern, while also detailing the
role that these parties had regarding self-determination, anti-imperialism, and racial
equality, and explaining the precursor to the Left’s involvement in anti-colonial and civil
rights movements later in the twentieth century.
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Optimistic Beginnings and Early Portents: The Comintern under Lenin and the National,
Colonial and Racial Questions
Socialism fragmented at the start of the First World War. With Europe descending
into war, many socialist parties, rather than appealing to internationalism and attacking
the imperial ambitions of European leaders, supported their individual nation’s war
effort.65 Vladimir Lenin, and others, saw this nationalism as a betrayal of revolutionary
Marxism rendering the Second International, in their minds, ideologically bankrupt as a
result. Lenin, along with many supporters, continued to advocate for a strand of Marxism
that was revolutionary, anti-imperial and promoted self-determination of nations.
Fighting imperialism and supporting colonial liberation became important
campaigns of the Comintern. These positions evolved during the First World War in
works by Vladimir Lenin and Nikolai Bukharin. Both responded to now bankrupt Second
International leaders, such as Karl Kautsky, and sought to adopt long-held socialist
positions as their own. The anti-imperialism and self-determination of nations defined
during the war years became key aspects of the worldview promoted by the Bolsheviks.
These concepts underpinned Bolshevik diplomacy, such as in their response to the Treaty
of Brest-Litovsk negotiations of 1917-1918, and to the Allied Intervention and Russian
Civil War of 1918-1921. In the Comintern, it influenced the 1920 “Theses on the National
and Colonial Question”, the 1922 “Theses on the Eastern Question”, the 1922 “Theses on
the Negro Question” and several congresses of the Peoples of the East. The Comintern
expected member parties to follow these Theses. As a result, the worldview, the policies,
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and the tactics developed by the Bolsheviks or other communists in the Comintern
created the context that all parties operated within. Each party had different ways of
responding to these theses, but when looking at colonial liberation, nationality, and race,
every party needed to be aware of these platforms.
The Communist International, over its formative years, while Lenin was still alive,
saw Bolsheviks and communists from around the world all contribute to the foundational
positions of international communism on colonial liberation, nationality and race.
Vladimir Lenin, Gregory Zinoviev, Karl Radek, Leon Trotsky, and others made these
issues important by giving Bolshevik leadership, and approval, to these discussions as
was seen in the Comintern’s Manifesto, the “Theses on the National and Colonial
Question,” or their presence at the Congress of the Peoples of the East in Baku in 1920.
Other communists and delegates to these early Congresses, such as M.N. Roy, David
Ivon Jones, Otto Huiswood, and Claude McKay, added to their tactical formulations and
took advantage of discussions to ensure a collaborative effort to answering the National,
Colonial and Racial Questions. In particular, their role in promoting an appropriate
response to racism cannot be denied and their actions at the Third and Fourth Congresses
in 1921 and 1922 respectively must be highlighted. Furthermore, postwar, targets
changed and international communism sought to combat imperialism at every turn.
Imperialism was always an issue for the Comintern. What changed, however, was where
the Comintern set its sights in order to attack capitalism and undermine the world order to
the benefit of the Soviet Union. This chapter outlines these early attempts to give
international communism a collection of tactics and responses to imperialism, racism and
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chauvinism and how the Bolsheviks applied their own ideologies within the former
Tsarist Empire as they attempted to develop actual policies.

Communism, Anti-Imperialism and the First World War
The communist critique of imperialism developed during the First World War.
Vladimir Lenin wrote Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism in 1916.66 When war
broke out in the summer of 1914, many socialists sided with their respective nations,
breaking with what had been the Second International’s anti-imperialist stance. Lenin,
incensed by the actions of his socialist colleagues, criticized them and called for a break
with the Second International and the formation of a new International, founded upon
revolutionary principles.67 He believed that the tactics of socialism had been sullied by his
colleagues and during the war, he strengthened his own positions on international issues.
Imperialism borrowed from critics of imperialism, including some prominent socialists,
and attacked alternate socialist ideas about imperialism promoted during the war. The
scope and influence of this work cannot be denied. The Communist International
periodical advertised it frequently as the “most important” work written by Lenin.
J.A. Hobson’s Imperialism was one of Lenin’s inspirations.68 Lenin declared
Hobson’s Imperialism as one of the few English or French works he was able to reference
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“with all the care that, in [his] opinion, that work deserves.”69 Lenin appropriated
Hobson’s arguments on the “decay” of capitalism, or “parasitism.”70 Lenin demonstrated
how imperialism links the state with the bourgeoisie. Imperialism caused capitalism to
stagnate by enabling the rich to get richer through exploitation of colonies and trade, and
essentially creating “creditor” and “rentier” states. Stagnation was compounded by the
use of colonial peoples for military service by the imperial powers. Lenin added that
segments of the proletariat get caught up in these same matters and support the “parasitic”
system of imperialism.71
There were other influences on Lenin. Rudolph Hilferding, a German SocialDemocrat, in his work Finance Capital, also saw monopolies and finance capital as
integral to imperialism. Hilferding argued that banks and industry tended to enter into
partnerships, uniting their capital, and encouraging cartelization and monopolies. This
form of finance capital encouraged tariffs which prevent foreign competition, while also
encouraging expansionary policies, or imperialism.72 This attention to the role of
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monopolies and finance capital inspired Lenin to argue that imperialism was equivalent to
finance capital, the highest stage of capitalism.73
Nikolai Bukharin weighed in on imperialism during the war too, also influencing
Lenin. While his work Imperialism and World Economy was published in 1917, it was
initially written in 1915 and historian Stephen Cohen points out, “Lenin borrowed freely
from it.”74 Bukharin recognized the world’s geographical diversity.75 He argued that
imperialism “implies violent methods, for the expansion of the state territory means war,”
and was “a policy of conquest.”76 He asserted that capitalist society had no unified
position, instead existing through interconnected and diverse economies which as a whole
made up the world economy.77 This interconnectedness naturally lent itself to rivalry,
conquest, war, and the militarization of capitalist societies. War further monopolized
industry due to the interests of the state and the bourgeoisie. This monopolization gave
the bourgeoisie greater control to enforce their interests at the cost of the workers’
livelihood. Workers lose more ground because freedoms are curtailed.78 These positions
formed the backbone of the Comintern’s later anti-imperialism and good communists
were familiar with these works.
73
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In Imperialism, Lenin also grappled with his mentor, Karl Kautsky.79 During the
war, Kautsky retreated from some of his earlier positions. Lenin declared him to be an
opportunist who had betrayed him and the Marxist revolutionary spirit.80 Kautsky
articulated a concept referred to as “ultra-imperialism.” He argued that agrarian zones
(colonies) were dominated by imperial nations. The drive to gain colonies led to the
world war. Kautsky argued similar points at the turn of the century and Lenin could agree
with these points.81 Kautsky, however, continued arguing that capitalism could evolve
further. He claimed that imperialism was not a necessity and from an economic
standpoint, the world could enter “ultra-imperialism,” or a “holy alliance of the
imperialists” developed from the fear of another war between the imperial powers. In
ultra-imperialism, they might cooperate to preserve peace amongst themselves.82 Both
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Bukharin and Lenin attacked this formulation as nothing more than a utopian
pipedream.83
Lenin adopted socialist positions on self-determination and appropriated them for
international communism and revolutionary means. Many socialists saw value in a
colonial policy and the economic benefits from this exploitation, a problem Bukharin and
Lenin noted in their works on imperialism. But Lenin remained intellectually indebted to
Kautsky who argued that if Marxists were against “capitalist colonial policies,” they must
be in turn against any colonial policies.84 He linked the success of the proletariat
revolution to the end of colonialism. Kautsky argued that colonial exploitation could not
be combatted on every occasion. Revolution must come when a region was ripe. This
correct timing would prevent further exploitation from an imperial power, but also from
the “barbarism” occasioned by the lack of readiness for socialism.85 Kautsky concluded
that:
Revolutions in Europe and North America cannot fail to affect the states in
the rest of the world. The shifts of power between classes must be
accompanied by shifts of power between races and states, just as it is
probable, on the other hand, that internal revolutions are started off by
external revolutions, world wars.86
A world revolution, and one of significant scope, would be necessary in order to make all
possible benefits a reality. Colonial liberation could occur with the end of capitalist
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regimes in Europe. Kautsky, also, in this pre-war article, suggested the First World War
could be used to awaken revolution.87
Lenin built on this position to formulate a prominent theme of his regime after
October 1917. He defined the right of self-determination of nations as the “right to
secession.”88 While Kautsky argued for unanimous opposition to colonial policies, Lenin
argued for unanimous acceptance of the right to political self-determination. Nationality
and political freedom needed to be supported by any good Marxist. Lenin, however, held
a specific definition for “nation”:
Recognising equality and equal rights to a national state, it values and
appreciates above all the alliance of the proletariat of all nations, evaluating
any national demand, any national separation, from the angle [emphasis in
original] of the workers’ class struggle.89
Lenin positioned self-determination as freedom from oppression and a desire for full
equality. The proletariat motivated nationality and self-determination could only be
applied if the proletariat demanded it. Upon receiving independence, the proletariat would
merge their new nation with the international “nation,” unifying the international working
class, with all free from exploitation.90 It was a creative way of linking proletarian
internationalism with nationality and equality.
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Buoying this formulation was Lenin’s contempt of “chauvinism,” the oppression
of a “greater nation” over a lesser one.91 Thus, even if several nationalities existed in a
given nation-state, they were to be protected and free from national, ethnic or racial
oppression. This position, coupled with Lenin and Bukharin’s analysis of imperialism,
underpinned the Bolshevik, and eventually, Comintern worldview. It was familiar to
many socialists, building on platforms established before the war.92 It reflected the
changing international situation and maintained the revolutionary spirit of those
disenchanted by the Socialist International.

Facing Imperialism: The Bolsheviks and the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
The Bolsheviks’ seizure of power forced them to consider the practical aspects of
these ideological tenets formed when in opposition. One of the first orders of business for
the Bolsheviks was to end Russian involvement in the First World War. Almost
immediately, they called for peace negotiations. Only the Central Powers obliged. The
negotiations offer insight into how much the fight against imperialism weighed on the
minds of key Bolsheviks.
The Bolsheviks demanded the application of self-determination of nations and a
non-annexationist peace. The peace negotiations were a stage to stress the aims of the
Bolshevik Revolution to Europe and to attack imperialism. Adolf Joffe, the leader of the
Bolshevik delegation, called for the restoration of independence to any occupied territory
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and for referendums for all nationalities who desired independence.93 The Bolsheviks
were willing to open the doors to complete and total self-determination at least when
applied to political entities other than those under their control. Begrudgingly they did the
same within their own borders, accepting a fait accompli as the Bolshevik Revolution had
destabilized the Russian Empire, allowing regions to secede.94 The Central Powers were
willing to grant self-determination as proposed by the Bolsheviks to former Tsarist
Russian lands. Their delegates mentioned some public figures from Poland and the Baltic
States had opposed Tsarist rule. The Germans would happily oblige with protectorates
over this region. The Bolsheviks saw the response as an extension of German power in
the region and an annexation of former Tsarist lands. To the Bolsheviks, the German aims
were imperialistic.95
The Bolsheviks were in no position to continue Russian involvement in the war.
The Central Powers knew they were in a position of strength, especially when the other
Entente Powers elected to forego the negotiations. The Bolsheviks attempted to buy time,
hoping for some sort of revolutionary surge in Germany or Austro-Hungary.96 The
Bolsheviks were divided in how to respond to the Central Powers. If they agreed to peace,
some suggested they were supporting imperialism in Eastern Europe. If they continued to
fight, the revolution would likely be undone by the German military.97 Lenin accepted the
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reality of the situation and after threatening his resignation, the Bolshevik reluctantly
accepted the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in March 1918.
The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk provided “breathing space,” allowing the Bolsheviks
to turn their attention to domestic issues and to the resolution of the civil war that had
begun. Some Entente governments saw the treaty as a clear indication of the naiveté of
the Bolsheviks.98 The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, however, was the first of a series of
diplomatic moments that gave the Bolsheviks credibility when they turned to the
colonized world. The Bolsheviks were another victim of imperialism. Russia, or at least
the former Imperial Russia, lost roughly a third of its population, significant agricultural
lands, industrial centres and coal mines.99 The Central Powers, even if they were not
going to take control of territories, appeared to be imperialistic with their peace treaty.
The Bolsheviks ensured that the message was clear. While ratifying the Treaty,
the Fourth All-Russia Congress affirmed that Russia no longer was participating “in the
plunder and suppression of other countries.”100 A year later, the Bolsheviks hailed it as a
necessary peace. The Bolsheviks needed to pull themselves out of a war against “half of
world imperialism” and “retreat” in order to regroup, consolidate the revolution at home,
and work towards their goal of undermining imperialism through the education of the
international working classes.101 Lenin, in a new preface to Imperialism written in 1920,
claimed that the series of harsh peace treaties, which now included the Treaty of
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Versailles, were Exhibit A in illustrating the persistence of imperialist states. Lenin
argued that the treaties “opened the eyes of the millions and tens of millions of people
who are downtrodden, oppressed, deceived and duped by the bourgeoisie with
unprecedented rapidity.”102 In a short period, the people of the world had been awakened
to the immorality of imperialism and Wilsonianism.103 The Paris Peace Negotiations had
exposed the bankruptcy of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson’s ideas. Lenin implied that
Wilsonianism was a fraudulent claim that reform and peace could occur under an
imperialistic system. This new awakening of millions of people would inevitably lead to
proletarian revolutions.104
The Bolsheviks, therefore, declared themselves the vanguard in the fight against
imperialism. Echoing Imperialism, they stated their “firm determination to wrest mankind
from the clutches of finance capital and imperialism” and “at all costs, by revolutionary
means, [establish] a democratic peace between nations…on the basis of the free selfdetermination of nations.”105 They were oppositional, declaring themselves as a true
champion of the rights of the exploited or colonized. As a propaganda initiative, albeit
consistent with pre-1917, the rhetoric had potential benefits. It could help in their
consolidation of the former tsarist lands and it provided a backbone for their future
policies of world revolution in Asia and Africa that would later be fleshed out in the
Communist International.
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The Russian Civil War
Shortly after the conclusion of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, the Entente Powers
landed troops in the north of Russia and in the Far East.106 These events advanced
Bolshevik anti-imperial credentials. Lenin declared that Bolshevik Russia was in a
“critical” position as “the deepest and fundamental interests of international capital and
imperialism” strove to crush Bolshevik power.107
The Bolsheviks conflated the Entente troops and counter-revolutionaries as one
and the same, a tactic that the Bolsheviks would use repeatedly. Rallying the workers of
Russia in the summer of 1918, Lenin began first by chastising the “imperialist” forces
present in Russia, but also noting their lack of strength to stop the revolution.108 He
declared that these forces were working with the “internal enem[ies] of the Soviet
government,” the White Army and remnants of the petty bourgeoisie.109 This tactic
continued well into the following year. As the Whites continued to battle against Red
Army forces, they were characterized as pawns of imperialism. The imperial powers
commanded and the White Army generals listened. Russia was facing imperialism,
stopping it, and showing the international proletariat that socialism could defeat
imperialism.110
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While the Red Army regained control of much of the former tsarist lands of
Russia, it also looked to extend Bolshevik rule to Ukraine, the Baltics, Central Asia and
the Caucasus.111 Bolshevik ideology could perform a sleight-of-hand trick. Lenin could
put into practice self-determination of nations by granting independence to these regions,
removing imperialist forces in the process, while hoping that a Bolshevik-friendly
government would lead to a federation of states under Bolshevik Russia’s leadership. The
White Army played right into the Bolsheviks’ hands. Anton Denikin made clear the
desire to unite Russia with no consideration of autonomy for the various nationalities of
the former Tsarist Empire. Other White leaders made similar statements. In addition,
because many counterrevolutionaries had sided with the British and the French, two of
the most prominent imperial powers, any promotion of self-determination, had they even
considered it, would ring hollow. In areas like Ukraine, where the Treaty of Versailles
significantly hampered and deflated independence efforts, and the Caucasus, where the
Germans, Ottomans and British all had forces present, the Bolsheviks appeared to be the
lesser of many evils.112
Events in the Caucasus deserve a final thought. After the Bolsheviks gained
control of the area, the actions of specific Bolsheviks threatened the appearance of
Bolshevik anti-imperialism and self-determination. Russian chauvinism plagued early
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Bolshevik efforts in Georgia. The Mensheviks were very popular in rural Georgia, though
socialism was new to the area. Sergo Ordzhonikidze, a good friend of fellow Georgian
Joseph Stalin (the Commissar of the Nationalities at the time) was placed in a position of
power in the region. He ordered the military conquest of the area by the Red Army.113
Looking to force the Transcaucasus to follow the Russian lead, Ordzhonikidze, forced a
merger of the Georgian, Azerbaijani and Armenian “nations” into one federation, despite
the reservations of local Georgian communists. . He brutally suppressed dissent. When
Lenin caught wind of these efforts, he accused Ordzhonikidze and Stalin of “Russian
chauvinism” and criticized them for treating the nationalities in the area much like
imperial powers treated their colonies.114 The episode in the Transcaucasus exposed, at
worst, the imperialism of some Bolshevik leaders. Lenin saw chauvinism as one of the
most serious sins one could commit in the struggle with national minorities. These events
also gave the European powers a propaganda victory, as they could point to some of the
Bolsheviks’ faults and raise doubt over the true intentions of communism.

The First Congress of the Communist International
While the Bolsheviks battled counter-revolution in the Russian Civil War and
rebuilt the former Tsarist Empire, they began another ambitious project. The Communist
International, founded in March 1919, represented the true, revolutionary International
Lenin had called for during the First World War to respond to socialism’s bankruptcy.
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Lenin reaffirmed and re-established the orthodoxy of revolutionary Marxism.115 The
Comintern’s founding Congress saw a limited turnout from other leftist parties that
agreed with the principles of revolutionary Marxism. Travel was made difficult by the
Allied blockades. Most parties agreed for the need for a Third, revolutionary,
International. Little else was resolved or agreed upon.116
Condemnations of the Second International occurred frequently, especially when
discussing anti-imperialism and colonial liberation. The Second International had failed
to make the war against imperialism a common resolve and self-determination was a
concept with which many Marxists struggled. It was a key tenet of the Comintern under
Lenin. The Bolsheviks’ position was well articulated by this point, but other delegates
were in agreement. S.J. Rutgers, a representative of the Dutch Socialist Democratic
Group, but also given credentials for the American Socialist Propaganda League Group,
mentioned the need to unify the world’s races. He suggested the Netherlands had
“become entirely a vassal state of Britain.” He further pointed out the end of German
imperialism, its benefits for Britain and how Dutch “exploiters” would likely do anything
to ensure some benefit from the colonial world.117
Rutgers also made the first references to race at a Comintern Congress,
concluding “It would also be a good thing for this congress to adopt practical resolutions
on the struggle we have to wage in the colonies hand in hand with the brown and yellow
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proletarians.”118 Stating the Comintern was against colonialism was not enough; tactics
needed to be developed for communists to follow. Action was necessary. While the First
Congress failed to meet this goal, later Congresses developed these tactics.
The First Congress did establish the Leninist worldview as the Comintern’s
worldview. Discussing the Platform of the Communist International, Bukharin recited the
main tenets of his and Lenin’s works on imperialism and made Lenin’s Imperialism the
backbone of the Communist International. Rutgers continued to recommend putting the
colonial world front and center. He also wanted to avoid patronizing the colonial world.
For example, he took issue with Comintern declarations claiming to reveal imperialism’s
“banditry.” The colonial world, he noted, had known this for most of its experience and
thus, this was not much of a revelation. A revision to a declaration might be necessary to
avoid a “strange impression” on those oppressed in the colonies.119
The most vociferous condemnation of imperialism came in the “Theses on the
International Situation and the Policy of the Entente,” written by Nikolai Osinsky and in
the “Manifesto of the Communist International,” authored by Leon Trotsky. Both
statements highlighted the bankrupt, duplicitous nature of imperial nations while lauding
the efforts of the Bolsheviks. In the “Theses,” the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk exemplified
how the Germans were as “predatory” as the other powers and used self-determination for
their own purposes. The lone state outside the new European order of “victorious
imperialism” was Bolshevik Russia, which now posed the biggest threat to that European
order. In peace, the imperialist powers continued to show their desire to enhance their
118
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own power base, apportioning reparations, “trampling” on self-determination, calling for
further armament, and fostering nationalist sympathies for pogroms. The Theses attacked
Wilsonianism as a smokescreen for the true aims of the victorious Entente Powers.
Despite calls for peace from the Bolsheviks in regards to the Allied Intervention, they
portrayed the Entente nations as having no interest. The only true counter to imperialism
was Bolshevik Russia and the Communist International and communism needed to fight
against imperialism.120
The Manifesto was a review of the First World War with Lenin’s Imperialism the
main inspiration. The Manifesto also established proletarian revolution, or the Comintern,
as the only hope for true independence in the colonies:
[Proletarian revolution] liberates the productive forces of all countries from
the closed vise of the national state, uniting nations in close economic
cooperation through a general economic plan, and gives the smallest and
weakest nation the opportunity, the freedom and independence to develop its
national culture, without any damage to the unified and centralized economy
of Europe and the entire world.
The last war, which was significantly a war over colonies, was also a war
fought with the help of the colonies. The colonial peoples were involved in
the European war as never before. Indians, Negros, Arabs and Malagasy
fought on the European continent. In whose name? In the name of their right
to remain slaves of England and France. Never has the picture of the
dishonour of capitalist rule shown itself more shamelessly. Never has the
problem of colonial slavery been posed more sharply as now.121
Lenin’s definition of self-determination underpinned the Manifesto. The Manifesto
promoted the value of every nation having its own autonomy. It cleverly included a
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reference to the unity of proletariats, thus also appealing to non-communists. For those on
the left who were concerned about independence in Asia or Africa and the loss of
colonies of their European nations, the Manifesto suggested that should independence be
granted on communist principles, it would not hurt Europe in any way. It also developed
the concept of a communist world that sees true national equality and presumably
individual equality. The Manifesto was a brilliant document; it outlined the goals of
international communism for colonial liberation and self-determination of nations, while
acting as a propaganda piece to promote nationalism and win over those uncertain of the
results of losing colonies.
Declaring the attempts of Wilsonianism to only change “the label of colonial
slavery,” the Manifesto coupled colonial liberation with revolution in imperial
countries.122 Again, positioning the Comintern against the imperial powers, the Manifesto
concluded its section on the colonial world by proclaiming the benevolence of
Bolshevism:
Capitalist Europe forced the underdeveloped parts of the world into the
capitalist maelstrom; socialist Europe will come to help the freed colonies
with its technology, organization, and intellectual insight to accelerate the
transition to a systematically organized socialist economy.
Colonial slaves of Africa and Asia! The hour of proletarian dictatorship in
Europe will also be the hour of your liberation!123
With respect to the history of communism’s engagement with race, racism, and
colonialism, the First Congress has been overlooked as a result of the substantive
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platforms developed later.124 While developing no tactics, the First Congress established a
common worldview where significant attention was given to nationality and
independence movements, while positioning the Comintern as a distinct alternative to the
imperial powers and the Second International. Nationalists in the colonies could hear or
read these resolutions and find hope in the Comintern. The Comintern was a genuine
revolutionary International which demanded the overturning of imperialism. It was not
bankrupt like the Second International, nor was it duplicitous like Woodrow Wilson.125

Developing Tactics: The Second Congress of the Communist International
The Second Comintern Congress buoyed the established anti-imperial worldview
of the First Congress with platforms communist parties and nationalists could employ in
their struggle for colonial liberation. The Second Congress occurred in July and August
1920. Many parties considered membership, either because of the perceived success of
the Bolshevik Revolution or the radicalization of many on the left. As a result of the
increased desire for membership, the Bolsheviks had to consider conditions for
admission. One of their prominent criticisms of the Second International had been its
splintering at the outbreak of war. Having a series of clear statements from the First
Congress helped in establishing the orthodoxy of international communism. The Second
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Congress enhanced this orthodoxy by developing tactics and clear guidelines. For issues
of imperialism, self-determination and independence, two documents were significant:
“The Conditions for Admission” and “The Theses on The National and Colonial
Question”. The “Conditions” made colonial liberation a priority for communist parties
throughout the world. The “Theses” developed the tactics the Comintern would use in
supporting independence movements.
“The Conditions for Admission” have acquired infamy for the level of submission
required to the Comintern and the Executive Committee of the Communist International
(ECCI). “The Conditions” guaranteed that the resolutions and edicts of Comintern
Congresses and the ECCI would be followed by all affiliated parties. For Lenin and the
Bolsheviks, the splintering of the Second International that had occurred at the outbreak
of war had to be avoided. Many delegates agreed and supported the Conditions during
debate and the Congress.126
Relevant to the problems of imperialism and colonialism, two conditions stand
out. Condition Six focused on the perceived natural inability of imperialism to bring
peace. It called upon all parties to attack nationalism (“patriotism”) and “social-pacifism”
to expose the inherent hypocrisies in imperialism and, presumably, social democracy.
Condition Nine is even more relevant. It demanded that all parties in an imperial nation
needed a clearly defined position on colonialism. Furthermore, they were mandated to
support independence movements in their countries’ colonies. The conditions required
parties to do so in proclamations but especially in actions. These two points elucidated
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that parties needed to accept the worldview developed in Lenin’s Imperialism, the First
Congress and the Comintern. Supporting independence movements, ending colonialism
and fighting against imperialism were necessary should a party wish to be part of the
Comintern.127 These Conditions seemed a natural extension of the Comintern’s
worldview, but by the end of the 1920s would be used to try and bring parties into line or
to demand more attention to colonial or racial affairs.
International communism still required a set of tactics to promote and support
colonial liberation. Colonial parties required a plan of action to follow in order to create
their own Bolshevik Revolutions and defeat imperialism. Whereas “The Conditions”
showed the primacy of the worldview and focus on imperialism and colonialism in the
Communist International, the Second Congress also considered how to go about
revolution and self-determination in the colonial world. Before the Second Congress,
Lenin drafted a set of theses to bring communist revolution in the colonial world. One of
the greatest challenges for Lenin was to explain how a socialist revolution could take
place in regions which lacked a true proletariat. As a result, Lenin elected two
formulations. The first, generally agreed upon by most delegates, was to suggest that
colonial countries, with help from Bolshevik Russia and other communist parties, could
progress to communist revolution without a prior capitalist revolution, repudiating an
essential part of Marxist theory. While no details were given, this concession was
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necessary to ensure the applicability of communist theory to the colonies. Furthermore,
with no details, experience was to be the guiding principle in these situations.128
The second formulation, however, led to disagreement. Initially, in his preliminary
theses distributed before the Congress, Lenin suggested that communist parties in the
colonies, and presumably those in the appropriate imperial powers, work with the
bourgeois-democratic movements in the colonies.129 As Lenin would later explain at the
Congress, the realities on the ground needed to be considered. Bearing in mind the
concept of oppressor versus oppressed, the situation in the colonies led to a different
combination of forces than would be seen in Europe. Lenin claimed assuming
consciousness from the peasantry in the colonial world was problematic due to their
perceived lack of revolutionary development, therefore, communists needed to work with
“bourgeois-democratic” groups.130 This concept drew fire, particularly from M.N. Roy,
an Indian communist representing the Mexican Communist Party at the Congress.
For most of the 1920s, Roy was one of the primary thinkers for the Comintern on
colonial matters. He took issue with the concept of aligning with bourgeois-democratic
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forces. In his mind, framing the question this way exposed potential independence
movements to unwanted motivations. Lenin, therefore, suggested that M.N. Roy write his
own theses.131 Roy’s theses echoed the worldview that the Comintern had established
regarding imperialism. However, Roy’s theses added a clear distinction between
bourgeois-democratic groups and national-liberation parties. Bourgeois-democratic
groups might genuinely want independence from their respective imperial power, but they
also sought to reaffirm capitalism and subjugate the peasant population. Nationalliberation groups, on the other hand, had no such plans and were mass movements
seeking to end colonial rule and oppression. Roy’s formulation convinced Lenin to adopt
it in his theses. By working with these appropriate groups, the Comintern could help
independence movements while growing the consciousness of the colonized before
developing a truly proletarian party.132
Lenin’s Theses continued and built on other prominent themes. They called for an
unrelenting attack on imperialism and its supporters in parliament and in propaganda.
They highlighted a need to act, not just proselytize, and this action was not just to support
independence movements, but also to counter sources of religious support, particularly
those motivated by Christianity and the civilizing mission, or unifying movements like
Pan-Islam or Pan-Asianism. Lenin saw Pan-Islam and Pan-Asian ideology as an
extension of Turkish or Japanese imperialism.
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“The Theses on the National and Colonial Questions” discussed racial equality.
Lenin explicitly attacked nationalism and called for attacks on racism, chauvinism and
anti-Semitism to be made a priority. Furthermore, Lenin called for communist parties to
fight for equal rights of all groups within all nations and colonies, mentioning the black
population in the United States as an example.133 “The Theses” were Lenin’s ideas on
self-determination, nationality, imperialism, and now, racism coming together into a
coherent platform. The evolution of capitalism and imperialism, a need to support a
Marxist form of self-determination of nations, a shedding of nationalities and an attack on
chauvinism are all present. Lenin’s theses were unanimously adopted. Roy’s theses were
adopted as well.134

Mobilizing “The East”
The foundations of the Comintern policies on imperialism, colonial independence,
self-determination and race were developed at the Second Congress. The Congress of the
Peoples of the East in Baku, Azerbaijan, a rally held in September 1920 and organized by
the Comintern, kept the momentum going. The Congress drew representatives from
various Middle Eastern regions and British or former Tsarist colonies. Delegates gave
inflammatory speeches that drew cheers of “Down with British Imperialism!” They
placed the Bolsheviks as leaders of the anti-colonial movement. Gregori Zinoviev opened
the Congress proclaiming the Bolsheviks as the vanguard against capitalism, adding that
133
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the relationship between the proletariat of the West and the colonized in the East could
undo imperialism.135 Karl Radek followed by detailing the significance of the town of
Baku. It had been traded many times among imperialist states following the First World
War. Also, it was known for its oil fields and was home to a significant number of
workers. He stressed that the Bolsheviks approached the matter differently from imperial
nations, desiring not to oppress or to exploit, but to liberate and to give the peoples of the
East the opportunity to “escape from the yoke not only of capital but also of medieval
relations, from the yoke of feudalism and ignorance, and to give them the opportunity to
begin living as human beings.”136 It was almost a new interpretation of the civilizing
mission, but less for teaching lessons and steeped more in socialist opportunity, offering
revolution as a way to get out from under imperialism.
Following the speeches of the two Bolshevik representatives, Peter Petrov,
representative of the British Communist Party, gave a short speech declaring the British
communists and workers as friends of Russia and announcing the beginning of the end of
British imperialism. Delegates interrupted his speech with loud applause multiple times.
He concluded “[t]he movement of the Eastern peoples will also contribute to sweeping
away the British imperialists.”137 The French Communist representative and the
American journalist John Reed followed.138 The purpose of the Congress was made clear
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at the beginning of the first session. The head of the Azerbaijan Soviet, Nariman
Narimanov, explained what would occur:
The gray-haired East, which gave us our first notion of morality and culture,
will today shed tears, telling of her sorrow, of the grievous wounds inflicted
upon her by capital of the bourgeois countries.
These peoples of the East, each living its own distinct life, could not be
unaware of the terrible, oppressive effects produced here by capital.
But today, as we learn here about each other’s situations, the whole picture
will unfold before us. Only then will these peoples of the East realize all the
terrible, oppressive effects produced by capital. And this knowledge will
impel all these peoples to unite. They will come to one conclusion: to use
their united strength to throw off and smash the chains of capital.139
The purpose of the event was not to discuss tactics or to develop solutions. Instead, it was
a rally. Each delegate or representative revealed how British imperialism had wronged
them and this motivated all present to unite under the Bolshevik flag to bring about the
end to the capitalist world order. These denunciations were mixed with the new sectarian
hallmarks of lengthy speeches clarifying the Bolshevik struggle against imperialism, and
the condemnation of the false socialists of the Second International. Delegates largely
spent the sessions praising the frankness and novelty of the Bolshevik approach and
condemning the exploitative nature of British imperialism. The Manifesto enumerated the
crimes Britain had committed in each region represented at the Congress.140 It ended with
an almost religious appeal to arms:
Long live the battle headquarters of this united movement–the Communist
International!
May the holy war of the peoples of the East and of the toilers of the entire
world against imperialist Britain burn with unquenchable fire.141
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Responses to International Events
Delegates at these congresses used the stage to respond to relevant international
events. Both the Second Congress of Comintern and the Baku Congress saw fit to
respond directly to specific crimes of British imperialism. The Amritsar Massacre in
April 1919 was one such incident. Brigadier-General Reginald Dyer, fearing an Indian
insurrection, ordered his troops to shoot on a multidenominational crowd. M.N. Roy
criticized the British for their control of communications out of India, which muted the
international response that such an event should have warranted. He further criticized the
British for not elucidating the fact that India had been experiencing a famine and the
British had done little except “[respond] with bombs and bayonet,” and strict laws.142
Karl Radek attacked the Second International. At the Second Congress of Comintern, in
July 1920, he criticized the British Labour Party for its “hypocrisy” for demanding
independence in India and Egypt, but refusing to categorize Dyer “as a common
murderer.”143 At the Third Comintern Congress, Lenin noted that events like Amritsar
showed how the revolutionary spirit in India, and other oppressed nations, was increasing
“in proportion…to the increase in the brutal terrorism of the British.”144 The Congress of
the Peoples of the East also made an appeal to workers worldwide. The appeal not only
pointed out that no Labour Party member had said anything to condemn Dyer in
Parliament but also condemned Britain for its use of Indian forces, dubbed “the brothers
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of the victims of Amritsar,” to subjugate Arab peoples in order to obtain oil reserves in
Mosul.145
The Amritsar Massacre was not the only event current event to fall into the hands
of Bolshevik ideologues and their anti-imperialist declarations. The Washington Naval
Conference drew the attention of the Bolsheviks. They responded with the First Congress
of the Toilers of the Far East in January to February 1922, held in Moscow and Petrograd.
It was an attempt by the Bolsheviks to gain a foothold in the Far East. Whereas Bolshevik
representatives such as Gregory Zinoviev and Dmitri Kalinin focused on the
commonalities of the “toiling populations” of Russia and the Far East and the genuine
revolutionary spirit of Russia, Sen Katayama, eventual founder of the Japanese
Communist Party, alleged that the Washington Naval Conference was an effort by the
imperial powers to dismantle and exploit the Far East.146 The remainder of the congress
operated in a matter similar to the Baku Congress, although the British were not the sole
target; Japanese imperialism was criticized too. The Chinese, Korean, and Mongolian
delegates who attended expounded upon their region’s respective realities. Little of
substance was accomplished at this Congress outside of a resolution affirming the
standard message.147 However, the message was couched in terms amenable to would-be
nationalists, but also represents a great example of “The Theses of the National and
Colonial Question” as presented to others. Georgy Safarov, after detailing the entire
situation in the Far East, summarized the Comintern position:
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It must be quite clear to everyone that only the Soviet Russian orientation,
only the orientation of the Communist International and of the international
labour forces, as an international labour power, that only such orientation can
save the oppressed masses of Korea, China, Manjuria [sic.] and Mongolia. It
is only such an orientation which can free them from the imperialist yoke.
Comrades, the principal result of our Congress and of our discussion should
be that all those who participated in the Congress should have a clear
understanding of the correlations between the national-revolutionary and the
labour movement. We do not wish to impose our views upon anybody, we do
not wish to force our program upon anybody, we do not invite anyone that is
unripe to enter the ranks of the Communist Party, we do not wish any forcible
Sovietisation, but on the other hand, we say, that in as much as we support the
national-democratic movement we demand a loyal attitude to the labour
movement, to the Communist Party, to the working class.148
The Comintern was giving these individuals a choice, a clear alternative to the
imperialist powers, but the choice, if made in favour of the Comintern, required total
loyalty. Safarov’s speech also was a clear formulation of “The Theses on the National and
Colonial Question.” The Comintern and communists would work with the nationalrevolutionary movement in a given region and continue to support it, only if the
proletariat and communism was protected and made a priority. Much like they wanted the
workers to be a focus for independence movements, the Comintern, by 1922, had clearly
made colonial independence a valued goal.149
Also by 1922, two major changes had occurred for the Bolsheviks. They had
succeeded in their efforts to consolidate the Soviet Union and they were being invited
back into the diplomatic scene at the Genoa Conference. The British granted Ireland its
independence with the Anglo-Irish Treaty. Egyptian independence followed on 28
February 1922. Lenin was aware of these events and how they altered the Bolsheviks
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anti-imperialist policy. Lenin also held no illusions regarding Ireland or Egypt where
British “methods” not only undermined the revolutionary spirit in those nations, but
allowed the British to maintain strategic control of key areas.150 He also realized that the
Bolsheviks could be criticized by the European powers for the actions of Ordzhonikidze
and Stalin in Georgia.151
The complete package that the Bolsheviks promoted, ideological abhorrence of
anti-imperialism, support of self-determination of nations, successful revolution, and
consistently standing against all of the imperial powers, helped encourage like-minded
individuals to flock to communism. The Communist Parties of South Africa, Canada, and
Australia all were formed during these early years with members influenced directly by
the Bolsheviks, as news trickled to their nations of revolution in Russia and what the
Bolsheviks stood for. Colonial parties, in particular, emerged during over the 1920s as
some nationalists agreed with the assessment of the Bolsheviks and saw them as the best
chance to help them undo the colonial regimes that oppressed their people. The
Comintern had directly and indirectly given many hope that its methods were the best
step forward. It, however, also wanted these individuals to organize and offered
leadership and advice, while also being protective that the actions of individuals did not
undermine what they were hoping to achieve.
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Evolving Comintern Tactics
The fight against imperialism and for colonial independence and selfdetermination continued at the Fourth Congress of the Comintern. The topic had received
very little attention at the Third Congress which had been preoccupied with improving the
organizational structure of the Comintern.152 The Fourth Congress had anti-imperialism
as a priority again, partially as a result of The Turkish War of Independence which had
established the Republic of Turkey. Willem van Ravesteyn of the Dutch party, who
delivered the first report on the Eastern Question, saw this event as a turning point for
British Imperialism in the area. Ravesteyn spent his allotted time recalling the history of
Ottoman imperialism, British imperialism and clashes Britain had had with the Ottomans
and Russians. He briefly touched on a possible revival of Italian imperialism with the rise
of Italian Fascism, one of the few concrete pieces of analysis on fascism at the Congress.
This preamble led to his more important points; British power was receding and “the
power of the proletarian republic” was increasing.153 He also noted that diplomatic
recognition of the Soviet Union was a sign of Britain’s decreasing strength. Ravesteyn
ended his report by noting the rise of Pan-Islam and how the British Empire was the
greatest enemy to Islam and independence in the region. Ravesteyn extended the support
of the communist movement to Islam.154
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Supporting Pan-Islam was something for which other delegates also saw a need,
viewing Pan-Islam as another movement with which the Comintern could work.155 This
could be seen as a sign of the general evolution within the Comintern as it had to find
some grounds for optimism after defeats. In March 1921, the German Communist Party
(KPD) attempted a general strike in hopes of spreading communist revolution to
Germany. It was a failure. As a result of the March Action, a failure to enhance
revolutionary sentiment in Europe and a changing diplomatic landscape where the
Bolsheviks achieved some recognition, the Comintern changed tactics. Instead of
promoting the theory of the offensive consistently, they promoted the United Front.
Arguing that communist parties needed to build the consciousness of the workers and that
they generally had limited influence in their nation, communist parties were encouraged
to enter unions, to work with other labour groups, and to build this consciousness. Along
with this change in tactics, colonial independence was given further attention. Working
with groups that had limited or no leftist credentials was promoted more than ever
before.156 This shift helps explain why working with Pan-Islamist groups or certain
nationalist groups was encouraged. It also suggests that Roy’s Second Congress Theses
were already forgotten as any nationalist group, regardless of their aims, could be
beneficial in the communist struggle for colonial independence and undermining
international imperialism.
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Tactics also became more complex. It was no longer proper to speak of the “East”
or colonial world as a common mass. M.N. Roy followed Ravesteyn’s report to explain
this new direction. He delineated three types of colonies. The first were similar to
European nations in that there was capitalist development, a conscious bourgeoisie and a
proletariat. The second were those with some primitive capitalist development. The third
were colonies hampered by “patriarchal feudalism,” and had no capitalist development.
For Roy, the first two groups of colonies were susceptible to bourgeois conservatism and
maintaining imperial rule, and thus hampered independence movements. He concluded
his address by calling for “an anti-imperialist united front.” Declaring the need to create
communist parties in all colonies to ensure independence was possible, these parties
should then work with and lead any “bourgeois-revolutionary” parties to move the
process along. This aspect of the strategy should be united with communist agitation in
imperial countries.157 Many of the items highlighted by Roy were included in “The
Resolution on the Eastern Question” that was passed at the Fourth Comintern
Congress.158

Race and the Comintern: Foreign Workers and the “Negro Question”
While tactics for the colonial world evolved, the Comintern developed its first
platform to battle racism at the Fourth Congress. Many delegates related racial issues to
issues of immigration. Foreign workers were a significant and vulnerable population in
many industrialized nations. “The Resolution of the Eastern Question” referenced the
157
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United States, Japan, Britain, Australia and Canada as “imperialist countries” where the
communist parties needed to agitate against “cheap coloured labour” and immigration.
Concerned with the development of racist tendencies in the proletariat, the resolution
urged parties of the United States, Canada and Australia to publicly speak against
restrictive immigration laws and other potentially xenophobic legislation.159 Despite these
definitions, the Communist Parties of Canada and Australia maintained that their home
countries were colonies until the late 1920s when the Comintern corrected their
approach.160 The “Theses on the Eastern Question” also delineated differences amongst
British dominions, suggesting economic development was more important than political
autonomy. The Comintern still perceived South Africa as a colony and did so for the
entirety of its existence.161
Foreign workers and immigration policies were not the only consideration of the
Comintern when it came to race. At the Third Comintern Congress, although colonial
issues were overlooked, two South African delegates, David Ivon Jones and Sam Barlin,
presented a resolution on the South African situation which discussed some of the racial
issues in South Africa. They also referenced racism towards African Americans.162 Prior
to the Fourth Comintern Congress, the Anglo-American Colonial Section attempted to
determine how to press forward on “The Negro Question.” It was not until the Fourth
Comintern Congress and the efforts of African-American communists that any resolution
appeared. Otto Huiswood and Claude McKay attended the Fourth Congress. Both were
159
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members of the African Blood Brotherhood. The ABB was a Pan-Africanist, black
nationalist and communist-sympathizing group. Huiswood and McKay criticized the
absence of any communist tactics on the “Negro Question.” McKay then noted the efforts
of W.E.B. DuBois and Marcus Garvey in mobilizing African sentiment and that the
Comintern needed to offer an alternative. Huiswood and McKay wrote the “Theses on the
Negro Question” developing the first racial platform for the Comintern. The Congress
eagerly passed it. It placed exploitation of blacks in the United States, Africa and
elsewhere on the same plane as the exploitation of workers or other colonized peoples.
The Comintern was “not only the organisation of the subjugated white workers in Europe
and America, but is also the organisation of the oppressed coloured peoples of the
world.”163 The resolution added that helping blacks was “absolutely necessary” for the
success of proletariat revolution and explicitly called for racial equality, equal wages and
rights.164 These calls for greater focus on race, continued in the Comintern’s official
journal, Communist International.165
McKay and Huiswood turned the Comintern’s attention to these issues. To
maintain engagement with black affairs, the Comintern established a Negro Commission
following the Fourth Congress and both Huiswood and McKay sat on the Commission.
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Historian Hakim Adi argues that the internationalizing language of the Theses suggest the
embrace of Pan-Africanism by the Comintern.166 To say so much may be going too far.
The Comintern frequently used internationalizing language and a good communist needed
to maintain some respect for accepted vernacular. The Theses, however, tended to revolve
around American affairs. The ABB took the position that American blacks were the
leaders of the movement. The Theses reflected this idea placing African-Americans as
“the vanguard of the struggle against oppression in Africa.”167 They also detailed the
oppression endured under slavery, but when detailing the struggles of Africans
throughout the world, spoke generally. Beyond the Theses, the Negro Commission
established at the Fourth Congress tended to dwell on American issues, only further
causing a disconnect. Sidney Bunting of the Communist Party of South Africa was one
critical voice of the development of Comintern consideration of black issues.168 Even still,
the role of McKay and Huiswood in highlighting a need to deal with the “Negro
Question” reflects the role non-Bolsheviks had in enhancing the importance of issues the
Comintern had failed to consider. “The Theses on the Negro Question” had developed a
plan of attack as a foundation on which other communists would build.

Conclusion
The Fourth Congress, the final Congress while Lenin was alive, developed the
most complete tactics to battle imperialism. By the end of 1922, Lenin’s worldview,
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articulated in Imperialism and his works on self-determination, implemented both within
the Soviet Union and especially so within the Comintern, was canonical. Colonial
independence, now coupled with racial equality, was a prominent aspect of the
Comintern’s plans regarding the United Front and world revolution. Even while the
Bolsheviks arguably engaged in their own imperialism and sought diplomatic
rapprochement, the Comintern maintained its focus on the national and colonial question.
During these first four years of the Comintern, whether there were successes or not, there
seemed to be a genuine desire to continue to develop the movement and to eradicate
imperialism and all of its negative aspects from the world.
The Comintern had articulated the worldview of Bolshevism and had many
followers, and communism was gaining a foothold internationally as a potential force in
independence movements. International communism, through the Comintern, developed
platforms that every party could follow to make anti-colonialism an important part of its
efforts. Racial equality and immigration were becoming significant issues. These
programmes were the tactical underpinning that the Communist Parties of South Africa,
Australia, Canada, and many others, accepted upon their enthusiastic agreement to join
the Comintern. Every party also had delegates in Moscow that commented on these
issues. These still general platforms, however, required much more work to be done and
local conditions led each party to either set them aside or challenge them directly, such as
in the example of Sidney Bunting above. Regardless, the Comintern’s accepted principles
that all communists needed to know and this was the context in which these parties
operated.
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The most pivotal moments in the application of Comintern resolutions, however,
came after Lenin’s death. These early Congresses established the foundations for the
Comintern’s evolution on the National, Colonial, and Racial Questions. Racial issues
became more important as black communists found a voice for their ideas, leading to
some radical applications of self-determination of nations. Individual communists also
developed new methods to promote anti-imperialism and support the Comintern’s
mission in that sphere. But the failures in China, leadership changes in the Soviet Union
and concerns about how Europe reacted to the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s
caused significant changes, whereby the Soviet Union and international communism’s
Eurocentrism hampered the effectiveness of what the Comintern set out to accomplish in
these early Congresses.
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Anti-Imperialism and Racial Equality vs. Eurocentrism: The National, Colonial & Racial
Questions and the Comintern 1922-1943
Under Lenin, the National, Colonial, and Racial Questions were priorities for the
Comintern. Prominent Bolsheviks moved debates forward and appeared at the
Comintern’s rallies for the Peoples of the East. Non-Russian communists played a key
role in refining the Comintern’s tactics or identifying areas where the Comintern needed
to improve. Following Lenin’s death in 1924, these trends continued for a brief period.
While Leon Trotsky and Joseph Stalin engaged in their struggle for control of the
Bolshevik Party and the Soviet Union, individual communists promoted the initiatives
that they felt were important. African American communists worked on methods to fight
racism and refine the tactics on the Negro Question. German communist Willi
Munzenburg secured Comintern support for a sub-organization dedicated to promoting
anti-imperialism internationally.
Despite Joseph Stalin’s credentials as the Commissar of Nationalities, and the
perception that he was the Soviet expert on nationalities, colonial independence, racial
issues and fighting imperialism were not necessarily guaranteed to be priorities for the
Comintern. Beginning in 1928 and continuing to 1935, making up the Third Period of the
Comintern, two strands of action permeated the Comintern. Certain communists
maintained a strong commitment to anti-imperialism and anti-racism. Some debates
taking place around the Sixth Congress of the Comintern, its aftermath, and the actions of
the League Against Imperialism (LAI) and the International Trade Union Committee of
Negro Workers (ITUCNW) reflected these efforts. At the same time, the Eurocentricism
of the Comintern became further entrenched. European parties, despite the Second
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Comintern Congress resolving that they needed to be committed to colonial liberation and
work with their colonial counterparts, failed to prioritize colonial issues and ignored
Comintern orders. The Comintern tended to also have an eye to the West. Fighting
imperialism initially focused on undermining Britain or the United States. With the rise of
Nazi Germany, the Comintern conflated imperialism and fascism.
Because of these split foci, the Comintern’s commitment on the National,
Colonial and Racial Questions from 1924 through to the Comintern’s demise in 1943 was
inconsistent. The shift to Third Period tactics, jettisoning United Front policies and
demanding communist purity for any Comintern initiatives, led to drastic shifts that
undermined the effectiveness of the League Against Imperialism, turning it from a broad
anti-imperial movement to a more communist-driven movement. The same period has
been referred to as the “golden age” of the prioritization of racial issues in the Comintern.
With the death of Lenin and the ouster of Gregori Zinoviev, Karl Radek and Leon
Trotsky, the next tier of Bolshevik leaders seemed less engaged in colonial issues and
other communist delegates voiced their concerns. Although colonial affairs continued to
be discussed, at the Sixth Congress, at great length, Bolshevik leaders were less refined in
their approaches. They supported certain initiatives if they felt the results were
worthwhile, but the moment that a concept had seemingly run its course or would run
counter to Comintern interests, it needed to change or end. The reason some of the
initiatives lasted as long as they did was because of the intense efforts of the individual
communists intimately involved with them.
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Building on the efforts of Otto Huiswood and Claude McKay, black communists
gained more influence throughout the 1920s and developed Comintern tactics on how to
deal with the “Negro Question.” Equally as important were individual communists in
Europe who took it upon themselves to develop Comintern front organizations to reach
wider audiences and promote anti-imperialism on a grander scale. Examples of these
organizations include the League Against Imperialism, developed by Willi Munzenburg,
beginning in 1927, and the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers,
formed in 1930, which saw prominent figures such as James Ford and George Padmore
attempt to provide support to the black Atlantic. Though their efforts would flame out as a
result of the Comintern’s tactical shifts and waning interest in the organizations, these
initiatives exemplified how no matter what structural issues existed in the Comintern,
international communism attracted individuals who would take up the mantle regardless
and do what they could to promote colonial liberation and racial equality.

Between Lenin and Stalin
The fifth Comintern Congress, held from 17 June to 8 July 1924, was the first
after the death of Lenin. It was a transitionary Congress, because of the power struggle in
the Soviet Union that was underway between Joseph Stalin and Leon Trotsky. The slow
infiltration of Stalinist ideas began to pervade the revolutionary character of the
Comintern. For example, Stalin was voted onto the Executive Committee, replacing
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Trotsky.169 Trotsky and Stalin disagreed on the role of the Soviet Union internationally.
Leon Trotsky advocated the concept of permanent revolution and promoted
internationalism. The National and Colonial Question was an important part of Trotsky’s
criticism of Stalin. Trotsky was opposed to the idea of Chinese communists joining the
Kuomintang. Trotsky viewed the Kuomintang as a bourgeois party and one not in line
with the interests of international communism and therefore, the Comintern. An alliance
was possible, but the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) should remain separate.170 Stalin,
however, articulated the platform of Socialism in One Country. Stalin saw the defense
and establishment of communism within the Soviet Union as paramount to the success of
international communism. He called for a halt to the explicitly revolutionary character of
the Comintern, instead opting for what would become a much more opportunistic
platform. In China, Stalin wholeheartedly supported the CCP merger with the
Kuomintang.171
As Stalin slowly took control of the Comintern, conversation continued on the
Comintern’s tactics. Ukrainian communist Dmitry Manuilsky led the discussion on the
National and Colonial Question at the Fifth Congress. Manuilsky became a mainstay of
the Comintern. He sat on the Executive Committee’s Presidium beginning in 1924. He
was its Secretary from 1928 until the Comintern’s dissolution in 1943. Manuilsky was coeditor of Nashe Slovo with Leon Trotsky. But by 1924, he supported Stalin. Manuilsky’s
report at the Fifth Congress outlined the shortcomings and failures with regard to
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revolutionary aims on national or colonial lines. He criticized the overemphasis on
dealing with each region separately, seeing a regional focus as leading to an uneven
application of the National and Colonial Theses of the Second Congress. His conclusions
ran counter to the more detailed theses of the Fourth Congress, drafted by M.N. Roy.
Tactically, he chided Egyptian and Turkish communists for taking the wrong course with
a nationalist, albeit bourgeois, government in power.172 Manuilsky’s discussion of the
colonial world ended there. He turned his attention to self-determination and its
application in the Balkans and how it could be used in conjunction with issues such as the
occupation of the Ruhr. The discussion of the Balkans, potentially stemming from his
familiarity with Eastern Europe, was his main focus. When colonial affairs returned to the
forefront of Manuilsky’s speech, he condemned the Communist Parties of Great Britain
and France for not doing enough to help colonial liberation.173
Manuilsky also affirmed Stalinist principles in the sphere of national policies. He
agreed with Stalin on the need for alliances between colonial communist parties and
nationalist-bourgeois groups, such as the one between the Kuomintang and the CCP in
China. Manuilsky lauded the success of the Soviet Union’s nationalities policy. To him,
the Soviet Union practiced what it had preached. It had extended Leninist principles of
172
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self-determination within its own borders, and established equal rights for all peoples.
Echoing Lenin, he pointed out that the Soviet Union was a natural bridge between Europe
and Asia and it had awakened the world to its revolutionary potential. He urged European
parties to promote these successes in their home countries.174 The emphasis on the value
to European parties only further entrenched the report’s general Eurocentrism.
Colonial delegates expressed their disappointment with Manuilsky’s report. M.
N. Roy, criticized the vagueness of Manuilsky’s programme. Roy responded by
reiterating his Theses from the Fourth Congress. He claimed that Manuilsky was
misinformed in some of his conclusions on the colonial world. Roy attacked Stalinist
formulations on the National and Colonial Question. Roy, restating his contributions at
the Second and Fourth Congresses, suggested that revolutionary-nationalist groups
needed to be supported by communism, not nationalist-bourgeois groups.175 Others
delineated what they regarded as serious shortcomings in Manuilsky’s speech, included
his ignorance of colonial affairs. Comrade Rossi of the Italian Communist Party
recognized the need to do better, calling on his fellow delegates to avoid attacking
“detailed propositions” and instead “guarantee our colonial comrades a more careful
attention in the future to work on colonial and national questions.”176 Perhaps the most
famous, and damning, comment came from Nguyen Ai-Quoc, the future Ho Chi Minh,
who stated, “I feel that the comrades have not yet sufficiently grasped the idea that the
destiny of the proletariat of the whole world…is closely tied to the destiny of the
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oppressed nations in the colonies.”177 Other European communists were less critical.
Several agreed with Manuilsky’s criticisms of the English and French parties; others tried
to defend their parties.178
Absent from Manuilsky’s report was any consideration of race. The delegates took
it upon themselves to discuss racial and ethnic issues. Japanese communist Sen Katayama
noted the need to fight anti-immigration laws in the United States that were based on a
fear of Asian immigrants. He added that this discrimination was going to be taken
advantage of by the Japanese imperialists who would, in turn, use racism to justify their
own goals.179 South African communist Tom Mann pointed out the “mistrust” between
black Africans and white workers in South Africa and that racial division was deeply
ingrained in South Africa.180 Comrade Pepper of the United States recommended a need
to go beyond simple self-determination and instead to promote complete equality between
nationalities and races. He also suggested a “right of free emigration and immigration.”181
Israel Amter, noted in the last chapter for his general agreement with the “Theses on the
Negro Question” from the Fourth Congress, repeated his call for the American blacks to
take a leadership position and for the “Negro Question” to be dealt with amongst
blacks.182 The National and Colonial Question had lost momentum by the Fifth Congress,
owing to a weak report and a number of disparate voices, each of whom had his own
177
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opinions on how to move forward. This turn of events, however, showed the need for a
generalized programme with some flexibility for local priorities and issues. That solution
however did not come in 1924.
The development of the Negro Commission following the Fourth Congress and a
desire to solve the “Negro Question” compelled some communists to press forward
despite the issues at the Fifth Congress. Lovett Fort-Whiteman of the American party,
who also criticized Manuilsky’s report, continued his vocal disparagement of
communism’s tactics on race. He was the first African-American to attend the Lenin
School in Moscow. Criticizing the American party, he pointed out the difficulties of
gaining black followers in the United States. He owed these obstacles to racial
discrimination, arguing that it was not a problem of class. Racial equality presented
certain theoretical issues with which American communists had struggled.183 He also
suggested that an American Negro Labor Congress (ANLC), in line with some of the
suggestions of the Fourth Congress, take place in Chicago. The Congress, despite
resistance from some American communists, took place in October 1925 and remained a
force, albeit a minor one, in labour politics in the United States for the rest of the decade.
The ANLC attempted to mobilize black workers. It also followed the Comintern line,
articulating black issues on class lines, while also trying to link the American struggle to
the greater struggle for black rights internationally. It also brought two prominent black
communists, James Ford and George Padmore, into the fold.184
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Big Changes on the Horizon
Stalin’s influence on the Comintern was evident elsewhere during the Fifth
Comintern Congress. Zinoviev referenced the need to be prepared for a new series of
wars with the imperialist powers. This concept gained in prominence in Comintern
circles, and Stalin was able to mobilize these fears in his bid for power within the Soviet
Union.185 There was plenty of cause for alarm in the mid-1920s. The British General
Strike led Britain to end relations with the Soviet Union. Italian Fascism was a looming
threat for Soviet diplomacy. Germany distanced itself from the Soviets. France remained
intransigent in its hostile policies toward the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, the Japanese and
the Americans were cold in their dealings with the Soviets.186 Whether real or imagined,
Soviet fears of war with the imperialist world carried some weight.
Typically, historians have cited the war scare beginning after the Fifth Congress
of the Comintern, usually in 1926 or 1927.187 The alarm of imminent war with the West,
initially Britain, was sounded earlier in the Comintern. According to the Comintern, the
United States came onto the imperialist scene following the First World War as an
unrivalled force and a direct challenge to British dominance. The British, fearful of
communist gains in China, intensified their antagonism towards the Soviet Union. The
Comintern’s publications stressed the need for a united front against imperialism. To
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assuage fears of workers in imperial powers, the Comintern asserted that the end of
imperialism would lead to no change in quality of life in Europe, echoing resolutions
from Comintern Congresses. In 1925, leading Bolsheviks were writing articles in the
Communist International. Gregory Zinoviev, for example, penned one claiming that the
British would seek to isolate the Soviet Union and would again create a coalition to
destroy international communism. The Soviet Union remained the “guiding light” for the
colonial world and would stand up to this challenge.188
These early proclamations stressing impending war with the imperial world did
not ignore the National and Colonial Question. Reports from various colonies continued
to be commonplace in the Communist International.189 Much as Lenin had stressed
imperialism as moribund capitalism, communists pointed out that imperialism was in
decline. While imperial rivalries intensified, communists asserted that imperial powers
struggled to maintain their control of their colonies. As revolutionary and nationalist
188
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fervour increased, imperial powers spent more money to maintain order.190 The British
Empire remained the focus of many of these reports.191 Imperialism’s need for a victory
made them desperate and thus a threat to the Soviet Union. If their imperialism remained
under siege, they could be defeated. While the colonial world occupied significant space
in Comintern publications, it still was focused on the end result: the defeat of European
imperialism.
Developments in China, however, called into question Comintern tactics.
Beginning in March 1926, Chiang Kai-Shek, having just taken leadership of the
Kuomintang, began to persecute members of the CCP, severing the partnership that was
the gold standard for Stalin’s vision of the Lenin’s Theses for the National and Colonial
Question. Whereas the hope had been that the Communist Party of China would be able
to seize the revolutionary spirit and take leadership of the movement itself at the
opportune moment, the national-bourgeois group, the Kuomintang betrayed the
communists first, exposing the worst possible result for the Comintern’s National and
Colonial programme. This episode also further deepened the differences between Trotsky
and Stalin, and their followers, in the leadership struggle.192 By 1928, Stalin had
effectively outmaneuvered Trotsky.
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The Sixth Comintern Congress and the Dawning of the Third Period
The Sixth Congress of the Comintern, held in Moscow, from 17 July to 1
September 1928, was the most significant Comintern Congress since the Second
Congress. It represented the most substantial tactical shift since the abandonment of
world revolution in Europe. The Congress affirmed the beginning of the “third period” of
capitalist development following the First World War. The Comintern argued that the
collapse of capitalism was imminent and therefore the Comintern needed to aggressively
mobilize the proletariat. The Comintern ended their United Front tactics. This period,
sometimes referred to as “class against class,” called for parties to establish separate trade
unions and to aim for control of the left in their countries. The Comintern returned to
criticizing Social Democrats and anyone not aligned with communism. This general
tactical shift led to important doctrinal changes for the National, Colonial and Racial
Questions.193
Nikolai Bukharin, President of the ECCI, did his best to promote the new line and
to reconceptualise the world within it. He opened the Congress with a speech on the
international situation. While not ignored entirely, Bukharin limited his remarks on the
National and Colonial Question to a brief discussion of China and India, two regions that
the Comintern prioritized, thanks to stronger than usual independence movements.
Bukharin asserted that German imperialism was on the rebound from Versailles. AngloAmerican antagonism was growing, and Latin America was going to be more important
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in the future.194 This limited discussion of the National and Colonial Question was not
lost on the delegates. Several delegates openly criticized Bukharin’s report. Particularly
damning was that the Sixth Congress hosted the highest number of parties in Congress
history, including many colonial parties. The mention of Latin America pleased Latin
American delegates, but they wanted to see the Comintern spend more time on their
issues. The lack of any mention of Africa troubled the South African party and others.195
Bukharin commended the criticism of his speech, but he urged delegates to focus on the
bigger picture. He added that the danger of imperialist war and the Soviet war scare were
the most important issues.196
Debate continued in other sessions. The split in the revolutionary movement in
China in 1927 brought to the fore the issues of the United Front policy with regard to the
National and Colonial Question. The Third Period demanded a reconsideration of tactics,
resulting in the “Theses on the Revolutionary Movement in the Colonies and
Semicolonies.” The “Theses” were an amalgamation of deference to Lenin and lessons
learned from the faults of the United Front. The “Theses on the National and Colonial
Questions” from the Second Congress remained the “guiding line” for the party, again
ignoring the resolutions of the Fourth Congress. It reviewed the situation in China and
prioritized India, Indonesia and Latin America. The “Theses” repeated old themes.
194
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Lenin’s Imperialism and Stalin’s additions were recast at length. Youth, women, trade
unions and peasant groups were given roles in the struggle for colonial liberation.197
Tactically though, the National and Colonial Question remained a confounding
problem. Many colonies still had weak communist parties and some had weak
independence movements. The Comintern prepared delegates to consider this problem,
including a discussion piece in Communist International just as the Sixth Congress
began.198 To immediately bring about a wholesale end to United Front tactics in the
colonial world would prove disastrous as it would be a drastic shift and permanently
damage colonial communist parties. To blindly reaffirm them was equally problematic, as
the situation in China had shown. Therefore, the Comintern adopted a flexible approach.
It warned against ideological errors which could cause the communist parties to lag
behind changing circumstances in the independence movements. It reminded communists
to be aware of different sections of the national-revolutionary movements, such as
students as they were often the most enthusiastic but failed to truly understand socialism.
They also could not be a true ally of the oppressed because of their class. The Theses
noted learning from China was important, but simply transferring any lessons to other
regions was wrong. Linking with national-bourgeois groups of a revolutionary character
was still allowed, but parties should be aware of the problems of doing so and maintain
their autonomy. The “Theses” demanded the communist parties be aware of the situation
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in their own colony and act appropriately.199 The “Theses” were guidelines aimed at
ensuring communist parties remained communist in the revolutionary struggle. The
Comintern replaced the rigidity Manuilsky called for at the Fifth Congress with flexibility
based on local conditions, again doing an about-face.200 However, while parties may have
had some wiggling room, the expectation was that they still needed to follow Third
Period thinking which was rigid in its tactics.
The Comintern still urged communist parties in imperial countries to support
colonial independence, reaffirming the resolutions of the Second Comintern Congress. It
instructed parties to yet again combat the influence of the socialists who had clearly
demonstrated their “bourgeois” position, such as support for the civilizing mission and
the maintenance of imperialism, two positions that plagued the Second International
before the First World War. The Communist International also vowed to place special
importance on national and colonial issues.201

Remembering the “Negro Question”
Whereas the fight for colonial independence saw little tactical evolution, the
Comintern nearly ignored racial issues. The original theses had no mention of race or the
“Negro Question.” American and African communists convinced others of the need to
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discuss it, especially in light of some of the work done by the Negro Commission.202
Initially, many perceived the Commission as preoccupied with American racial issues,
stemming from its significantly American membership. Because of their influence, and
the importance of the United States as an imperial power, Comintern tactics placed
African Americans in a leadership role on black issues. The Negro Commission’s
involvement in hosting an American Negro Labor Congress (ANLC) in Chicago in 1925
added to the America-centric perception of the body and the Comintern on these issues.
While the ANLC aimed to be more international in scope, it failed to mobilize much
support. Historian Hakim Adi suggests that the success of the Congress lay in Comintern
support for black issues. This conclusion is only part of its importance; it also reflected
the initiative of certain individual communists in promoting certain issues important to
them and the Comintern’s willingness to support them as long as they conformed to the
Comintern’s tactics. The Negro Commission and a greater awareness of racism led to
another shift for the Comintern; more black communists sat on relevant committees to
develop an appropriate resolution.203
Leading to the Sixth Congress, the biggest issue was how to develop a resolution
to deal with black issues internationally. A related discussion regarded what role self-
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determination was to have in black affairs. Harry Haywood and Nikolai Nasanov took on
this task. Harry Haywood was an African American communist who had become
displeased with the tactics of W.E.B. Dubois’ National Association for the Advancement
of Coloured People (NAACP). He had met with Nikolai Nasanov, a Russian member of
the Young Communist International in Chicago, and major proponent of selfdetermination for African Americans.204 Nasanov convinced Haywood that the best
opportunity for equality for African Americans was to look at their socio-economic
condition, instead of race. The conditions in the southern United States, generally
agrarian, suggested that the “Theses on the National and Colonial Question” as drafted by
Lenin in 1920 were applicable to the African American population.205 The American
Civil War and Reconstruction were “the unfinished bourgeois-democratic revolution.”
This unfinished revolution, coupled with the effects of American imperialism, made
African Americans a subject people by all relevant definitions: ethnicity, economics, and
culture.206 To Haywood and Nasanov, race mattered for inculcating certain values onto
the population, but their shared values, experiences and economic status in the United
States made them a colonized peoples and a nation.
Together, during a meeting of the Negro Commission of the Anglo-American
Secretariat in August 1928, they presented a set of theses on which they had worked,
colloquially known as the “Haywood-Nasanov Theses.” The theses dealt with African
Americans specifically. It criticized American communists for their failures to adequately
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deal with black issues. It also embraced attacks on white chauvinism, declaring that “the
prerequisites of a nationalist movement exist” for African Americans, and called for selfdetermination.207 Initial reaction was negative. Most disagreed with the classification of
blacks in the Theses as allies of the proletariat, instead of as equal members and thereby
conflating nationality with race.208 The second day of discussion saw more support for the
theses. Delegates reflected upon Lenin’s own statements, where African Americans and
the Irish were considered similarly, and thus racial identity and national identity could be
one and the same.209 More generally, however, many saw the theses as a promising
contribution to any discussion of race. Max Petrovsky, directly referencing Lenin’s
“Theses on the National and Colonial Question,” supported forwarding the “HaywoodNasanov Theses” to the committees of the Sixth Congress. After three days of discussion,
the committee voted by a count of six to four, to pass the theses along to the Negro
Commission of the Sixth Congress as a basis for discussion. The debate was entirely
preoccupied with American issues, but the resolution passed by the Commission made
clear the relevance to the greater problem – it was a part of the general discussion on
black issues.210
The Soviet Union’s most preeminent expert of race and one of its teachers at the
Lenin School, Endre Sik, writing as A. Shiek, had some concerns regarding the “Negro
Question.” His criticisms were timely as his article was published as the Sixth Congress
was ongoing. He also highlighted many of the same problems some Negro Commission
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delegates had. In his piece, he explained his conception of race. He attacked the concept
of superior or inferior races as a concept developed by exploiter classes. He pointed out
that any anthropological definition of race was irrelevant to the racial oppression that
existed in the world. Circumstance frequently defined oppression, not race. This
difference, according to Sik, was that there were different circumstances for the black
population in the United States and in Africa, similar to the different treatment of Jews
throughout the world. Black Africans were oppressed as a “colonial nation” instead of
because of their race; African-Americans were oppressed because of race. Therefore, the
“Theses on the National and Colonial Question” were acceptable for blacks in Africa, but
not applicable in the American context. Sik argued self-determination, in the manner that
Nasanov and Haywood proposed it, was not the proper tactic in the American context and
instead equality should be the goal. The Comintern should strive to end racial prejudice
within the American party.211 Neither Sik’s concerns, nor his suggestions, were
considered. However, what it did show was that there was not full agreement on how to
proceed, and that there were many communists who prioritized fighting racial prejudice.
The Sixth Congress was in many ways a turning point for the “Negro Question.”
Prior to the Congress, Fort-Whiteman, noted earlier for his involvement with the ANLC,
submitted a note, outlining a series of items that he felt needed to be discussed at the
Comintern Congress. Included in this list was a need to bring more black delegates into
higher levels of Comintern work and to create a Bureau for the purpose of collecting
materials on and to give direction to both the American and African struggle thereby
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uniting the two regions.212 The Negro Commission itself was a collection of delegates
from a wide number of countries and regions including the United States, South Africa,
Great Britain, France, and Latin America. Five of these delegates were African
Americans. Promptly, the Comintern created a sub-committee to discuss South Africa and
the United States with the intention to develop individual plans of action for primary
areas of importance before creating a more general line regarding black issues.213 The
section of the “Theses on the Revolutionary Movement in the Colonies and
Semicolonies” on the “Negro Question” reflected this methodology.
The “Theses” linked the “Negro Question” to the National and Colonial Question.
The Comintern offered different tactics for different regions. The Comintern emphasized
the building of communism and of independence movements in Latin America and the
majority of Africa. The United States and South Africa, however, were its significant
priorities. In the United States, the Comintern encouraged American communists to
promote racial equality and call for an end to segregation. The Comintern argued that
African American communists needed to convince non-blacks that the success of the
greater proletarian revolution relied on an end to racism. In South Africa, the Comintern
highlighted racial divisions and the colonial nature of the white government which
benefitted by exploiting the black African population. Much like in the United States, the
Comintern commanded the Communist Party of South Africa (CPSA) to fight for black
acceptance in non-black trade unions.
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In both regions, the Comintern advocated for self-determination on racial lines.
Echoing Harry Haywood’s arguments in the Negro Commission and the “HaywoodNasanov Theses”, the black population in both the United States and in South Africa was
seen as a nationality. In South Africa, the Comintern demanded the creation of an
independent black African republic, highlighting the need to make assurances to whites
that their rights would not be abridged in this republic.214 For all of the ambiguity
elsewhere in the Theses, not only was the Comintern more concrete in its tactics, it was
more radical than ever before.
Perhaps no one cared as much about the “Negro Question” as black communists.
The results of the Sixth Congress increased their influence. They pushed for racial selfdetermination and they were an active part of the newly developed Negro Bureau, created
in the aftermath of the Sixth Congress. Their voices grew louder. In the South African
context, James La Guma and other supporters managed to force some of the more
stubborn and entrenched leadership of the CPSA to follow the Comintern-dictated Native
Republic Thesis.215 In the American context, the Comintern issued a second version of
the Theses in 1930 when the Communist Party of America failed to implement them
initially. Historian Hakim Adi pointed out that factional issues may have played a role.
Some members of the American Communist Party disagreed with the concept of self-
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determination. The African American members of the Negro Bureau, which included
Haywood, were in favour.216
One final note should be added regarding the topic of race at the Sixth Congress.
Indigenous peoples were mentioned, although the Comintern tackled their plight
carelessly. The Comintern redefined Canada and Australia as imperial nations; the
Comintern outlined that these dominions had been established through the destruction of
the Indigenous peoples.217 But the “Negro Question” was a separate issue from other
general racial issues. Indigenous peoples and foreign workers were not discussed in the
Negro Commission and only mentioned separately, if at all, in general colonial theses.
Therefore, it is very likely that the Comintern saw these racial issues as separate strands
and one cannot assume that positions discussed or resolved by the Negro Commission
would simply be extended to other races. The ramifications of this narrow application can
be seen in the Australian context with regards to Aboriginal peoples and Melanesian
peoples.218 There was no formal plan of action regarding Indigenous peoples or foreign
workers internationally emanating from any Congress of the Comintern.

The League Against Imperialism
As the Comintern underwent a general ideological shift, individual communists
spearheaded several projects to fight against imperialism or promote racial equality under
Comintern auspices. Two examples, the League against Imperialism (LAI) and the
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International Trade Union of Coloured and Negro Workers (ITUCNW), were the most
significant and highlight alternate, yet generally unsuccessful, attempts made by
communists to mobilize either anti-imperial or anti-racist supporters.
In the mid-1920s, the focus on fighting imperialism and colonial oppression
motivated some communists to develop a group specifically for this purpose. Unlike the
Baku Congress or the Congress of the Toilers of the Far East, the initial meeting was
supposed to be a gathering of European communists. While no such formal gathering
took place, the idea of such a meeting motivated Willi Munzenburg, a German
communist, to attempt to create the League Against Imperialism.219 Moscow supported
Munzenburg’s concept.220
The initial intention of the LAI has been debated by historians. Some historians,
such as E.H. Carr, Stephen Howe, Jonathan Derrick and Vijay Prashad, suggested it was
nothing more than a Comintern front organization, an auxiliary organization in order to
mobilize support from the Left, generally speaking.221 Fredrik Petersson argued that the
term front organization is incorrect and instead, the LAI was better understood as a
“sympathizing communist organization” which sought to extend communist influence
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while avoiding suspicion.222 He also concluded it became a “hub” for the entire antiimperialist movement within Europe and the world, irrespective of ideological position.223
Sean McMeekin was more cynical. McMeekin claimed a double lie was at work. Many of
those involved were not sympathetic to the Comintern or Moscow, misleading the
Comintern in the aims of the organization; Munzenburg and others lied to those involved,
causing them to believe that Moscow had not financially backed the LAI, nor had it any
role in its organization. He also argued that Willi Munzenburg manipulated the
Comintern into agreeing to fund the LAI.224 John Callaghan stated that its purpose was to
bring together the left and mobilize its anti-imperial sentiment, while linking it with
nationalists in the colonial world.225
The Comintern intended the LAI to be a front organization. The Comintern
wanted the LAI’s predecessor, the League against Colonial Oppression (LACO), “to act
as a neutral intermediary between the Communist International and nationalist
movements in the colonies.”226 In instructions to Munzenburg, the Comintern suggested
the agenda for the Brussels Conference, including who to invite and what topics should
be discussed. The Comintern took great care to note not only its concerns over the
possible existence of “opportunistic elements” among these speakers, but also that a
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communist wing would maintain control of the League and determine its general
ideology.227
The League was founded in Brussels on 10 February 1927. The Congress, in
general, was a success; 174 delegates attended from 134 organizations or parties,
representing 34 countries. Of these delegates, sixty percent were involved in colonial
independence movements. The Congress attracted a wide array of individuals who gave
the appearance that the LAI was not a communist-driven organization. Individuals
involved included Henri Barbusse, who gave the opening address, Upton Sinclair, Maxim
Gorky, Albert Einstein and others. The future first Prime Minister of India, Jawaharlal
Nehru was on the LAI’s executive committee. While they were sympathetic to the
proposed aim of the Congress, many could not be said to be communist.228
The main goal of the conference was the call for self-determination of the colonial
world.229 Many British delegates discussed Chinese affairs. Delegates signed a SinoIndian agreement, likely drafted by Nehru.230 Some delegates representing the ANLC,
South Africa and French West Africa wrote a resolution on the “Negro Question.”231
Historian Jean Jones argues that the most important function of the Congress was to allow
delegates to develop their networks and meet other like-minded individuals.232
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The response to the Congress was generally positive. The attendance of the
Congress impressed the Comintern.233 Fenner Brockway of the Independent Labour Party
saw the Congress as a significant event and the only “international” conference he had
attended, owing to the significant number of colonial delegates.234 Jawaharlal Nehru saw
it as confirmation of the existence of a strong anti-colonial movement in Europe.235
However, there were critical voices. The Second International claimed the LAI was
communist-run and refused to consider otherwise.236 Colonial governments cracked down
on LAI literature and persecuted delegates following the conference.237 The Comintern
also had a degree of skepticism, although this could be in part due to its desire to ensure
the alleged neutrality of the LAI. Immediately after the first Congress, Communist
International published a critique with cautious optimism about the LAI, suggesting that
while it was clear that the delegates wanted to destroy imperialism and support colonial
independence, they did so by emphasizing positions that were either wrong or social
democratic.238
While the LAI did spread enthusiasm and served to act as a legitimate anticolonial group, the evolution of Comintern policy made it difficult to maintain the LAI
under its initial mandate. As noted above, in 1928, the Comintern discarded all united
front policies and prohibited any allegiance to or cooperation with social democratic
forces. The LAI could no longer act as a front organization claiming neutrality. Instead, in
233
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order to reflect the new line, Willi Munzenburg and other members, including American
communist and American representative to the LAI, James L. Ford, introduced a more
militant line, attacking reformist tendencies within the League.239
The Second Congress of the LAI, the Frankfurt Congress of 1929, displayed the
new tone for the LAI. James Maxton, member of the Independent Labour Party (ILP),
was a focal point of hostility going forward. He was a symbol of the social democrats,
leftist reformists and other elements that the Comintern no longer wanted involved with
its organization. Willi Munzenberg, following his new orders from Moscow, began the
attack before other members of the communist bloc within the League condemned the
KMT, pledged allegiance to the Soviet Union, and demanded the need to determine who
was a foe to the League. This last charge included Maxton and others like him. As the
Congress continued, communist delegates introduced Comintern rhetoric in their
speeches, including the war scare and criticism of bourgeois nationalist groups, such as
the KMT and the Indian National Congress, of which Nehru was a member of, for
working against independence. No longer was the LAI ideologically neutral. Now, it was
a Comintern organization, and this Congress was an example of the Comintern’s control
over the proceedings.240 The Comintern praised the Frankfurt Congress in Communist
International. It pressed the LAI to defend the Soviet Union, both as the true rival of
imperialism and as opposed to the impending war, placing upon it the same demands it
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gave every communist party. The Comintern further reminded the LAI that it needed to
increase its links to the proletariat and also to other colonial parties.241 The League
conformed to the Comintern line post-Sixth Comintern Congress and was no longer
considered independent by any keen observer; it was a Comintern initiative even though
the Comintern wanted to still suggest otherwise.242
Following Frankfurt, the League had little influence. While some of the networks
established continued to prove important for some colonial communists, the League was
disorganized and never maintained the enthusiasm of its earlier years. Many former
members who were not communist were either expelled or left.243 Nehru, for example,
after hearing of how the INC representative at the Frankfurt Congress was treated, stated
that the LAI would never have the support of the INC again.244 The League had its offices
in Berlin raided in 1931, and by the time of Adolf Hitler’s rise in 1933, the League had no
physical location from which to operate.245 Largely ineffectual after this point, it quietly
dissolved in 1937.246
The League Against Imperialism was important, however, as one example of
individual communists taking the anti-imperialism of the Comintern to heart and
developing their own initiative to support colonial liberation and international
241
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communism. Individual communists could pursue pet projects based on their personal
motivations. Willi Munzenburg developed a group which would act as a hub for antiimperialists, while also being sympathetic to communist aims. The shift to Third Period
tactics hurt the concept, but not enough to prevent it from having some role in Comintern
tactics. It was a useful project to Moscow and one it would support until Hitler’s rise
hampered its ability to do the work it was tasked to do. The priorities of Western
communist parties also ensured its downfall.

The Colonial Conference of 1929 That Never Was
While the raids and changing political landscape of Germany played a role in
hastening the League’s operational collapse, there were also structural reasons for its
collapse. Many of the European communist parties did not prioritize anti-colonialism.
The Eurocentrism of international communism was present from the start, becoming more
obvious at the Fifth and Sixth Comintern Congresses. Bolshevik leadership was not the
only problem. European parties had a poor track record of helping colonial parties. This
Eurocentrism was not unknown to Comintern officials. Following the Sixth Congress, the
Eastern Secretariat of the Comintern desired more emphasis on colonial work, at least
within Europe. Shortly after the Congress, on Otto Kuusinen’s order, the Comintern
named R. Page Arnot the liaison between the LAI and the Comintern.247 Arnot spent most
of 1929 in Moscow and was a prominent anti-colonial activist in the Communist Party of
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Great Britain. Arnot became one of the most powerful voices of colonial issues in the
Comintern, taking over from the expelled M.N. Roy.248
The Eastern Secretariat of the ECCI tasked Arnot to evaluate the implementation
of the National and Colonial Question by the European parties, to investigate why these
parties avoided colonial work and to propose solutions to this problem. Over the first two
months of 1929, Arnot travelled from Moscow to Germany to meet with Munzenburg, to
Cologne to meet with the LAI executive, to London to meet with the CPGB, to Paris to
meet with the Communist Party of France (PCF), to Brussels and to Amsterdam. The
investigation was only part of his mandate; he also sought to organize a European
Colonial Conference.249
After having visited each party and discussing matters with them, Arnot filed a
report to the Comintern which presented a disappointing outlook. Virtually all of the
parties had little to no connection with their home country’s colonies. The British party
was too small and had limited connections such as domestic links to the LAI, certain trade
unions and colonial emigres. France was in the best shape of the four parties Arnot had
met. The PCF had, at least, worked on some “negro work” in North Africa and supported
the Ligue pour defence de la race negre (LDRN), a rare positive note. Otherwise, the PCF
was largely still limited to dealing with domestic issues. The Belgian and Dutch parties
had issues with the LAI, questioning its ideological makeup, while also having virtually
no contact with their major colonies, the Congo and Indonesia respectively.250 Things
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were as bad as they seemed with little hope of getting better without a significant change
in approach. This change in approach, for Arnot, came in the form of an authoritative
Colonial Conference that would impose Comintern tactics on these parties.251 Support
from European parties to colonial parties was a key feature of the “Theses on the National
and Colonial Question.” If European parties were not holding up their end, many colonial
parties were rudderless. Equally important was that if the regions that the Comintern
arguably had most interest in had parties that could ignore certain platforms of the
Comintern, it should not be a surprise when each of the Communist Parties of South
Africa, Canada, and Australia failed to consider combatting colonialism as a priority.
Furthermore, when the Comintern did interfere, as would be the case in South Africa, it
asked European communists to oversee colonial party affairs. European ignorance of
colonial or racial affairs hampered the effectiveness of the appropriate Comintern
programmes.
Initially the purpose of the Colonial Conference was to “[put] into operation…the
decisions of the CI on colonial questions, more especially [sic.] by means of closer
coordination of all colonial activities.”252 Berlin and Koln were proposed locations for the
Conference which would take place in April 1929.253 The Conference would help open
doors, informing parties of possible colonial connections within their home countries, and
encourage them to use the Lenin School and other similar programmes through the
Comintern to bolster their understanding of colonial questions. The PolitSecretariat of the
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Comintern agreed to the creation of a Commission specifically to plan this conference.
Organizers suggested 31 delegates, nineteen of whom would come from Western
European communist parties, with the Conference lasting no longer than seven days.254
While planning the conference, Arnot and Hungarian communist Ludwig Madiar
(Magyar) developed what became known as the “Magyar Thesis,” formally titled “The
Organisation of the Colonial Work of the European communist parties.” The resolution
delineated the many failings of the European communist parties to engage in “colonial
routine work.” Many of the suggestions made should have been second nature in terms of
unifying the European parties to their colonial counterparts. Articles on colonial affairs
needed to be widely available. Articles should be sent to any trade union publications in
the colonies by whatever channels were available. Many colonial parties had little
knowledge of party structure and organization, so Magyar suggested that European
parties should take the opportunity to provide advice if their colonial counterparts
requested it. Communist party members in Europe should travel to colonies and guide the
parties. The report also highlighted ship workers and students, many of whom came from
colonies, as targets for agitation.255 The report ended with reference to the colonial
commissions of each party:
The colonial commissions must not only read the colonial
press, discuss the political and economic situation in the
colonies involved, write articles or pamphlets on colonial
questions and undertake and conduct investigational work
with regard to the colonies, but must also carry on a
254
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ceaseless activity in the organisational field, first of all in
the application of the tasks outlined above.256
For Magyar, and Arnot, the parties needed to do more. The “Magyar Thesis” outlined
what European parties should aim to accomplish with regards to the colonial world.
The conference however never occurred. Many parties were slow in submitting
reports to the Commission, halting progress, to the point that the proposed conference
was later postponed until May, and then until July, before being postponed indefinitely.257
The cancellation of the conference was in part a result of R. Page Arnot’s sudden
resignation from his post. The Comintern dispatched Arnot to the United States in order
to resolve the factional struggles in American communism. He could not continue to work
on organizing the Conference and was replaced by Alexander Bittleman, an American
communist. Bittleman accomplished little and instead, the Comintern and the many
delegates involved turned their attention to the aforementioned Frankfurt Congress of the
LAI and the Tenth Plenum of the Comintern which both occurred in July.258
Arnot’s report and the aborted plans for the Colonial Conference clarified the
priorities of European communist parties. Colonial matters barely registered. The
Eurocentrism of the European parties was hard to shake. Even when the Comintern
castigated European parties for their failure to support colonial independence, no change
occurred. Part of this failure to change was a function of the prioritization of European
affairs in international communism. With repeated concerns about war between
imperialist powers, and between those powers and the Soviet Union, maintaining strong
256
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parties that could aid the Soviet Union in Western Europe was more important. If these
parties tackled colonial affairs, it was a bonus, but not one over which the Comintern was
willing to upset established leadership.259 The American case also dealt with similar
problems, but with race being more relevant. The “Negro Question” became a significant
issue for the Comintern in the late 1920s. The United States, with its significant African
American population, was a testing ground for some of the Comintern’s tactics on these
issues. Therefore, ensuring that the party was following Comintern dictates was far more
important. As a result, the Comintern continued to press the Communist Party of the
United States to adopt the correct approach. On colonial affairs, however, all the
Comintern was willing to do was castigate these parties and hope they would see the
light. Comintern response to European affairs, which were prioritized by Moscow,
illuminates how it would respond to some colonial affairs. Priorities mattered in the
Communist International. South Africa, for example, became important because of its
racial makeup. Australia and Canada, though having some significance as potential
battlegrounds between British and American imperialism, were more peripheral and
therefore, could be less engaged on certain issues or avoid Comintern attention altogether.

The International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers
The prioritization of the “Negro Question” was the other side of the Comintern’s
colonial work during this period. As mentioned earlier, the Sixth Congress developed a
Negro Bureau in the Eastern Secretariat and a Negro Commission in the Anglo-American
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Secretariat for the purposes of coordinating its efforts on black issues. This renewed effort
to deal with black issues was also reflected in trade union work. In March 1928, the Red
International Labour Union (RILU) elected black communist James Ford to its executive
to increase its capabilities to deal with black issues. Ford, with other leading African
American representatives present at the Sixth Congress, drafted a resolution which
developed the International Trade Union Committee of Negro Workers (ITUCNW). The
idea had the full support of the ECCI. Notably, recognizing the issues endemic in
European parties, some supporters suggested the ITUCNW was needed because of the
inability of the Western communist parties to deal with black issues.260
The initial purpose of the ITUCNW was to unite the African Atlantic, with
representatives from the United States, South Africa, Northern and Western Africa, and
Latin and South America.261 It would promote the organization of trade unions, ideally
uniting white and black workers, although supporting segregated unions if racism made it
necessary. Much like in other Comintern initiatives of the time, it was responsible for
establishing global connections and developing a worldwide network for the “Negro
Question.” It published its own bulletin, The Negro Worker, and began planning an
international conference.262 By 1929, the ITUCNW placed itself within the Comintern’s
Third Period way of thinking, mentioning the struggle of blacks worldwide, both on
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economic and racial lines, in the same vein as the war scare and the imminent threat of an
imperialist war against the Soviet Union.263
Organization of the ITUCNW conference began in 1929. The ECCI suggested
Berlin, or another German location. The hope was to hold the conference in 1929, but it
did not occur until 1930. However, the LAI’s Frankfurt Congress offered an opportunity
for ITUCNW delegates and interested delegates from Africa to meet for the purposes of
discussing the conference in more detail.264 The meeting confirmed a conference date,
July 1930, and location, London, owing to the large black population under British
imperial rule and to undermine the new Labour government. Jomo Kenyatta, future leader
of Kenya, was present and after the Congress, the Comintern invited him to study at its
Lenin School in Moscow. This meeting also called for African independence from
imperial influence, reminding delegates of the link between the “Negro Question” and the
colonial question. The process also showed how powerful the combination of the LAI, the
ITUCNW and the Negro Bureau of the Comintern could be in organizing workers under
their banner.265
Unfortunately, little work was done until 1930. Most of 1930 was spent with
ITUCNW leaders travelling to or contacting various communist parties, trade unions and
other sympathizing groups to gain support and inviting them to the conference.266 The
attitude of European communist parties towards colonial work hampered efforts too as
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they were hesitant to back the conference. Comintern advice and support was hard to
obtain.267 Meanwhile, the Labour Government of Britain refused to allow the Conference
to take place in London, forcing organizers to move it to Hamburg, Germany. Eventually
the Conference was able to bring seventeen delegates together.268 The Conference
reaffirmed the line of the previous Frankfurt meeting, and gave delegates a platform on
which to share their experiences. It also established a working committee, based out of
Hamburg, to run ITUCNW affairs.269
Historians of the ITUCNW saw the Hamburg Conference as incredibly important,
but indicative of the problems with the Comintern as well. Hakim Adi suggested that the
Conference was most important for showing the strength of black leadership within the
ITUCNW and the “miraculous” effort needed to pull off the Conference. He argued that
the lack of support, both from communist parties and the Comintern, both factors which
he stressed continued well after the Hamburg Conference, shows that speaking of a
monolithic Comintern where “Moscow’s Gold” was thrown about is inaccurate.270 Holger
Weiss suggested that the Conference was “impressive” for what it was able to
accomplish, but it was not yet the international group it aimed to be.271 Adi and Weiss
both claimed that the Hamburg Conference reflected a general Pan-Africanist line that
sought to build international connections and promote African issues. Weiss stressed the
267
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racial rhetoric of the Conference, hinting that the Hamburg Conference presaged a
potential rift between the Comintern line, which saw the need for racial oppression
downplayed and either parlayed into national issues along lines of self-determination or
smoothed out entirely into class oppression, and the Pan-Africanist line which focused on
a “race before class” idea.272 Weiss continued by concluding the following:
The events in Hamburg were certainly orchestrated from
Moscow and Berlin, but the African and African American
participants all had their own agendas. The meeting in
Hamburg was to result in the establishment of a Moscowmonitored radical African Atlantic network. At least, this
was the intention of the various Comintern- and RILU
apparatuses. Ford and the other comrades were only useful
gears in the Comintern machinery. The conference itself
was closely monitored and orchestrated from Moscow as
well as the auxiliary offices and institutions in Berlin and
Hamburg. However, a different standpoint prevailed among
the African and African American participants…From this
perspective, it could be argued that Moscow and Berlin
assisted in establishing an institution, but its contents,
strategies and visions were formulated by the Black
delegates.273
For Weiss, the Hamburg Conference was a forgotten event in the history of the
Comintern, but one that was far more important for Pan-Africanism for the hope and
euphoria that it engendered. It also saw both the Comintern and the delegates of the
Conference using the apparatus for their own purposes and one where the actions of the
delegates was more important long-term. Weiss highlighted the meteoric rise of George
Padmore as the greatest legacy of this Conference.274 Some black activists meanwhile
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called this period the “highpoint in the Comintern’s concern for colonial Africa” and a
“heroic period of the Comintern’s anti-colonialism.”275
While Weiss’ argument about Padmore, the potential clash between PanAfricanism and the Comintern line, and Adi’s argument about the Comintern’s nonmonolithic state were all on point, they missed one serious vein of Comintern thinking –
its Eurocentrism. No matter the good intentions and the occasional interest in colonial or
black work, European communist parties never got on board. Furthermore, colonial work
was often seen as a prong of the general struggle and even concepts such as the war scare
and the promotion of fighting the imperialist war were Eurocentric campaigns at their
core. It too often came down to the efforts of enthusiastic individuals, such as the
ITUCNW leaders who organized Hamburg, or Willi Munzenburg and the LAI, to achieve
the most significant gains on the colonial, national or racial questions.
The ITUCNW also ran headstrong against the latent racism of the Comintern and
its affiliates. Africans in Moscow ran into chauvinism and stonewalling from African
American comrades. The remainder of James Ford’s tenure as leader of the ITUCNW
saw him struggle to maintain office space thanks to the racism of building owners. A
continued lack of engagement by European parties and the assignment, or reassignment,
of those engaged with black work in Moscow to other matters or to other apparatuses
prevented them from being fully involved in the work of the ITUCNW.276
The most significant campaign of the ITUCNW was its work on the Scottsboro
case, defending the rights of the accused and turning it into an international event. Over
275
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time, the Comintern elected to remove American work from the ITUCNW, changing its
mandate to the rest of the African Atlantic, developing trade unions and communist
parties. There is some disagreement regarding the role of South Africa in this mandate.
Holger Weiss noted that initially in September 1931, South Africa was included, but this
changed the following month. What makes South Africa’s role in the ITUCNW further
unclear, however, was that The Negro Worker included many articles on South African
and American affairs, suggesting that this split was ignored or only applied to concrete
campaigns.277 Regardless, outside of some propaganda, little was accomplished in Africa
by the end of 1931 by the ITUCNW.
George Padmore became the head of the Hamburg Committee in November 1931
as James Ford returned to America.278 Padmore dealt with many of the same issues Ford
had. The RILU and the Comintern corralled ITUCNW efforts with a limited budget.
Padmore however did manage to greatly improve the ITUCNW’s connections throughout
Africa and Latin America. Padmore also continued to be involved in American and
European affairs, despite that being outside of the Committee’s mandate. Padmore even
extended support to the Union des Travailleurs Nѐgres (UTN), Garan Kouyate’s
successor to the LDRN which had gone through its own factional turmoil in France.
While Padmore was incredibly active and did expand the ITUCNW’s scope, he had little
support within the RILU.279
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Padmore’s tenure as leader of the ITUCNW ended acrimoniously. When the Nazis
took power in Germany in 1933, they arrested Padmore and deported him to Britain.280
The Hamburg Committee ceased to operate, but was able to relocate temporarily to
Copenhagen.281 Padmore moved to Paris and used some of the UTN’s services to
continue printing The Negro Worker. The interruptions took a toll on ITUCNW efforts
and the Comintern relieved Padmore of his duties. Over the course of the next year, some
of Padmore’s connections, including his support of Gran Kouyate, who was under siege
within the PCF, and the Save Liberia Movement, gave the Comintern cause for alarm and
produced more charges which it used to publicly discredit Padmore. Simultaneously,
Padmore attacked the Comintern for “sabotaging” any efforts to agitate amongst
blacks.282 As a result of these disagreements, Padmore resigned from the Communist
Party of the United States of America, becoming a staunch Pan-Africanist and anticommunist.283
Following Padmore’s expulsion, Otto Huiswood and his wife, Helen Davis, reestablished the ITUCNW in Antwerp. This new committee saw the merger of the Negro
Bureau of the RILU with the Negro Commission of the Communist International.284
Huiswood attempted to guide the ITUCNW and rebuild it as best he could. Padmore,
however, refused to give his contacts to the reformed committee. As a result, Huiswood
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needed to re-establish contacts while restoring the Negro Worker.285 The ITUCNW also
was an illegal organization and the threat of arrest and harassment followed, something
that forced relocation to Amsterdam in late 1934.286 Couple these problems with the
addition of uncooperative and slow-to-act communist parties in Europe, the ITUCNW’s
reach was highly restricted. In fact, the majority of its successes came in propaganda,
especially in line with greater Comintern campaigns against fascism and its “Hands off
Abyssinia” campaign which attacked Italian aggression and imperialism.287
Despite the ITUCNW becoming a legal organization in November 1935, opening
an office in Paris to better facilitate the development of connections, the ITUCNW had
lost steam. At this same time, the Seventh Congress of the Comintern discussed black
issues. Citing many of the problems that Huiswood and the ITUCNW were facing, it
again criticized the European and American communist parties for failing to meet the
tasks set out to them at the Sixth Congress. Furthermore, the Comintern tasked the
ITUCNW with “anti-imperialist Negro work” for multiple communist parties with The
Negro Worker being a locus for the discussion of various experiences. It also was
explicitly made the leader and chief organizer in any region lacking a communist party.288
However, the ITUCNW, despite some minor advantages gained due to its legal
status, was unable to grow in any significant capacity following the Seventh Congress. Its
work, even a few months later in 1936, was limited to the publication of The Negro
Worker. By 1937, the Comintern dissolved the ITUCNW. The discussions surrounding
285
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the ITUCNW’s end involved many closely tied to the ITUCNW or black work over the
previous decade.289 James Ford, Otto Huiswood and others promoted a Pan-Africanist
approach, realizing that the Second World War was increasingly likely. The Comintern
however had the final say and emphatically attacked Pan-Africanist tendencies, placing
importance on the work of individual communist parties, especially those in Africa to
support blacks. The ITUCNW had no place in this future.290 Regardless, returning
agitation for these issues to individual parties ensured that black work could be easily
ignored.

The Seventh Congress and Decline
Some saw the Third Period as a golden age of colonial or racial agitation for the
Comintern, owing to its efforts with the LAI or ITUCNW. The Third Period came to a
close with the Seventh Congress. Class against Class was replaced with the Popular
Front, a revised version of the United Front tactics of the 1920s. It reflected Soviet
diplomacy which promoted collective security to deal with the fascist menace. Fascism
was now public enemy number one and Europe was the focus of Comintern general
strategy. During this period, the Comintern intervened in the Spanish Civil War, saw a
Popular Front government elected in France, and continued to agitate against German,
Italian and Japanese militarism.
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A consequence of the shifts in Soviet diplomacy and a Popular Front government
in France was that anti-imperial agitation was politically problematic. Soviet diplomats
attempted to align with Britain and France and therefore the Comintern could not criticize
the oppression of British and French imperialism without practical consequence. The
Seventh Congress navigated through this problem. On colonial liberation and antiimperialism, it repeated the same themes, focusing on local conditions, placing emphasis
on China and India, with some added focus on the Middle East and Brazil, before calling
for a broad Anti-Imperialist United Front.291 The centrality of European affairs was
overwhelming though. Fascism, defined as the most extreme form of capitalism, skewing
Lenin’s definition of imperialism, became the main tenet of Comintern doctrine.292 The
war menace and combating fascism took precedence to virtually any other issue. One
only needs to look at the Communist International periodical to see how pervasive this
campaign was in its literature well into the Second World War.293 Colonial issues nearly
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vanished from its most prominent periodical with only two articles that could be seen as
reminding readers of the importance of the colonial question.294
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Conclusion
Lenin’s death had a tremendous effect on the nature, and importance, of the
national, colonial and racial questions. These issues lost its most vociferous Bolshevik
supporter. As the last chapter showed, anti-imperialism and colonial independence were
cornerstones of his communist worldview. Lenin’s could not be involved in the debates of
the Fourth Congress due to his deteriorating health, which led other communists, often of
colonial communist parties to mould Comintern policy to better reflect local conditions or
regional variations. Lenin’s “Theses” were always of paramount importance to the whole
project, but evolved as other communists tried to improve upon them. Colonial parties, at
least initially, were happy to take a leadership role and were not going to let the
Comintern forget about these issues. Individuals, such as black communists, Willi
Munzenburg, George Padmore and others ensured that anti-imperialism and work
amongst Africans had strong voices. As a result, the Third Period saw an increased
emphasis on colonial and race work and led to renewed hope for successes in these areas.
These communists had enough influence, or initiative, to maintain these ideas. As a
result, more tactically-sound ideas developed that were based, to some degree, on the
reality on the ground, instead of abstract concepts. This colonial leadership continued
until the Comintern’s dissolution. Frequently, individual parties and communists did more
to keep the discussions, debates and policies in the forefront of communist minds.
Following the Sixth Comintern Congress, as Comintern interference in the League against
Imperialism shows, the Comintern was willing to jettison useful ideas or hamper its
support of these bodies’ ability to combat racism or colonialism. Furthermore, while the
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Comintern was happy to remind parties of their need to make colonial or racial issues
important, the general Eurocentrism latent within the majority of the most influential, and
important, parties, and Russia’s consistent focus on Europe as the main battleground,
always arrested the significance colonial issues had in Comintern rhetoric. Without a
concerted effort, and consistent support, these campaigns were doomed to producing
propaganda and networking. The Bolsheviks often blunted the strength of their own
policies on an international level. They however did promote the importance of these
ideas locally and forced parties to fall into line with Moscow’s perceptions and
conclusions on colonial and racial affairs. In the South African context, the conclusions of
the Negro Commission forced a violent upheaval within the South African leadership and
caused a drastic tactical shift on colonial and racial affairs in the Communist Party of
South Africa.

The platforms of the Bolsheviks and the Comintern outlined the programmes to
which all member parties were expected to conform. If one is to claim that the Comintern
was a monolithic body, it presumes that every party would follow the “Theses on the
National and Colonial Question.” Therefore, every party should have made combatting
imperialism and supporting colonial liberation prominent features of their work. The
failed Colonial Conference of 1929 hinted at the fact that European parties had already
generally ignored their commitment to supporting the colonial world and the Communist
Parties of South Africa, Canada, and Australia also neglected to adopt the “Theses on the
National and Colonial Questions” initially. In all three cases, it would not be until after
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the Sixth Congress that each party began to tackle anti-imperialism as a serious focus. As
will be seen, despite this shift, it was still inconsistent and each party responded in
different ways, even if they were prodded by the Comintern.
On racial issues, the record becomes even murkier. The influence of black
communists ensured that the “Negro Question” undoubtedly became a key feature of
Comintern tactics. With the evolution to self-determination on racial lines, coupled with
key cogs of the Comintern bureaucracy supporting the new formulation, any nation with
significant black populations needed to also adopt this programme. Notably, the
Comintern only had a commitment to the black population and largely confined their
efforts to the black Atlantic. As a result, South African affairs grew in importance
whereas the racial dimension of Australia barely registered. But the Comintern did place
some emphasis on immigration. Their position at the Sixth Congress could be seen as
limited, but the Comintern did give attention to immigration in direct communication
with some of its follower parties and this was a problem that the Communist Parties of
South Africa, Canada, and Australia had to consider.
When reviewing this greater context, the one that each party operated in as
members of the Comintern, it is then important to analyze each party’s interaction with
Moscow and how much Moscow impressed upon these parties the implementation of the
required tactics or the adoption of certain policies. As will be seen in the second half of
this study, the Comintern only interfered at specific moments when the tactics of a given
party were unacceptable and to varying degrees. Furthermore, highlighted across these
first two chapters were the efforts of individual communists to promote certain ideas or to
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develop new tactics. Each party had individuals who did much of the same and in some
cases, created platforms that ran counter to the Comintern. As will be seen, that alone did
not necessarily require Comintern intervention as some communists disagreed with
Moscow and did so openly. Others, however, were not so lucky. As will be seen, if the
Comintern was a monolith, then it was not that good at it.
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Moscow’s Meddling Most Obvious: The Communist Party of South Africa and the
Native Republic Thesis
This chapter details the CPSA’s racial policies during the interwar period, from its
establishment in 1921 to the fight against fascism during the Second World War. The
Native Republic Thesis was the most important tactical shift for the Communist Party of
South Africa (CPSA) during the interwar period. Discussed in Moscow and in South
African for over a year before being adopted in 1928 at the Sixth Comintern Congress,
the Thesis was forced on the party by the Comintern. It argued for self-determination on
racial lines, promoting the rights of “natives,” or black Africans, in South Africa to the
point of independence, conflating Comintern policy on colonial liberation and racial
equality.295 Prior to the tactical shift, the CPSA had been making strides to increase its
black African membership and support black African issues. Sidney Bunting, named
Party Chairman in December 1924, was the reason for this increased attention to black
African affairs. Until 1924, the CPSA attempted to build support by focusing on white
worker issues, and preferred to avoid specifically promoting black African workers’
rights as a result of the tumultuous racial divide in South Africa, fearing it would lose its
support from white workers. Bunting’s importance in the development of the party during
the 1920s cannot be ignored. Comintern officials and CPSA members hoping to change
the direction of the party claimed Bunting was an opportunist; many others lauded him
for turning the party into a legitimate force for black African rights. Bunting however
295
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became a victim of the Bolshevization of the CPSA and the interference by Moscow in
party affairs.
The Comintern’s intervention into CPSA platforms came as a result of a visit to
Moscow by James La Guma, a coloured trade unionist, who was a South African delegate
to the First Congress of the League Against Imperialism in Brussels in 1927. He was
invited to Moscow following the Congress and spoke with Comintern officials. Upon his
return to South Africa, the Comintern began speaking of a Native Republic Thesis which
La Guma also promoted. While the CPSA leaders were unwilling to move forward with
the new line, seeing it as at best premature and at worst, inflaming the racial tensions the
CPSA was still precariously navigating, the Comintern, led by Max Petrovsky, previously
noted for his support for the “Haywood-Nasanov Theses,” forced the CPSA to adopt the
Native Republic Thesis. The Thesis altered the party’s direction and hindered its
development by dissolving the party base. White workers were unwilling to support to
new platform and many black workers were unwilling to back the more radical line in
light of South African politics and out of support for the established leadership.
Moscow’s interference, in terms of its policy dictates and in implanting and supporting
new leadership, forced many old members, including Sidney Bunting, out. The inability
to support existing bodies, such as the African National Congress (ANC), as a result of
Third Period instructions, also limited the effectiveness of the party. While the party was
able to revert to some older, more inclusive policies by the Second World War, the
damage had been done and the Communist Party of South Africa was unable to become
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the driving force for improved “native” rights it had hoped to be during the interwar
period.

The Formation of the Communist Party of South Africa
On 30 July 1921, the Communist Party of South Africa formed from the remnants
of the International Socialist League (ISL).296 The Industrial Workers of the World, and
other leftist currents, including a smaller communist party which ignored electoral
politics, influenced this new party. Led by trade unionist William H. Andrews, it sought
to immediately link its efforts with the Communist International, hoping to follow the
example of the Bolshevik Revolution.297 Andrews was the former leader of the ISL and
maintained his leadership during the conversion to the communist party. While the party
formed over the course of 1921, David Ivon Jones and Sam Barlin travelled to Moscow to
attend the Third Comintern Congress.298 Jones was a prominent supporter of black
African issues in South Africa and was one of the earliest voices on this issue in the party.
At the Third Comintern Congress, he and Barlin presented a statement that placed the
race issue front and centre. It noted that the general labour movement was “lagging” in
South Africa, but especially so with regards to black African workers. To unite white and
black workers, promoting the concept of solidarity with white workers was necessary.
296
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They also noted that communication prevented strong engagement with black workers.299
Despite Barlin and Jones’ statement, the ISL and the early CPSA tended to consider white
worker issues more prominently than any black African issues.
Undeterred, Jones continued to promote black interests as a major field of activity
for the Comintern. He stated that the black South Africans were the most “advanced” of
the black African populations. He even suggested that a Comintern official, the Dutch
communist S.J. Rutgers, travel to South Africa to help evaluate the situation of the black
African population, as well as its relation to the Boer population.300 From the beginning,
Jones wanted these issues given prominence. His efforts contributed to the Fourth
Congress resolution on the “Negro Question.” The statement also lauded the involvement
of Sidney Bunting. Bunting was London-born and a son of a journal editor. He came to
South Africa to serve in the Boer War, before joining the ISL, supporting its anti-war
stance. He was elected as the CPSA’s first treasurer, owing to his favourable disposition
towards black issues.301
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The positions of Bunting and Jones were not yet commonplace throughout the
party.302 The party was not against equality for black Africans though. The position
reflected certain limitations of the party and of the context in which the CPSA operated.
The party was small, only having 175 members when it began. This low membership
placed the party on the periphery of South African politics. It also had a predominantly
white membership. Links to the white trade unions of South Africa made reaching white
workers easier.303 The small membership did not limit idealism; the Manifesto of the
CPSA included the hope that the party would be a labour party representing all peoples of
South Africa.304 Meanwhile, Bunting and Jones, who remained in Moscow after the
Fourth Comintern Congress, continued to press the Comintern on racial issues.

The Rand Revolt of 1922
The Rand Revolt of 1922 highlighted South Africa’s racial politics, compelling
the newly minted CPSA to deal with a very volatile situation. South African mining
labour was segregated. Several skilled jobs in the mining sector were maintained as
“white” jobs, limiting the number of black African workers who could be hired in these
positions.305 A status-quo agreement, put in place in 1918 by the Chamber of Mines,
defined this arrangement, freezing the ratio of black workers to white workers. But with
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fluctuations in the value of gold and coal, mining companies abrogated the status-quo
agreement and declared wage cuts for white workers. These companies also began to
open up semi-skilled jobs to black workers. In early 1922, as a result of these changes,
white miners began to strike.306
The strike itself became uncontrollable. Large in scale, its suppression required
martial law and the use of the military and air support.307 It also inflamed racial tensions.
The CPSA tried to use the strike for its own purposes and guide it to a revolutionary end
but with little success. Trying to downplay the issue of the colour bar and black African
work, the CPSA emphasized turning the strike into a general strike on the issue of wage
cuts. The party called for unity of all workers, regardless of race. Unfortunately for the
communists, many individuals involved in the strike had neither time nor interest in
communist ideals and ignored their messages. Many white workers wanted the colour bar
to remain to protect their labour rights. They attacked non-whites generally. Banners with
the slogan of “Workers of the World, Fight and Unite for a White South Africa”
appeared. Many assumed the communists led the strikes, owing to the slogan’s similarity
to the Comintern’s “Workers of the World Unite!”308 Newspapers and the government
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blamed the communist party for the strike, despite a distinct lack of evidence and a
general inability of the CPSA to coordinate anything.309
The Rand Revolt, however, gave the CPSA some direction. The government
raided the party headquarters in March 1922. As a result, the CPSA prioritized defeating
the South African Party government led by Jan Smuts. Some, including Sidney Bunting,
hoped that the Rand Revolt had led white workers to realize a joint labour movement of
all workers was the best strategy. Bunting added a comparison between the Rand Revolt
and the 1905 Russian Revolution, suggesting both were preludes to a successful
revolution. The appeal for racial unity failed. Racial tensions increased and in fact, the
CPSA, in its public statements following the Rand Revolt, neglected to consider black
workers.310 Historian Sheridan Johns argued this lack of attention showed the party
“reorienting” itself to the white working class, while reflecting the party’s difficulties
reaching non-white workers.311 Figures such as Bunting and Jones, though influential, had
not yet won over the majority of members to promoting black African rights. Many
members either did not want to alienate white workers or, as former party member
Edward Roux argued, simply disregarded black issues, seeing “workers of the world” as
“the white miners, tramwaymen, building artizans [sic.], and so on.”312
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Over the next two years, the CPSA supported a coalition of the National and
Labour Parties to unseat Smuts.313 The 1924 general election gave the desired result, but
the Pact government reaffirmed the colour bar and a strong support of white workers’
rights. The violent end to the Rand Revolt, the actions of the Coalition government and
the ability of Bunting and others interested in black African rights to convince members
of the need to consider black African rights steadily led to a shift in CPSA priorities.314

Colonial Issues
While racial issues manifested themselves in general everyday labour politics,
South African communists needed to be aware of their country’s international position.
South Africa was a self-governing Dominion, but the Comintern saw it as a part of the
colonial world.315 David Ivon Jones agreed and argued aggressively for the development
of a colonial bureau. Jones discussed the possibility with other colonial delegates and saw
the lack of guidance from the Comintern in early 1921 while in Moscow as troubling.
Also, he realized that racial issues could be a prominent topic for his proposed bureau.316
In the fall of 1921, Jones continued his advocacy in Moscow, citing the absence of
strong parties in Egypt, India and Ireland, but also the growing Pan-Africanist movement.
313
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These circumstances suggested to him that the Comintern was losing an opportunity to
rally anti-colonial movements. W.E.B. DuBois had organized Pan-African Congresses to
discuss the effects of imperialism on Africa and the black Atlantic world. Jones saw these
meetings and Pan-Africanism as dangerous and bourgeois in nature. He called on the
Comintern to intervene to keep colonial populations attuned to communism.317 On 30
March 1922, taking notice of several arguments that recommended better organized anticolonial agitation, the Comintern formed an Anglo-American Colonial Section of the
Executive of the Comintern with representatives of Great Britain, the United States,
Canada, Ireland, Egypt, South Africa and Australia present. Jones was the first South
African representative.318
Jones, and to a lesser extent, Sidney Bunting, played a role in shaping the South
African position on the Comintern’s racial and colonial platforms. Jones, for example,
took issue with calls for a Negro Congress, seeing it as affirming bourgeois racial
sentiments instead of promoting a revolutionary form of agitation. He preferred local
answers to racial issues.319 Jones also helped spearhead discussions that led to the “Theses
on the Negro Question” at the Fourth Congress.320
Meanwhile, Sidney Bunting spent time in the Colonial Section trying to avoid
defining South African issues only by race. He was always cognizant of black African
rights, but he saw them more as a result of class politics, instead of race politics. In one
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meeting, held on 14 September 1922, when “coloured labour” was being discussed,
Bunting tried to convince other delegates to consider looking at the question as a cheap
labour issue instead of only a racial issue, a line of thinking to which few others were
receptive.321 Bunting also criticized Comintern policy on the “Negro Question” for its
distinct Americentrism. He regarded it as inadequate to help Africans throughout the
world and, for the most part, inapplicable to the South African context. For example,
Bunting suggested Jim Crow segregation may no longer be appropriate in the United
States, but in South Africa, that system could be considered an improvement. Bunting,
instead, championed the organization of a broad movement of workers, regardless of race,
that allowed increased membership and representation. Bunting’s concern for black
workers came out of his concern for class issues as a whole; if communists could solve
class inequality, racial issues would disappear.322
Bunting’s philosophy on racial issues extended to colonial issues. Bunting had a
purer Marxist interpretation of the issues at hand. He refused to consider matters in terms
of race or colony, but instead in terms of oppression. Class was the main defining
characteristic. With the Fourth Comintern Congress on the horizon, on 17 October 1922,
in the Anglo-American Group, Bunting argued that the National and Colonial Theses,
passed at the Second Congress, were not relevant to the African context. The issues in
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Africa had to do with labour, not colonial oppression. The prominent issues in South
Africa could be boiled down to divisions between highly-skilled European workers and
low-skilled black workers.323
Bunting also took issue with the phraseology of black liberation, suggesting that it
could not be the same as kicking “all whites out of Africa.” Ignorance was the reason why
many white workers did not fight for black workers.324 The following week, he continued
his argument and questioned the role of British Dominions in the National and Colonial
Theses. He reaffirmed his position that all workers should be united, not placing a priority
on whites over blacks, or vice-versa.325 To make his point, he cited an Australian
comrade’s claims on fighting the White Australia policy. The comrade argued that white
workers should be courted first before extending the struggle to other races. Bunting
disagreed, suggesting it would still prioritize one racial subset of workers.326 These
arguments foreshadow some of the same issues he and the CPSA would discuss at the
Sixth Comintern Congress with the Native Republic Thesis which also ran counter to
Bunting’s philosophies. The concepts of national liberation, black rights, autonomy and
the race/class dichotomy all came to a head then too. But early in his Comintern career,
he was clear in his philosophy on the colonial and racial questions; they were secondary.
At most, they were tools to achieve the greater goal – freedom from labour oppression
323
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and the struggle for the rights of all workers, regardless of race, ethnicity or politics.
Furthermore, Bunting’s arguments show the relative freedom communists had to
disagree. Bunting’s disagreement with the “Theses on the National and Colonial
Question” and their applicability in South Africa meant that, upon his election as
Chairman at the end of 1924, the party would ignore Comintern tactics and choose a
different method to achieve its still communist goals.

From Rand to Upheaval
Back in South Africa, the party dedicated its efforts to help dethrone the Smuts
government while promoting white worker issues in a hope of making in-roads into many
of the trade unions, building on the strengths of many communist leaders. The party also
attempted to align with the South African Labour Party, employing a similar strategy to
that used by the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB). The Labour Party, however,
wanted little to do with the communists. Despite this rejection, the party stubbornly
continued to support the Labour Party during 1923 and 1924, seeking to apply United
Front tactics as defined by the Comintern and hoping to increase their political
significance within South Africa in the process.327
The Third Congress of the CPSA, held 27-30 December 1924, led to a shift for the
party. Sidney Bunting became the Party Chairman by acclamation. Bunting called on the
party to tackle the problem of uniting white and non-white workers, citing that the CPSA
was the only party recognizing the issue. If the party could unite all workers in South
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Africa, it would be a victory of the communist movement. It was not only a matter of
winning over black workers but a path to eliminate racial prejudice or ignorance so white
and non-white workers would work together for better living conditions for all. As
Bunting himself knew full well, the racial tensions from Rand would not easily be
resolved, but to ignore them was not an option.328
Bunting was not alone in seeking a change in the CPSA’s politics. The Youth
Communist League, led by Edward Roux, who would become a prominent member of the
party until the mid-1930s, was made up of new, inexperienced, yet very enthusiastic
members who were less wedded to work in the trade unions and wanted to see change.
Many members who hoped to downplay black African issues were defeated in party
elections, which also helped shift the party away from its old ways. Soon after the Third
Party Congress, Andrews and several other supporters left the party, allowing the new
direction to take hold.329 These tactical shifts also caused many white members to leave
the party.330 The party’s shift to considering black African affairs was still not fully
appreciated by its membership and reflected the latent racism playing out in South
African society.
South African labour politics also played a role in the CPSA’s new platform. After
the 1924 general election that saw the Coalition government come into power, it became
clear that reactionary, conservative labour policies would follow. It introduced legislation
328
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to improve conditions for white workers, appeasing many of the concerns they had had
during the Rand Revolt. For example, the Industrial Conciliation Act of 1924 prevented
black workers from joining a union. The Wages Act of 1925 fixed a minimum wage for
all workers, except public servants, domestic servants and farmers, the latter two groups
often comprised of black workers. The Works Amendment Act of 1926 reaffirmed the
colour bar in the mining industry. The CPSA, in response to these Acts, courted black
African workers and promoted their interests, especially as they confirmed the inequality,
and as a result, different interests of the South African working classes.331 To gain a
foothold in African communities, the party relied on straight-forward messaging, training
black Africans at communist night schools, or working with black unions.332
Meanwhile, non-white labour started to organize in the 1920s. The Industrial and
Commercial Workers’ Union (ICU) was formed in 1920 and established itself as one of
the stronger unions throughout South Africa, expanding through much of Southern
Africa, including South West Africa and Northern and Southern Rhodesia by the 1930s.
Clements Kadalie, a black African, born in the British Central Africa Protectorate, who
had come to South Africa in 1916, headed the ICU. Within South Africa, the ICU had
grown to 100 000 documented members by 1927. Non-white dockworkers had displaced
white workers who had returned from the First World War. These non-white dockworkers
became aware of American ideologies, including those of the Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW) and Garveyism, and, in turn, influenced the ICU. Many of these
dockworkers became familiar with Garvey’s ideas and promoted them to other non-white
331
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workers. The ICU also supported Pan-Africanism as one of its core tenets. One of its
prominent ideals during the 1920s was to “emancipate” the black worker, and the ICU
sought to use a general strike to do so. Until 1926, when the ICU ejected CPSA members,
rejecting overt support for communism, the CPSA and ICU developed a working
relationship.333
During the period of CPSA and ICU cooperation, James La Guma, a Colored
trade unionist and presumed inspiration for the Native Republic Thesis, joined the CPSA.
Despite his racial status, La Guma seemed to identify with black Africans and much as
Bunting did, he conflated black Africans and Colored workers as one group.334 La Guma
had been the secretary of the ICU’s Port Elizabeth branch and General Secretary of its
Cape Town branch. When CPSA/ICU relations soured in 1926, La Guma turned his
attention to CPSA affairs and travelled to Brussels to represent South Africa at the First
Congress of the League Against Imperialism.335
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Meanwhile, the much smaller African National Congress (ANC), renamed from
the South African Native National Congress in 1923, also slowly grew during the 1920s.
It argued for a platform similar to that of the CPSA, calling for racial unity and a removal
of the colour bar. It also sought to curb the influence of Garveyism and the ICU.336
Initially hostile to communism, the ANC gradually grew closer with the CPSA, owing to
the efforts of its leader, Josiah Gumede, a former anti-communist who had turned left as a
result of realizing that the British Government would do nothing to help the plight of
black Africans. While the communists would vilify the ICU after they were ousted, the
relationship between the ANC and CPSA was cordial for a brief period beginning in
1927, owing to the CPSA’s own internal shifts in policy, but also because of similar
tactics used to achieve black rights. This relationship continued when Gumede and La
Guma attended the League Against Imperialism’s First Congress in Brussels in 1927.337

The Influence of James La Guma
The trip to Brussels proved to be one of the more pivotal events in the
development of CPSA policy. The League Against Imperialism Congress itself
recognized the plight of blacks worldwide and promoted racial equality. The South
African delegates forwarded their own resolution on South Africa calling for the right of
self-determination as a result of socialist revolution, leaving unclear who was to benefit,
white or non-white. This resolution also made a series of demands, many of which could
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be applied to all workers, and still continued to promote the CPSA and ANC’s message of
solidarity among workers and centred more on the colonial nature of the Union of South
Africa.338
H.J. and R.E. Simons perceived this resolution to be the beginning of La Guma’s
personal crusade to radicalize CPSA thinking.339 However, the resolution itself, outside of
a vague call for self-determination, largely conformed to the CPSA and ANC position,
generally downplaying anti-colonial or even pro-racial rhetoric in favour of the call for
the right to organize for all workers, the right to education, the end to “oppressive taxes,”
and the right to free speech for all peoples.340 The resolution was not as radical as it could
have been, especially since at the same Congress, there was a more forceful resolution on
the rights of blacks internationally.341 The tempering of the resolution, being more in line
with the CPSA’s general position, may have been a result of the South African delegates
not yet willing to step out of line without having support from Moscow.
More important to the development of the CPSA, the Congress put Gumede and
La Guma in touch with Comintern officials who invited both to Moscow.342 La Guma’s
visit was eventful and precipitated the Comintern’s first significant interference in CPSA
affairs. La Guma spent 10-17 March 1927 in Moscow and during this time met with
Comintern leaders, including Nikolai Bukharin. The results of these meetings cannot be
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over-exaggerated.343 These meetings birthed the Native Republic Thesis that by 1932
derailed the development and influence of the CPSA. James La Guma, whose arrival led
to the meetings, has often been given credit, or blame, by some former CPSA members
and historians for this shift in tactics.344 Others give credit to Nikolai Bukharin for
mentioning the concept during the meetings.345 Some historians vaguely asserted that the
Comintern developed the concept.346 What many of these CPSA scholars and members
have neglected was that the Native Republic Thesis was initially mentioned in passing, as
a suggestion. It was not proposed as a bold new tactical shift. It also took several months
for a clear platform to be articulated by Moscow. It is likely that these meetings did lead
to the genesis of the concept. But when looked at the context of the Comintern and the
“Negro Question” as a whole, it is more likely that the actions of Max Petrovsky, who
was also present at these meetings, ensured that the Native Republic Thesis would evolve
from idea to platform to the set course the Comintern demanded the CPSA follow.
Max Petrovsky should be a name familiar to readers thus far. He was one of major
forces in the Negro Commission during the Sixth Congress of the Comintern and his
343
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chairmanship of that body undoubtedly ensured that the “Negro Question” became a
priority for the American party when it accepted the Haywood-Nasanov Thesis. Max
Petrovsky, born David Lipetz, a Ukrainian Jew, initially was instrumental in the defense
of Jewish peoples. He had been a member of the Bund and the president of Burdichev
province shortly after the Russian Revolution. Having many pseudonyms throughout his
political career, he was known Max Goldfarb briefly before taking on the name Max
Petrovsky, the name with which he was most associated and cited as in Comintern
documents. South African members and historians will recognize him as “Bennett,” one
of the foils Edward Roux described in his account of the CPSA delegation’s trip to
Moscow for the Sixth Comintern Congress. Petrovsky joined the Bolshevik Party in 1919.
He soon thereafter became a functionary in the Comintern, and was assigned to Britain,
where he eventually joined the Communist Party of Great Britain and married party
founder Rose Cohen. Both had busy Comintern careers, frequently moving about Europe.
Petrovsky, however, ended up in Moscow in 1927 and quickly became a key cog in the
Comintern system.347
Petrovsky’s rationale for championing self-determination on racial lines is
unclear. It may have extended from his support of the Jewish people in Burdichev. CPSA
histories on the Native Republic Thesis have ignored Petrovsky, but he is the plausible
answer to several questions about Comintern policy on race and colonialism. How did
one statement by Bukharin become so pervasive, especially if after the meetings, there
still was no clear plan? How would La Guma, who was a low level CPSA representative,
347
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have so much support from the Comintern? Even if we argue La Guma was the main
progenitor of the Native Republic Thesis, the negative atmosphere that Bunting and the
CPSA delegates received at the Sixth Congress could not have occurred without more
influential people pushing a certain agenda. Finally, if we suggest that Bukharin
influenced others to view the Buntings and Roux coolly, it is equally problematic as many
delegates of the Sixth Congress recalled that Bukharin and his ideas were attacked by
delegates outside of committee sessions, presumably following Stalin’s orders, and giving
the Congress the nickname “Corridor Congress.” Reviewing the events in Moscow in
1927, one can see Petrovsky’s role. His insistence in developing, passing and promoting a
Native Republic Thesis for the CPSA was evident through 1927 through to the Sixth
Congress. He also cultivated a relationship with La Guma.
To understand the development of the Native Republic Thesis, it is necessary to
return to those initial March 1927 meetings. La Guma’s first meeting was with the British
Secretariat. At these meetings, he provided a report on the general situation in South
Africa, giving information about political parties and the state of the CPSA.348 He later
discussed several South African issues, including the CPSA’s rupture with the ICU,
continued affiliation with the South African Labour Party, agitation within trade unions,
and the establishment of contact between the CPSA and CPGB.349 A resolution from his
meeting with the British Secretariat called for the CPSA to advocate South African
independence and in the process, develop a left wing of the National Party, directly
348
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applying the Theses of the National and Colonial Question.350 These ideas all came from
a discussion of a report on the CPSA’s attitude to the South African government,
independence and racial issues. That report noted that the CPSA’s party paper had not
considered independence in “any direct form.” The party had been silent on the issue.
Regarding black Africans, it did note some improvement in 1926, citing the improved
emphasis on non-white issues and a general strike call for all black African workers to
combat the Coalition government anti-black legislation.351 Coming out of these meetings,
improving the CPSA’s work under the National and Colonial Theses, something the
British Secretariat was more capable of advising, seemed to be the primary concern, not
racial issues.
La Guma then attended the 16 March 1927 meeting of the Presidium of the
Executive Committee of the Communist International. The Presidium discussed the
British Secretariat’s resolution with Nikolai Bukharin present. La Guma gave a lengthy
statement in which he noted many of the problems facing the CPSA. He referenced the
aforementioned bills passed by the Pact Government, but noted that the CPSA was “at
[its] wits end” on how to tackle the repressive regime. The CPSA was also unsure of how
to unify white and black workers, citing racial tensions and class tensions, suggesting
many white workers were unwilling to allow black workers equality of status. Finally, La
Guma pointed out that the party was hamstrung in promoting black African interests or
self-determination because of a fear of alienating white workers. La Guma’s statement
revolved around the shortcomings of the party and especially on racial issues.
350
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Other delegates asked questions relating to the strength the CPSA, its involvement
in trade unions, limiting themselves to fact-finding at first.352 Russian communist Lazar
Schatzkin on multiple occasions asked about self-determination and he specifically
referenced a “Negro Republic,” seeking clarification on whether that was the aim.353 La
Guma never responded to Schatzkin’s questions, but Bukharin and Max Petrovsky
referred to the concept of a black African state. Bukharin initially mentioned the concept
of an independent “Negro Republic” as a potential solution to the racial issues for South
Africa. He did not suggest it as the only solution, but merely as an option. Petrovsky
pointed out the vagueness of a call for independence for South Africa, wondering if a
“Negro Republic” or a republic based on the will of the majority of people was the
objective. At this point, no plan of action was discussed. La Guma did not make any
response on record regarding an independent native republic, nor did Bukharin or anyone
else firmly develop policy in that vein coming out of this meeting.354 Before he left
Moscow, Petrovsky noted La Guma was given verbal instructions from the British
Secretariat, the content unknown. As regards the resolution from the British Secretariat,
only the preamble was allegedly sent with him.355 While La Guma operated in South
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Africa, hoping to get the party to see the need for a shift in tactics, Petrovsky spearheaded
an initiative to produce a written platform to give to the CPSA.
In July 1927, the Politsecretariat of the ECCI produced a resolution which urged
the CPSA to work towards “an independent black South African Republic.” The
committee included Petrovsky who had the resolution copied to his personal archive in
the Comintern.356 Petrovsky presumably identified La Guma’s passion for helping South
African black Africans. Both were willing to consider radical applications of the concept
of self-determination of nations. As the Comintern warmed to the idea of selfdetermination on racial lines, outlined in the previous chapter, James La Guma was
prepared to champion this radical new concept by promoting an independent black
African republic as a solution to the racial, and labour, issues of South Africa. Petrovsky
meanwhile championed the concept within the Comintern apparatus.
The CPSA reacted negatively to the July 1927 resolution. By the end of the year,
the CPSA had still not yet accepted the new line. La Guma, who had returned to Moscow
to report on the party, claimed that those against the new thesis argued it did not take into
consideration the real situation on the ground and at best, felt the thesis was premature.
To them, the black Africans were not yet capable of this level of revolutionary spirit. La
Guma in his report dismissed these arguments. He noted support in the Cape Town
Branch of the party, and again, chastised the Central Committee of the CPSA for wanting
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to wait until white workers were ready to work with black workers.357 Petrovsky, present
during La Guma’s report, called on La Guma to champion the resolution more
forcefully.358
Back in South Africa, the CPSA Party Congress remained steadfast in its
opposition, voting down the Native Republic Thesis.359 La Guma expressed frustration
with the stubbornness of the “European” comrades, suggesting that there was a clear split
on racial lines towards the new platform.360 Petrovsky, upon hearing of the setback
appealed to the party directly, hoping to pressure it.361 Petrovsky was very involved in the
development of the platform. He was at the meeting when the concept was first
mentioned. He frequently corresponded with La Guma. He was present at every major
meeting involving La Guma or discussion on the Native Republic Thesis. Furthermore, he
chaired the Negro Commission at the Sixth Congress and made sure the Native Republic
Thesis would be forced upon the CPSA.
The controversy exposed a fault line within the CPSA. There were many
supporters of the thesis, including La Guma, buoyed by Douglas and Molly Wolton.362
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Many others, led by Bunting and including black African members, T. W. Thibedi, Gana
Makabeni, and H. L. Phooko, saw some merit in the Thesis. They suggested that
sometime in the future, a black African republic would be appropriate for South Africa,
but they felt that that time had not come yet and they also were concerned about the
thesis’ “racialistic” and Garveyist approach.363 What these meetings throughout the first
half of 1928 reveal was that the CPSA was not split on racial lines, as La Guma had
claimed in his report to the Comintern.364 The split was over whether seeking black
African rule was appropriate given the South African situation at that exact moment.
Critics believed that black African rule was inevitable and thus should not divert the
party’s attention immediately. Supporters saw the Native Republic Thesis as a challenge
to the Nationalist Party’s call for the Union’s complete independence from the United
Kingdom. Black workers could adopt and enable the CPSA to become the party of the
black African. Bunting and others saw that step as problematic, but realized there was
some value in the thesis in the long-term. The time to pull the proverbial trigger had not
come though.365
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Stemming from these discussions, CPSA delegates attended the Sixth Comintern
Congress, beginning July 1928, to argue against the Thesis.366 Represented by Sidney
Bunting, Rebecca Bunting, and Edward Roux, they had an uphill battle. Roux points out
that the CPSA delegates received a frosty reception, perhaps in anticipation of the heated
discussions to come over the Native Republic Thesis.367 As noted in the previous chapter,
the Comintern had made the “Negro Question” a priority with a Negro Commission
established to discuss it. The South African Question took up a good portion of this
discussion. But it would be some time until the CPSA delegates could make their case in
this commission. Bunting therefore aired his position on South African affairs from the
floor of the main conference bringing more negative attention to him.
On 23 July 1928, Bunting, while referencing the frosty reception, announced that
South Africa could also use more attention from the Comintern. He argued that the
Comintern misrepresented the conditions of South Africa in Comintern publications. The
errors made the economic situation seem worse in South Africa than it actually was.
Subtly criticizing the Native Republic Thesis, he called for better research and analysis on
the South African situation. In addition, he highlighted the lack of communication
between the CPSA and the Comintern; until the correspondence related to La Guma’s
visit in December 1927, the party had not had any contact with Comintern officials, a
claim which emphatically shows how little South Africa had registered in Comintern
affairs to this point.
366
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He also promoted his long-held philosophy of the primacy of class issues, or, in
the case of black African workers, many of whom were farmers, agrarian issues, instead
of national ones. Colonial liberation, for Bunting, was “a most important weapon for the
overthrow of capitalist rule.” Attacking the Comintern’s colonial platform, Bunting
continued by stating that the black proletariat in South Africa was as much part of the
proletariat as any European proletariat, suggesting that their differences were negligible.
One workers’ movement was all that was necessary. Furthermore, national liberation, in
the South African context, was problematic as only Afrikaners held any aspirations for
independence. Bunting brought his argument back to racial issues by claiming that the
Comintern’s division between Europe and colonial masses was akin to the way white
South African workers perceived the difference between white and black workers.
Instead, a traditional Marxist approach was best for South Africa.368 Bunting maintained
his long held position. It was one that the CPSA had largely maintained for its entire
existence. Other delegates, including American delegate, William Dunne and Native
Republic Thesis booster, Max Petrovsky, attacked Bunting, charging him with being a
social-democrat who stood against colonial liberation and racial equality.369
Edward Roux also delivered a report on the Native Republic Thesis. The original
thesis had suggested that an independent black African republic was a transitional stage,
similar to the bourgeois revolution that was required before the socialist revolution in
Marxist dialectics. Roux, however, argued that this transitionary stage was unnecessary in
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the African context. For example, there was no African bourgeoisie. Therefore, there was
no possibility of a true bourgeois revolution. To establish his case, Roux detailed the
living conditions of many African peoples before turning his attention to the black South
African movement. Here, he lauded what the CPSA had done. It had taken the lead in the
South African “native” movement and had begun to implant a revolutionary sentiment
amongst them. Roux concluded by arguing that South Africa did not require a black
nationalist movement as the CPSA could radicalize the black African masses to such an
extent that it could lead the entire African continent.370 Two days later, Roux made a
much more impassioned and direct plea. The Native Republic Thesis, as constructed, was
bad strategy. It would only inflame racial tensions and undo what good the CPSA had
done. It would replace worker unity, regardless of race, and instead seemingly promote a
racialized slogan. The Rand Revolt undoubtedly replayed in Roux’s mind, recalling the
pro-white worker rhetoric that had developed then. The Native Republic Thesis would
replace calls for a “White South Africa” with a “Black South Africa” and only continue to
enhance the racial divide. Roux concluded bluntly, “This is mere perversity, not
dialectical materialism.”371
Matters did not improve for Bunting or the CPSA delegates. When they finally
were able to argue their position in the Negro Commission, chaired by Petrovsky, they
found no audience for their views. Bunting stated it was unthinkable that a member of the
370
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CPSA, especially one of his standing, could stand for a “White South Africa” given how
much time he and the CPSA had spent combating racism. He recounted the outstanding
record of the CPSA, that black Africans made up nine tenths of the party membership,
and that the party’s message was one of emancipation and equality.372
Bunting expanded on his position in a second report. This report stated that the
situation in South Africa was very different from that in America; he delineated the
unique situations in South Africa. The British and Dutch peoples worked together; Indian
and Coloured populations had added to diversity. He outlined the legal and political
roadblocks to black participation and outlined the history of the CPSA, including
numbers for party membership. Bunting claimed the CPSA had 200 whites and 200
blacks in 1927, whereas by 1928, 158 whites and 1600 blacks. He followed by pointing
out a need for white support to “shield” the party in its work for black Africans, before
citing the many difficulties the party had in reaching black workers. Finally, Bunting
discussed the ECCI resolution on the Native Republic Thesis, suggesting it could not be
put forward as written, as he felt the thesis was irrelevant, and potentially disastrous in the
South African situation.373
Petrovsky responded. He questioned Bunting’s claims. He cited La Guma’s visits
to Moscow and his reports and used them to discredit Bunting. Petrovsky cited La
Guma’s figures from March 1927: 400 white members with 55 blacks. Bunting argued
that the ICU and ANC were incapable of leading the charge on black African issues in
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South Africa. Petrovsky parroted La Guma from a year and a half earlier, pointing out
their incapability was a result of the CPSA’s failure to effectively infiltrate them or use
them for its own purposes and thus, the CPSA had not done enough on black issues.374
At this point, Roux presented his two reports, mentioned earlier in this chapter.
Roux attempted to resolve matters by agreeing with Petrovsky, stating that more attention
needed to be paid to the ECCI programme. Roux continued by arguing that “The Party
has sort of decided to live from day to day on the immediate issues that arise and to
adhere to the idea that no programme is needed. This shows the extreme youth and lack
of understanding of the party.” This shift for Roux was likely an attempt to move debate
forward. Instead, another commission was appointed to write a resolution to repudiate the
CPSA’s line and to align it with the ECCI.375
The comments of the CPSA delegates caused La Guma to write a personal letter
to Petrovsky. La Guma suggested that the Buntings and Roux “exposed their political
leanings.” He continued, criticizing Bunting and his followers of being “unable to divorce
their feelings from the parasitical white worker who [is] using the black worker now as a
catspaw.” He finished by pointing out his lack of faith in the CPSA delegates to follow
any line set by Moscow.376
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Meanwhile, Bunting was busy elsewhere, speaking in one of the general sessions
on Kuusinen’s Theses on the Revolutionary Movement in the East. Bunting tried again to
air his grievances regarding the Native Republic Thesis, with which he still disagreed on
practical grounds. This time he also discussed the Theses on the National and Colonial
Question of the Second Congress. He reminded those in attendance that he felt that in
some cases a general proletariat movement was better than a specific colonial movement
and suggested that the Theses make provisions for this, as actual conditions determined
the form of support. He also noted that the Theses promoted developing a general class
consciousness, especially in the more developed regions. He then restated long held
positions, the lack of a black African bourgeoisie, the need for racial unity, and that
concentrating on nationalist forces within South Africa would bring about disastrous
results for black workers. Bunting continued by stating that the Negro Sub-Commission
was writing a thesis for conditions that did not exist in South Africa. Instead, he argued
white workers would not understand any of the distinctions in a Native Republic Thesis.
Instead, they would focus on the simple phrase “Native Republic” and turn against
communism.377
Bunting continued his criticism in the Negro Commission. He suggested La Guma
had given the wrong impression about the party, and accused him of being a “black
chauvinist.” He took issue with the CPSA being called white chauvinists, the
uncomradely atmosphere of the meetings, and concluded that the Native Republic Thesis
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was problematic and kept white workers from having a role in whatever followed.
Ultimately, Bunting wanted something simple – a slogan that would not give rise to
misunderstandings and split the movement, a slogan that could not be taken to mean
“Pure Black Republic.”378
Petrovsky, however, was not swayed in the slightest and delivered a
condescending speech to the CPSA delegates. The CPSA would need to change:
[The white Central Committee members of the CPSA] have to adapt their
brains and feelings to this line of the Comintern resolution. They will have to
work hard in order to persuade the members of the Party (I speak of the
whites) to fall in with the Comintern opinion. They will have a very difficult
job when they speak to workers in general, but Comrade Bunting will
remember that in such countries as the United States, South America and
England, there was a great difficulty to speak of the class struggle, even the
workers used to be very much against it, and they used to insult our Socialist
speakers, but we never told them, the best way to meet the situation is not to
speak about the class struggle and socialism….I think instead of trying to
persuade us, the South African comrades will do a better job and will render a
better service to the Comintern and the South African Party if they will try to
think along the lines of the Comintern on national and racial questions, of
which this resolution is a very simple application.
There is nothing new and original in this resolution; nothing which is in any
way outside the general line put forward by Lenin.379
Petrovsky put the slogan to a vote. However, confusion reigned. When Petrovsky read it
aloud, Bunting noted that it was different from what the South African delegates had.380
Petrovsky also had the preamble stripped from the resolution, leading Bunting to exclaim
“the less facts the better!?”381 Bunting and the other CPSA delegates attempted to change
the language, arguing for “An Independent Workers’ and Peasants’ South African
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Republic with Equal Rights for all Toilers Irrespective of Colour, as a Basis for a Native
Government.” The amendment was shot down.382 After over a year of debate, Petrovsky
ensured that the CPSA would need to integrate the Native Republic Thesis. Historian
Sheridan Johns argued that this episode was a “symbol of CI discipline.”383 A. Lerumo
and Jonathan Derrick noted that the Native Republic Thesis was a precursor to other
prominent policies in South African politics, whether it was the 1962 SACP Plan or the
politics post-Apartheid.384 The chapter on the Native Republic Thesis had just begun. It
was the first significant time the Comintern had become involved in CPSA affairs. From
the Sixth Congress on, Moscow’s interference was far more prominent in the South
African party.

Moving on from Moscow
Having failed to convince the Communist International to moderate its position,
the CPSA reluctantly agreed to fall into line. After significant debate, the Seventh Party
Congress of the CPSA, held at the end of the year, adopted the Native Republic Thesis.385
The CPSA also had to deal with the general tactical shift in international communism
from the United Front to the Comintern’s Third Period strategy of class against class. A
year earlier, the Communist International urged the CPSA to develop left wings in white
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and non-white trade unions and political parties. Now, with the new line, the Comintern
disallowed working with groups not run wholly by the communist party. Therefore, the
CPSA could no longer work with the ANC. The ICU, which had gone through a split and
was waning in its influence and could have been a target for communist involvement,
could no longer be infiltrated. The CPSA had to act outside of existing trade unions and
potential nationalist groups.386
The CPSA, however, was still capable of moving forward. The party was gaining
members. Bunting remained the Chairman of the party, but otherwise the party leadership
changed. Albert Nzula, a black African communist who had joined the CPSA in the mid1920s, and Douglas Wolton were elected to the Executive. Douglas Wolton, Molly
Wolton and Nzula were ardent supporters of the Native Republic Thesis.387 Meanwhile,
Edward Roux committed himself to the new line, while Sidney Bunting, despite his
reservations, attempted to do so as well. Bunting, however, did so while sharing with
Edward Roux his disappointment in the “hundred word slogan,” poking fun at the final
formulation of the thesis: “A South African Native Republic as a stage towards a
Workers’ and Peasants’ Government with full protection and equal rights for all national
minorities.”388 Bunting also reacted publicly. He released a statement to The Star in
November 1928 which attempted to explain that the new slogan was a continuation of old
lines of thinking while also pointing out that there had been some disagreement in
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Moscow and that the Comintern had overruled the CPSA.389 The Comintern became
aware of the piece. It was the beginning of Bunting’s downfall.390
Bunting was able to alter the immediate effects of the Thesis though. While
accepting the Native Republic Thesis, the CPSA’s Seventh Party Congress passed a
meandering definition that allowed the party to maintain a general class-based approach,
downplaying the racial aspects and instead delineating the Native Republic as a step in a
general end to oppression of all peoples by any oppressor within the Union of South
Africa. Historian Sheridan Johns, along with fellow party member Edward Roux, attribute
this restatement to Bunting.391 While this formulation passed, Douglas Wolton attacked
the CPSA for its “chauvinistic tendencies,” hinting at the tension between the Native
Republic Thesis boosters and the Bunting faction.392
The general class-based approach continued through 1929 and into 1930. The
CPSA used these tactics in the general election of 1929, fielding communist candidates
for the first time. Bunting ran in Tembuland, Transkei, and Douglas Wolton ran in Cape
Flats. Bunting’s campaign was the more successful of the two, but in both cases, they lost
and police intimidation hampered both campaigns.393 The campaign reflected, according
to Edward Roux, a mix of the strength of Bunting’s reputation and was a “personal
victory” for Bunting and the party, extending their influence into rural areas.394 While the
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general election campaigns were moral victories, the party suffered a significant defeat to
close out 1930. It staged a Union-wide campaign against the Pass Laws, held on 16
December 1930, Dingaan’s Day, the day commemorating the anniversary of the Battle at
Blood River between Afrikaners and Zulus. The protests were of limited success and the
Durban police became involved and clashed with African protesters injuring several and
killing Johannes Nkosi, a well-liked black trade unionist and party leader who had joined
the CPSA in 1926.395
Whereas events such as these put the CPSA front and centre as a champion of
blacks, Bunting remained under siege. During 1929, he had started the League of African
Rights. Its purpose was to fight for a black African franchise and equal education.396 The
Comintern attacked the concept and saw it as too vulnerable to reformist and unwanted
influences, likely a function of some of the individuals Bunting courted for executive
positions, which included the ANC’s Josiah Gumede and other ICU and ANC
members.397 The Communist Party of Great Britain also apparently threw its support
behind the Comintern, adding further pressure on Bunting and the CPSA to disavow the
concept. Those supporting the League saw it as a way to extend CPSA influence into
rural areas, while also mobilizing blacks who might otherwise have no place in the
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movement. It also had the added advantage of being potentially useful in the event the
CPSA was deemed illegal, a real possibility given increased repression by the South
African government.398
The League for African Rights situation showed how closely the Comintern had
its eyes on South Africa. CPSA members sent notes to Moscow defending their ideas, but
the Comintern was firm. The Comintern urged the CPSA to send a delegate to the 1929
Second Congress of the League Against Imperialism, reminding the party of its
obligations to that group. Add the formation of the International Trade Union Committee
of Negro Workers shortly thereafter, and it appears that South African affairs continued to
be a concern for officials in the Anglo-American Secretariat of the Comintern.399 The
Secretariat even sent representatives, such as German trade unionist Paul Merker, to
oversee the CPSA.400 Moscow’s influence grew when Douglas Wolton returned to South
Africa at the end of 1929. Wolton had been in Moscow for part of the year, meeting with
Comintern officials. He returned two weeks before the aforementioned pass burning
campaign on Dingaan’s Day 1930 with a clear mandate. He was sent by the Comintern to
deal with elements in the CPSA who refused to fall into line. Wolton’s return put
Bunting’s CPSA career directly in the crosshairs of his enemies.401
Douglas Wolton returned with a report from the Comintern, titled “How to build a
Revolutionary Mass Party in South Africa,” and its contents were printed in the South
African communist paper Umsebenzi over several weeks from December 1930 to March
398
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1931. It criticized the CPSA for its failure to properly institute the Native Republic
Thesis. It suggested many CPSA leaders were afflicted with white chauvinism and
specifically criticized Bunting’s philosophy of elevating the general class struggle, which
in the process downplayed black African issues. The Comintern blamed the shortcomings
on reformist tendencies in the party and urged the CPSA to purge these problematic
elements from the party.402 At the Ninth Conference of the CPSA, held in December
1930, delegates passed a resolution in conformity with the report, promising to purge
right-wing elements from the party and Bolshevize. That meant Sidney Bunting and those
who followed his lead.403
The CPSA split between those who were willing to follow the Comintern and
those who defended Bunting. Several newer members agreed with Wolton and the
Comintern’s assessment and were willing to use Comintern interference to take control of
the party. One such individual was Albert Nzula, who had become the Party Secretary
while Wolton was away and became a significant figure in the International Trade Union
Committee of Negro Workers. Nzula agreed with the Native Republic Thesis and his
issues with Bunting may have been more than tactical. Roux suggests that Bunting saw
Nzula as a drunk who could not be trusted.404 While Wolton, Nzula and others, supported
by Moscow, launched their attack, long-time Bunting supporters such as Gana Makabeni
laid blame on the discipline of the new black membership. Rebecca Bunting supported
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her husband and the party, pointing out that the CPSA had done what it could to fix
mistakes as directed by the Comintern. Sidney Bunting found himself losing influence.
The Ninth Party Convention elected a new executive and Wolton took on the leadership
of the party. Edward Roux shifted his support to Wolton, seeing him as someone who
could turn the party into a legitimate Bolshevik party with a clear platform and “a definite
theory of revolution.”405 The rest of the executive was overhauled; Africans held nineteen
executive positions along with four white members. Bunting was pushed out of the
leadership of the party.406
The look of the CPSA drastically changed as the Comintern-supported members
increased their influence and Bolshevized the party. A Latvian communist, Lazar Bach,
an expert on Comintern ideology and tactics, arrived in South Africa to bring the party
into line. He joined the CPSA in 1931.407 The Woltons, along with Bach, strove to purge
the CPSA of its “right-wing” elements. Douglas Wolton continued to vilify Bunting at
CPSA meetings, now characterizing his legal practice, something Bunting had used to
help ameliorate the plight of black workers throughout the 1920s, as counterrevolutionary. He also brought in an agrarian platform, hoping to allow the CPSA to
distinguish between different classes of farmers, a concept that some other members,
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including later CPSA leader Moses Kotane failed to understand.408 The Wolton leadership
succeeded in expelling Bunting from the party in September 1931. Along with Bunting,
former leader Bill Andrews, who had not been a factor in the CPSA for years, was
expelled, along with many trade unionists. Under the cover of Buntingism and right
danger, the party expelled anyone who had engaged in factionalism against the party
leadership or who had not continuously been involved in the party.409 These expulsions
brought a series of other expulsions at the regional level. Wolton even expelled former
Native Republic Thesis champion, James La Guma, over differences in trade union policy
and for having engaged in factionalism against the party leadership in the past.410
With many of the “right-wing” and “Buntingites” removed from the party, the
party now was firmly in line with the Comintern and sought to build on its relationship
with Moscow. The CPSA increased the number of black South Africans who were sent to
the Lenin School, which included future party leader Moses Kotane among others. The
Comintern continued to send representatives to South Africa to ensure the Comintern line
was followed.411 Domestically, the CPSA’s only tactical success came when in 1932, the
CPSA ran John Marks, a black South African, as the party representative in a by-election
408
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in Germiston. Marks had no chance of winning as black Africans were prohibited from
running for parliament or voting.412 These measures covered up the CPSA’s biggest
problem, dwindling membership. Allison Drew points out that the CPSA dropped to 100
members in 1931, with roughly sixty by 1932. Sheridan Johns is more generous,
suggesting that the CPSA in late 1932 had no more than 300 members. The low
membership numbers, in turn, limited how relevant the CPSA could be in South African
politics more generally.413
The party would soon be without its leadership. Douglas Wolton was arrested
after a demonstration. Molly Wolton suffered a breakdown in 1933. In order to recover,
Douglas Wolton suggested Molly needed to leave South Africa; when a job offer came
from his brother in Great Britain, the couple accepted and left.414
Lazar Bach remained, as did Comintern pressure. In 1934, the CPSA maintained
its full support of the Native Republic Thesis and its Third Period way of thinking that
included attacking the ANC. Bach’s subordination to the Moscow line continued to dilute
a weakening party. Differences between Moses Kotane and Bach, which began in 1933,
illustrated the still strong grip Bach held. Kotane, as editor of the party paper Umsebenzi,
published articles with his own interpretation of the Native Republic Thesis which he saw
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as a step to socialist revolution, with a bourgeois revolution as the first step.415 Bach
emphatically attacked this view and suggested that the Native Republic Thesis could
directly lead to socialist revolution in South Africa.416 Kotane and his supporters sought
to make the Thesis applicable to local conditions as Bunting had done. By moderating the
approach, the party could consider United Front action. Bach, citing Comintern edicts,
made clear that there was no room for equivocation. In 1935, with the aid of two
members who had returned from the Lenin School in Moscow, Bach had enough backing
to force his view as party doctrine, and in the process, expel Kotane and his supporters,
including Edward Roux, from the Political Bureau. Kotane and Roux challenged the
decision and appealed to the Comintern. Bach, unwilling to back down, went to Moscow
to defend his position. In an ironic twist of fate, after engineering many expulsions for
deviations, his roommate in Moscow was found to be a “Trotskyite” and Bach, painted
with the same brush, was arrested and never returned to South Africa. It is presumed he
was executed in the purges.417
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Moving On from the Native Republic Thesis
Following the gutting of the CPSA, the remaining members gradually attempted
to rebuild. The Comintern’s shift to Popular Front helped. Umsebenzi paid a posthumous
tribute to Sidney Bunting, who died in 1936. Bill Andrews returned and became
Chairman of the party again. Moses Kotane and Edward Roux were reinstated.418 The
ECCI stepped back from the Native Republic Thesis. Instead, it urged the CPSA to form
a united trade union of all workers, regardless of race while maintaining a strong defense
of black African rights.419 The party obliged. It remained one of the few political groups
in South Africa that promoted black rights. The CPSA returned to United Front tactics,
working with the ANC and rebuilding its trade union presence. Most importantly, it
promoted unity between white and black workers. Brian Bunting pointed out that Moses
Kotane was “almost entirely” responsible for the rebuilding of the ANC in the Cape. This
shift was a return to the party’s pre-1928 platform, taking lead from the Comintern’s
stepping back from the rigid promotion of the Native Republic Thesis. Bunting’s
assessment also was an example of the party’s attempts to defend the actions of thencurrent members, without denigrating any of its past, regardless of how tumultuous it
was.420
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By 1940, the CPSA had borrowed from both “eras” of its development, merging
the calls for unity of the Bunting-led party with the calls for national liberation and
equality that the Comintern had foisted upon it and combined them into a platform in the
CPSA’s draft programme. Tying the defeat of fascism to national liberation and racial
unity, despite the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact, the party called for worker unity, the
end to racial discrimination and equal wages, improved working conditions and insurance
for all workers. The draft resolution was steeped in old party thinking, but maintained
enough of the new concepts, aligning it with the Comintern position. As for the attack on
fascism, every party struggled to deal with the Nazi-Soviet Pact. In general though, the
CPSA seemed to equate fascism with imperialism, maintaining the line of the Comintern
in the 1930s.421
The CPSA promoted these positions in pamphlets during the Second World War.
For example, the party detailed the hazards of Nazi rule, while proposing that the
People’s Front was the only means for workers to protect their rights. If victorious, the
Nazis would turn South Africa into their colony, ensuring “national hatred,” the
destruction of trade unions, the “enslavement of women,” religious persecution and
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militarism.422 Other pamphlets linked the South African government’s trade union policy,
which endorsed a colour line, as fascist. To combat fascism, all workers needed to unite
to resist fascist ideals of the bosses, and pave the way for a new system that would benefit
all.423 Following a series of attacks on coloured workers in Stellenbosch, a pamphlet
issued by the United Front laid blame at the feet of the National Party, drawing a parallel
between Nazi treatment of Jews and the treatment of non-Europeans in South Africa.424
Meanwhile, the party predictably lauded the Soviet Union for having “solved” the
national question within its own borders and of the Red Army as “liberator of peoples.”425
The running thread through most of the CPSA’s pamphlets during the Second World War
focused on worker unity, an end to segregation and racial equality. These positions lead
Sheridan Johns to conclude that the party returned to being the main party for non-white
workers during the war.426
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Even if the CPSA’s had regained this position, the party membership had not yet
recovered and therefore, the influence of the party was patchy at best. Martin Legassick
noted that the party had fewer than three hundred members, the majority in Johannesburg,
limiting party effectiveness.427 Furthermore, the factionalism of the early 1930s allowed
other parties to emerge on the left, including a Trotskyist group and groups run by former
communists Solly Sachs and Hyman Basner. These groups also curbed the influence and
membership of the CPSA.428
The Native Republic Thesis damaged the CPSA’s influence during the 1930s. As
the ANC grew in significance throughout the 1940s, it became a more legitimate option.
The CPSA continued to operate for the remainder of the decade, trying to fight for black
workers’ rights. However, as the National Party established apartheid following its
election in 1948, the CPSA was fighting a losing battle. Illegality loomed large for the
CPSA; it disbanded in 1950, pledging all support to the ANC. One wonders what the
scope of the CPSA would have been during the 1930s had it not promoted the disastrous
policy, influenced by La Guma’s visit and supported by Moscow. Undoubtedly, the need
for strict adherence to the Comintern interpretation prevented the Native Republic Thesis
from becoming a useful program. The deviations or reformulations of Bunting or Kotane
could have allowed the party to build off the successes heading into the Sixth Congress,
or stop the proverbial bleeding, in the mid-1930s. The Native Republic Thesis was the
Comintern’s first interference into South African affairs and it continued to meddle until
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1935. Afterwards, while it certainly kept an eye on affairs, it never became as directly
involved again. An underground communist party did reform in South Africa in 1953,
renaming itself as the South African Communist Party (SACP), supporting anti-apartheid
measures and the ANC. Perhaps the Soviet Union remained bitter about what could have
been in South Africa. Though customary, the Soviet Union did not send friendly
communist greetings.
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One Wrong Turn: Canadian Communism and the National, Colonial and the Racial
Question, 1921-1945
South Africa was an important country for the Comintern because of the
significance of the Native Republic Thesis and South Africa’s prominent racial issues.
Though Canada was not as important to the Comintern as South Africa was, the
Comintern did see Canada as relevant because of the proximity and influence of the
world’s two strongest imperial powers. It was a British dominion and shared a border
with the United States. Canada also had a number of significant issues that were of note
to communists. Domestically, Canada had an ethnically diverse population with a
significant number of immigrants as part of the working class. It also had a large Frenchspeaking population and numerous Indigenous groups. In theory, this demographic
makeup, coupled with Canada’s status in the British Empire, made it a unique
battleground for the National, Colonial and Racial Questions of the Comintern. In
practice, the Communist Party of Canada (CPC) struggled with these issues.
The story of the CPC, anti-imperialism, racial equality and the Comintern was one
of high hopes, confusion and limited application. Initially, Canadian communists had
little time for combatting imperialism. The ethnic makeup of the party was dominated by
Ukrainian and Finnish workers with English and French Canadian members
overwhelmingly in the minority. During the interwar period, this composition was a
constant issue. The party defended immigrant workers. Mobilizing French Canadian
support was a challenge. Indigenous peoples were ignored.
The party also struggled with the Comintern’s tactics. While the Comintern
defined Canada as a secondary imperialist country by the end of the 1920s, the
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Communist Party of Canada disagreed and called for Canadian independence from the
British Empire and defined French Canada as an oppressed minority. This disagreement
led to Comintern interference in 1929 and an overhaul of the CPC’s tactics, but not its
leadership. The Comintern’s correction of the CPC platform caused the party to avoid
fully adopting tactics to the Canadian situation, instead opting to follow Comintern
suggestions broadly, while constantly being aware of its previous tactical failings. The
arrest of many leaders of the party in the early 1930s also diverted party efforts. The
Canadian federal government targeted the CPC and sought to undermine whatever
influence it felt the party may have, especially as agents of Moscow. During the Second
World War, CPC leadership revived its incorrect line. It sought to take advantage of
French Canadian nationalism and general wariness towards British or American
influence, while propagandizing against fascism. At this point, it finally placed prominent
attention on national and anti-imperial issues which foreshadowed its later platforms
during the Cold War.

The Early Days of the Canadian Communist Party
The First World War, as for many communist parties, was a significant experience
for Canadian communists. The war had led to an increased promotion of workers’ rights.
The Bolshevik Revolution influenced some on the left, including many prominent
Canadian communists, who hoped that socialism would rise in Canada as well.429 The
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Winnipeg Strike in 1919 and its failure convinced many of a need to radicalize the left in
Canada. The Conservative Government of Canada targeted movements on the Left and
quashed the strike.430 As fears of the “Bolshevik menace” created a red scare, many
affirmed their commitment to communism.431 Support for radical solutions divided the
Canadian left. Those who were critical of the Bolsheviks saw the October Revolution not
only as a chance event, but also as a repudiation of their long held belief that socialism
would come gradually and through parliamentary means.432
In Guelph, on a small farm, on 23 May 1921 with many of these communists
present, twenty-two delegates declared the formation of the Communist Party of Canada.
Lenin’s Imperialism and the Comintern’s charges of socialism’s bankruptcy during the
war were noted as reasons for the need for a radical CPC.433 Over the course of this
founding convention, the delegates adopted a constitution and proclaimed their allegiance
to the Comintern.434
The convention also defined the early position of the party on Canada,
imperialism and the world. Lenin’s Imperialism and the worldview established by the
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Comintern became the worldview of the CPC. Imperialism had ravaged the entire world,
including the Americas. Regarding Canada’s position, the CPC noted that Canada was a
“so-called self-governing colon[y]” with “political autonomy and control of fiscal
policy.” As a result, it was “an auxiliary of British Imperialism” and therefore supported
Britain’s dominance in non-dominion colonies. It was a colony, yet it had a bourgeoisie
that was directly enabling British imperialism which needed to be exposed. In line with
this position, the CPC supported colonial liberation.435
Support did not mean active promotion though. Day-to-day CPC affairs and
operation forced any consideration of colonial liberation to the background. The CPC
needed to establish a clear trade union policy while also developing its own presence in
the Comintern; until the Comintern’s Fourth Congress, Canadian representation in
Moscow did not exist. In order to support United Front tactics and to have a public face
that could operate in elections, the CPC created the Worker’s Party of Canada (WPC)
which further monopolized the CPC’s attention. The WPC was the CPC’s public face,
under the belief that a “Communist Party” would be unwelcome in the Canadian political
climate. It only existed for a couple of years before, with the Comintern’s counsel, the
CPC elected to fold the WPC and maintain only one party to serve all required functions.
436

Related to the organization of the CPC, however, there was a further significant issue

that required immediate attention – its ethnic makeup.
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The Nationalities Issues
From the very start, most of the CPC’s membership was Finnish or Ukrainian.
Many supported the left as they had left highly oppressive societies in the late nineteenth
century to come to Canada. They sympathized with anti-imperialism and socialism. When
these recent immigrants joined the CPC in 1921, they forced the party to adopt a
federative structure; each of the individual ethnic sections had relative autonomy. Each
section held its own organizational meetings and published its own periodicals in its own
language.437 This structure, in many ways, mirrored the nationalities policy of the Soviet
Union.
Despite this ethnic makeup and federative structure, the Comintern was always
uneasy about the ethnic makeup of the party.438 In March 1925, having roughly 4500
members, the CPC took great pleasure in the fact that it had a “more than proportional”
number of English members, but the Comintern was unimpressed and unconvinced. The
Comintern demanded the reorganization of the party to form a more unified party. The
Comintern wanted to remove unfavourable members and dissenting groups, but also to
allow a more direct form of control of its member parties. The CPC attempted to follow
through with some of these requests and tried to curb the autonomy of the different
language sections. By doing so, however, the party then had to absorb all of the internal
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issues within each ethnic group that had often been resolved at the local district level for
each section.439
By 1927, the Comintern was still not pleased by the membership composition of
the party. In a telegram dated 20 February 1927, it reminded the CPC to improve
recruitment, stressing that it was “extremely necessary to increase the real Canadian and
British membership of the party.”440 Recognizing that Canada continued to experience
high immigration, the Comintern realized foreign workers needed to still be a priority.
However, instead of working with the existing autonomous language or ethnic groups, the
Comintern stressed the need to avoid special sections of the party and instead only offer
foreign workers language support. Beyond that, the party was urged to draw these foreign
workers into life in Canada and the party and to teach them to speak English. The
Comintern resigned itself to the fact that foreign workers were going to be a strong
proportion of party membership. By 1928, when discussing the Ukrainian Worker
Organization, work with immigrant workers was encouraged, but again, increasing
recruitment amongst English-speaking workers remained the preference for the
Comintern. The Comintern felt that on one hand, party members who could not speak to
most workers could hamper efforts to expand the appeal of communism; on the other
hand, it could not hurt the base of some of the more enthusiastic and zealous
membership.441
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The uneasy relationship with the language sections also had significant personal
ramifications for their membership. A Finnish or Ukrainian section could represent the
interests of its own workers better than the CPC itself. The CPC was a general party and
one that was supposed to be the voice of the working class, but English workers had
fewer concerns than foreign born workers. Historian Ian Angus pointed out that while
English workers could strike or protest and at worst, face jail time or a fine, foreign-born
workers risked deportation and as a result, while they sympathized with some leftist
positions, they were more likely to be more conservative in their radicalism.442 These
issues were bubbling under the surface as the CPC became embroiled in a leadership
struggle, developing from the purges of suspected Trotskyists.

The New Leadership and the Language Sections
Maurice Spector, a Ukrainian immigrant who had been educated at the University
of Toronto, was arguably the most influential leader of the CPC. However, when the
personal rivalry between Stalin and Trotsky seeped into the Comintern, he was unwilling
to attack Trotsky. The Comintern ordered Bolshevization in all of its member parties and
the CPC had its own leadership struggle with Spector on one side and the duo of Tim
Buck and Stewart Smith, calling for greater loyalty to Moscow, on the other. Tim Buck
was one of the trade union specialists for the party, but had gradually developed a greater
role in crafting policy. Stewart Smith, meanwhile, was the first Canadian to attend the
Lenin School in Moscow and, because of the prestige attached to Lenin School students,
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he rose in the party as a result. Spector was expelled from the CPC as a Trotskyist and
Buck and Smith became its new leaders. Their importance to the development of the
party cannot be understated. As a result of their position on Canadian independence and
how the CPC currently managed the ethnic makeup of the party, they precipitated the
Comintern’s most serious intervention in Canadian affairs.
Buck and Smith had few connections to the various ethnic leaders within the
party. With Spector gone and a desire to commit to the Comintern’s position on the
CPC’s organization, they pressed forward and in the process had to deal with an open
revolt from the party’s language sections. The Finnish and Ukrainian sections fought back
against the CPC’s interference in their affairs. The Finnish section and the CPC had a
particularly messy battle that saw the CPC’s Central Executive Committee replace Aarvo
Vaara, a popular editor of Vapaus, a Finnish-Canadian communist periodical, with
another more supportive individual leading to open insurrection by the Finnish
community. Vaara used his Finnish Organization contacts to return to the editorship,
upsetting the party leadership.443 Both sides became so angry that each published lengthy
tracts denouncing one another. The CPC expelled Finnish members while Finnish
members replaced CPC appointees and locked out CPC members from speaking at their
meetings.444 The struggle with the Ukrainian section was much less hostile, as it decided
to passively resist the new leadership. The Ukrainians were also critical of the CPC
leadership. While there were no condemnatory tracts published in anger, one Ukrainian
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member, John Stokaluk, attempted to challenge the CPC leadership, only to be denounced
as a traitor by supporters of Buck and Smith. While other Ukrainian leaders criticized this
decision, little more was done.445 Nevertheless, the brouhaha revealed the tense relations
that developed between the party leadership and the language sections over the second
half of the 1920s. It extended to other divisions within the party as well. The Jewish
section also had issues with CPC leadership in the immediate aftermath of the start of the
Third Period that ended with the replacement of a publication editor and sanctions being
placed against another prominent member.446
When the Comintern intervened in early 1930, it elected to pursue compromise
positions, calling on all sides to engage in self-criticism. The Finnish section had to pull
back on its harangues, agree to the CPC line, but the CPC had to respect the autonomy of
the Finnish section. The Comintern elected to send a Finnish communist to deal with the
matter, leading some to suggest Finnish interests were being mollified. Eventually, a
similar resolution came for the Ukrainian situation. But these incidents only served to
confirm the issues with a federal structure.447 These sections would best represent the
interests of their fellow workers, but they were still separate from the CPC, due to the
inability to harmonize English interests with those of foreign workers. These tensions and
these issues continued for the remainder of the interwar period, especially with the
overwhelming majority, roughly 95%, of the party membership coming from these ethnic
sections. The Comintern continued to press CPC leadership to improve its membership
445
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composition.448 The Communist Party of Canada’s official history downplays these
issues, especially those that involved the censure of the Finnish section. In fact, it
suggests that the Finnish resistance to change was was rooted in the city of Sudbury and
was quickly “isolated” before it “transformed itself from an autonomous language section
of the Communist Party into an independent progressive organization.”449

Limited Effect on French Canada
Despite calls for more English-speaking members and problems with its various
language sections, the CPC always tried to increase its foothold in French Canada. From
its establishment, the CPC struggled to develop a viable French Canadian segment of the
party. The CPC lacked literature and, in many cases, the ability to translate relevant
works to pass out to French Canadian workers.450 Many of the French Canadian workers
initially were hesitant to join the party, although a CPC report suggested that there was a
growing genuine, yet inexperienced, movement.451 The greatest obstacle in these early
years revolved around the dual party system that developed. Mentioned earlier, the CPC
was illegal and therefore, in order to have a public face for its goals, it created the WPC.
The Worker’s Party softened many of the stances of the CPC to remain legal, but in the
process, cast doubt on its radical credentials. Part of the allure of communism was
Comintern support and revolutionary tactics. In a letter to the Comintern, CPC leader
William Moriarty submitted that French Canadians were radical and influenced by their
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religious upbringing. As a result, they openly wanted to advocate for armed insurrection,
something the Worker’s Party, for legal reasons, was hesitant to pursue openly.452
While the Worker’s Party concept was dismantled by the mid-1920s, the
organizational problems constantly hounded the Canadian communists. Even by 1926, the
challenges were in no way resolved. French Canadian workers still were underrepresented
in the party. Language issues remained a problem. It seemed that the party was unsure of
how best to tackle the issue. The CPC viewed Quebec as a largely backward, albeit
quickly industrializing, province. The working class was growing, but it still had strong
ties to the Catholic Church and the party had no way to undermine that influence while
taking advantage of the growth. The CPC repeatedly stressed the need for French
publications.453
The Comintern seconded the CPC in highlighting the need to gain French
Canadian comrades as a main task of the party. The Comintern saw French Canadians as
native workers, workers born in Canada.454 Since Canada was a bilingual country, French
Canadians needed to be courted in order to provide the strongest and widest possible base
to bring the Canadian proletariat under the guidance of the CPC. They were not to be
organized as a separate language section. However, the CPC lacked practical solutions. It,
and the Comintern, cited the need for French publications. At one point, the Comintern
intervened and demanded the French Communist Party provide suitable publications to
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help agitate workers in Quebec. While these publications were helpful, the CPC at its
Fifth Convention realized they were not effective. The differences in local conditions
between France and Quebec were too great. In 1927, the CPC managed to begin
publication on L’Ouvrier Canadien, a left-wing paper for propaganda purposes.455
Furthermore, both the Comintern and the CPC knew they needed someone, specifically in
Montreal, not only capable of speaking French, but also capable of navigating language
and religious issues to bring more French Canadian workers into the party. It was not
until 1930 that they felt they had a solution, even with the Comintern, again, trying to
open communication between the French party and the CPC.456 During this period,
George Dubois and Emery Simard, the latter running for the Communist Party in the
riding of Maisonneuve during the 1930 Federal Election, were able to help organize a
foothold in French Canada.457 However, by August 1930, the CPC’s involvement in
French Canadian affairs remained disappointing. Of the CPC’s roughly 3700 to 4000
members, only forty-four were French Canadian.458

The Canadian Question
To further understand how the issue of French Canada continued to cause the CPC
difficulties, one needs to consider how Canada itself was defined on the world stage. This
information is important, if only to determine the method of oppression of subject
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peoples. If Canada was a colony, then any Indigenous peoples could claim selfdetermination and the “National and Colonial Question” policies of the Comintern could
be applied. As noted earlier, when the CPC was formed, Canada was defined as a “selfgoverning colony” and one with some degree of autonomy and complicity in the British
Empire. As Comintern ideology evolved, this definition was no longer considered correct.
With the CPC under Tim Buck and Stewart Smith, failing to consider these changes, the
CPC had a tense and volatile disagreement with the Comintern leadership in the late
1920s.
During the early years of the CPC’s development, as noted earlier, the CPC’s
position on the “Canadian question” was limited because its attention was turned
elsewhere. Essentially, the answer to what Canada was came from its political
circumstance. It was a colony caught between the United States and United Kingdom.
The rivalry between the two only seemed to be growing, mirroring the general Comintern
emphasis on a potential American-British clash. Due to the Comintern’s concern over a
lack of any real policy-making by the Central Executive Committee (CEC) of the CPC,
the CPC began to develop a limited stance on imperialism. The CEC called for an annual
anti-imperialism week at the start of August. This week would promote resolutions to
attack imperialism, counter any influence of other international socialist forces, namely
the Amsterdam International, and host speakers who would discuss American and British
imperialism and revolutionary movements taking place in crucial British colonies. The
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CPC commended the actions of the American party for its attacks on American
imperialism, which the CPC affirmed had grown since the First World War.459
By mid-1925, however, the Canadian party finally had a firm position on Canada
and imperialism. In its “Resolution on the Canadian Question,” it stated that Canada
occupied a crucial position on the international stage. Canada was economically linked to
the United States, but politically linked to Britain. Canada’s proletariat was exploited
economically and politically by the American, British and Canadian bourgeoisie.460 The
CPC made clear that Canada should be independent, both from the British and the
Americans and that workers needed to be made aware of this issue. Notably, attacking
British imperialism was still the primary aim and the objective of Canadian independence
was one of the central issues for the party. Highlighting Comintern concerns, the
resolution also lambasted the CPC for not taking enough initiative and only following
Comintern leadership instead of developing its own tactics on these issues. Aside from
the founding convention, this resolution was the first firm consideration of Canadian
independence by the CPC.461
The CPC also began to develop other auxiliary positions that buttressed its attack
on imperialism in Canada. The British North America Act was a popular target for the
CPC. It was seen as the main policy that protected Canadian politicians, served as an
excuse for Canada’s inability to enact fair labour legislation, and kept Canada from
growing too quickly for its British minders.462 The CPC also began to attack political
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parties and specific aspects of Canada’s political system. To the communists, the
Conservative Party was happy with the current arrangement on the world stage. The
Liberal Party meanwhile wanted to pull away from Britain, only to gain closer ties with
the United States. The Senate was attacked as “highly imperialistic,” owing to a
perception of its conservative nature. In a report by the Information Department of the
ECCI, the CPC’s platform was summarized in a number of tenets: abolition of the Senate,
abolition of the British North America Act (BNA Act), Canadian independence,
neutrality in foreign wars, and formal diplomatic recognition of the Soviet Union.463
Historians Ian Angus and Norman Penner argue that the policy shifts in Canada
on the Canadian Question in 1924-1925 were distinctly non-Marxist and actually go
against the Comintern line.464 As Angus correctly pointed out, the Comintern had
declared Canada an imperialist nation. This position was affirmed in the Resolution on
the Eastern Question at the Fourth Comintern Congress. But, as Angus and Comintern
documents show, the ECCI itself accepted the line of Canadian independence.465 This
acceptance more than likely reflects disconnects among the various assessments of the
political economies and social tensions of British dominions. The CPC had claimed
Canada was a colony since drafting its constitution in 1921. This situation had parallels to
South Africa where despite being aware of South Africa’s colonial status, the CPSA
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ignored that issue and instead called for worker’s rights and to fight class-based
oppression. The CPSA, like the CPC, also ignored Comintern tactics.
Ultimately, in 1925, the Comintern was impressed that the Canadian party had
established a position that fit with the Soviet worldview and the impending clash between
the Britain and the United States. What’s further confusing is that the CPC, in The
Worker and implicitly in its other statements, maintained Canada’s colonial status.466 No
doubt The Worker’s support came from its editor Stewart Smith who agreed with Buck.
Maurice Spector also supported Buck’s arguments and historian Norman Penner argued
that all three forwarded this idea.467
The federal election of 1926 in many ways emboldened the CPC’s attack on
Canada’s colonial status as it began to produce more forceful statements. The CPC
attacked any sentimental links to Britain and concluded workers needed to be dissuaded
from this myth. The party also suggested the real possibility of Canada being ceded to the
United States and that the only way Canada could be its own nation was through
“complete self-determination, sovereignty and independence of the dominions.”468 This
sentiment was linked to the international struggle for self-determination and the end of
colonialism.
By the beginning of 1927, the Canadian independence issue was seen as
“exceedingly important” by the Comintern. The United Front tactics that the Comintern
promoted were still the guiding principle. Given the competition between American and
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British imperialisms, with Canada caught in the middle, the party presumed that Canada’s
bourgeoisie would need to choose a side or its own path. As a result, creating the broadest
possible movement was necessary. Also the party needed to generalize the slogan of
Canadian independence so all workers would follow. To do so, the Comintern suggested
a meeting of trade union leaders, the Canadian Labour Party, and working class and
farmer’s groups.469 Some previous studies of Canadian communism suggest that the CPC
took the lead on these matters until 1929.470 This claim is inaccurate. The Comintern was
offering suggestions throughout and overseeing and responding to events as it received
reports.471
However beginning with the Seventh Plenum of the Communist International in
November 1926, the Comintern challenged the CPC’s definition of Canadian nationalism.
Some CPC members had suggested that it was similar to Chinese nationalism, given that
Canada was being courted by American and British imperialism. Earl Browder of the
American party, along with other delegates, stressed that Canada’s nationalism was
unique; it was not based on economics or geography, but born entirely out of imperial
competition. The CPC line, including its attacks on the Senate and the BNA Act, its
general conclusion on each of the major political parties, and the concerns of certain
groups, was otherwise affirmed after some debate.472 Over the next year, issues such as
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Canada joining the League of Nations as a non-permanent member ensured that Canada
on the world stage was a prominent topic of discussion for the CPC.
But the CPC’s position was going to be a sticking point with the Comintern.
Following the Sixth Congress of the Comintern in 1928, the shift to the Third Period
meant a reappraisal of most Comintern ideology and policy.473 The war danger,
mentioned in Chapter Two, was deemed a concrete issue and one with which the CPC
had barely engaged.474 While there were calls for recognition of the Soviet Union by the
Canadian government, Canadian independence was the predominant theme the CPC
propagated. Furthermore, with calls to Bolshevize, rooting out Trotskyites was another
major issue for the Canadian party. It was as a result of these shifts that Buck and Smith
were able to rise to the leadership of the party. But this period meant that everyone,
including these newly-minted leaders, were under the watchful eye of Moscow.
In April 1929, the Comintern sent a closed letter to the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of Canada and delineated a series of criticisms of its policies. In line
with the changes to the policies towards the East, outlined at the Sixth Congress the
previous year, it declared Canada a “definitely capitalist economy.” What this distinction
meant was that it could no longer be considered a colony. It was self-sustaining to some
degree. As a result, no longer would calling for independence or self-determination be
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appropriate.475 The Comintern also demanded a change in tactics and one that directly
considered self-determination in a different light:
The struggle for free and full independence for Canada, the guarantees for
complete self-determination (French Canada) can only be achieved through
revolutionary action. We must emphasise the fact that the main struggle in
this connection should not be at the present moment the abstract struggle for
independence, but should be concretized around the struggle against being
dragged by the Canadian bourgeoisie or any section of it in either of the
imperialist camps in the coming war.476
Fighting for independence was not concrete enough. Instead, revolutionary action, while
promoting a general anti-imperialism and anti-war sentiment, was more important.477 The
Comintern continued their criticism of the party by mentioning the familiar refrain of the
party’s failure to gain more native-born members, especially in French Canada. Noting
that “[t]hough the French Caniians [sic] make up one-third of the total population and are
the most exploited section of the working class,” the Comintern saw the lack of French
Canadian members and the low numbers of English members as an indictment on the
“weakness and isolation of the Party.”478
What was going on in the CPC regarding this issue in 1929? Stewart Smith had
become the driving force on the Canadian question and he was clear in his personal
stance on the issue. A series of letters between Stewart Smith and John Porter, alias of
Leslie Morris, a Canadian communist who was studying at the Lenin School in Moscow
illuminates the evolution of policy, and also the trouble the CPC had in following the new
line delineated at the Sixth Comintern Congress. Stewart Smith was a major proponent of
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the slogan of “Canadian Independence” and stressed that Canada was a colony. He also
suggested the strength of the Canadian bourgeoisie was over-estimated in Comintern
rhetoric. The struggle between American and British imperialism was far more critical.479
Morris responded, criticizing this position. On 18 August 1929, he attacked Smith’s
insistence that Canada was not an imperialist power. He suggested Smith only saw it as
“an American Belgium,” land to be fought over, and focused too much on American and
British imperialism instead of highlighting the role of Canada’s own domestic
bourgeoisie. To Morris, this line of thinking had two implications. Stewart Smith was
falling into line with some arguments Maurice Spector had made previously, suggesting
Smith was a Trotskyite. This accusation clarifies that Spector had been tarred as the main
figure responsible for the wrong line.480 It also smacked of the same problems that
occurred in China – working with the bourgeoisie to topple imperialism. In all likelihood,
Smith was holding onto the old arguments and tactics made prior to the Sixth Congress.
The Third Period, the need to Bolshevize and remove all Trotskyites and right
deviationists, and the repudiation of United Front tactics made those positions obsolete.
Morris, being based in Moscow, had become steeped in Third Period thinking. The CPC
hesitated in its desire to change, a fact shown by Morris insisting that Smith had accepted
the aforementioned Comintern letter in February, while failing to change his tactics.481
By the fall of 1929, the pressure on the CPC increased. Leslie Morris collaborated
with two other Canadian communists at the Lenin School, believed to be Sam Carr and
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John Weir.482 These three individuals submitted several reports, criticizing the party,
building on, and in some cases, using the same language as Morris had in his personal
letters to Smith.483 They also contacted Comintern brass, who, in a letter sent to the CPC
on October 3, demanded Leslie Morris return to Canada to correct the party line.484 The
letter also condemned the CPC’s line. The Comintern remained concerned about the
retention of the slogan of Canadian independence, stressing that it was a “socialdemocratic rightist deviation.” It also remained critical of the lack of native-born workers
involved with the party. Given these issues, the Comintern demanded a plenum be held to
discuss these transgressions.485
During a Pol-Buro486 meeting on 24 October 1929, the party attempted to figure
out how to move forward. There was a large portion of the party that disagreed with the
Lenin students. As a result, Jack MacDonald, ironically, someone who was already on
thin ice as a potential deviationist, and Tim Buck drafted a cover letter conveying that
disagreement and submitting the letters from the Lenin students as “information
material.”487 In actuality, they dithered for two months, seemingly refusing to share the
documents with their party members. CPC members discovered this fact. Leslie Morris
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suggested that this delay confirmed the problems of the Central Executive Committee
(CEC) of the CPC. During this time, Tim Buck had gone to the Soviet Union, leaving
Smith in charge. To assuage concerns, the Pol-Buro agreed to share both Comintern
letters, the Lenin Students’ criticisms and the cover letter.488
The reason for this delay may have been because the CPC was going to double
down on defending the CPC’s position and more vigorously attack the flaws in the Lenin
Students’ thinking. The Political Committee of the CPC published “Strengthen the
Struggle against the Right Danger: Statement of the Political Committee,” a lengthy
diatribe outlining all of the inaccuracies of the Lenin School students. In all likelihood,
Stewart Smith wrote this statement given his growing influence at this time. It pointed out
that lumping the CPC in with Spector was wrong. To the CPC, Spector was an
opportunist who argued that Canada was a supressed colony, with the Liberal
bourgeoisie’s pro-Americanism seen as revolutionary, satisfying the old United Front
tactics suggested in early iterations of the National and Colonial Question. Meanwhile,
the Lenin School letter writers were equally opportunist in suggesting “Canada is an
imperialist power.” Employing Lenin to defend its view, the CPC continued by
suggesting that the Lenin School students employed the same argument as the British
Labour Party imperial supporters, that the British Empire was made of colonies which all
mutually benefit from empire, directly counter to Lenin’s Imperialism.489
Continuing, the CPC made a very serious charge. The party claimed that the
“Theses on the Revolutionary Movement in the Colonies and Semicolonies,” passed at
488
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the Sixth Congress, was “irreconcilable” with Lenin’s arguments. Furthermore, the CPC
suggested that there was confusion in the aforementioned Comintern letters. Morris
misread them to attack the CPC leadership. The CPC, meanwhile, saw them as
confirmation of its position that Canada was an imperialist battleground. To plunge the
sword of criticism further, the CPC leveled another harsh condemnation against the Lenin
School members. The party argued they were promoting a Kautskyian approach in order
to define Canada as imperialist. The CPC stated that Morris and his colleagues claimed
Canada was no longer predominantly agrarian in nature and since Kautsky defined
imperialism as the exploitation of “backward hinterlands,” it could no longer be a
colony.490 Again, applying Lenin, the party attacked this approach, stating that Canada
was not “an economic partner” of Britain, but still under Britain’s imperial rule.491
The article continued to attack specific points. Whereas the Lenin School
members argued that the Canadian bourgeoisie had investments abroad, the CPC saw
these investments as merely US or British capital at work, not distinctly Canadian. The
Canadian bourgeoisie was the extension of the British bourgeoisie. The piece concluded
with a rousing endorsement of Smith’s line:
The Communist Party of Canada stands for the separation of Canada from the
British Empire, and leads the Canadian workers in the revolutionary struggle
against the Canadian bourgeoisie, utilizing the growing antagonism within the
Canadian bourgeoisie, and the growing conflict between British and
American imperialism as a means of mass action and revolutionary struggle.
As Lenin has said, we would be very poor revolutionaries, indeed, if we failed
to do this.492
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As can be expected, the Comintern was very upset. When it received “Strengthen
the Struggle Against the Right Danger,” the Comintern condemned it as against the
Comintern line, a serious right deviation and an endorsement of incorrect theories about
Canada being a colony. It reaffirmed the two Comintern letters noted above. To ensure
that there was no confusion, the Comintern confirmed that Canada was a “secondary
imperialist power,” owing to “capitalist investments of the Canadian bourgeoisie abroad,
especially in Central America.” The CPC should move forward under the premise that
Canada was capitalist. The Comintern criticized the CPC for focusing too narrowly on the
Anglo-American conflict and neglecting greater trends in international capitalism.493 Tim
Buck, who was in Moscow at the time, sent a letter to the Central Executive Committee
(CEC) of the CPC. In the letter, he pointed out that the cover letter the CEC had attached
to the Comintern’s corrective to CPC policies was a grave mistake and further stressed
the need for self-criticism while also accepting responsibility.494 Buck also contacted
Smith in a private letter where he warned him that some in the Anglo-American
Secretariat wanted Smith denounced, feeling he was growing too powerful within the
CPC.495 The Secretariat was equally concerned with whether the CPC could even fall into
line.496
The Lenin School students also threw scorn on the CPC. They affirmed that there
were no disagreements between the Comintern letters. If there was confusion, the CPC
should have contacted the Comintern itself. The cover letter needed to be condemned.
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Furthermore, the CPC’s delay in discussing the letters, which had been issued as a
corrective to CPC policy, was equally incorrect.497 The Comintern and the Lenin School
students were on the same side. In addition to all of the other issues the Comintern was
seeing in the CPC, namely those with the Finnish and Ukrainian groups, and the fact that
there were notable deviationists that had been in the party’s midst in recent years
(Spector, MacDonald), the CPC seemed to be infected by rightist tendencies.498 When the
CPC Executive received these letters criticizing it, it promptly agreed to repudiate the
incorrect line, including the incendiary “Strengthen the Struggle Against the Right
Danger,” before engaging in self-criticism. Smith motioned for the repudiation.499
This chapter of the CPC, however, was not quite done. The Canadian Question
was still troubling for Stewart Smith. He wrote to Morris, continuing their discussion on
19 May 1930. While Morris noted that Smith was moving towards the correct
understanding, he remained concerned that Smith was holding onto some old theories,
particularly his insistence that the Sixth Comintern Congress had Canada listed as a
colony, creating issues in defining Canada. Morris suggested that no such discrepancy
existed, instead pointing out that colony was used in the past tense in the case of Canada
and that Canada no longer had an imperial bourgeoisie that maintained the “colonial
fashion of the natives.”500 In fact, Smith was an anomalous character in this whole period.
Even in early 1930, when the party realized mistakes were being made, The Worker, the
CPC’s official organ, and Smith were highlighted as entities who may continue to
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promote the wrong line and needed to be disregarded.501 By the summer of 1930, the CPC
formally corrected its line with a series of statements that placed Morris’ correspondence
and correctives, along with Buck’s actions from Moscow earlier in the year, as important
to understanding that the wrong line had been taken. These statements were the party’s
open self-criticism. Again, Smith’s role was highlighted in promoting the wrong line
throughout 1929.502 Yet, Stewart Smith remained with the party, only needing to spend a
brief period in Moscow as penance. Compared to how Sidney Bunting was treated in
South Africa, Stewart Smith and Tim Buck not only got off lightly, but they maintained
their leadership and influence in the party. The reason for the difference can be chalked
up to Comintern priorities. The Native Republic Thesis and the “Negro Question” were
important issues for the Comintern. Whereas combatting imperialism was not any less
important, there were enough forces in the party who would at least fall into line that the
Comintern could let it be. In South Africa, the influence of Bunting and his consistent
stonewalling of the true imposition of the new tactical line in the CPSA was too much to
ignore, especially on an issue that had become very important to Comintern officials.

Canadian Independence No More
With so much interference by the Comintern in CPC affairs, on the Canadian
Question and with the language sections, the Communist Party of Canada fell into line,
and deviated little from what was expected. This acquiescence, perhaps out of
embarrassment for how far they had strayed in 1929, was seen as early as the CPC’s 1930
501
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General Election Platform. No longer was there any discussion of independence. Instead,
the Canadian bourgeoisie was placed alongside the British and American by noting
Canada’s activity in the League of Nations. The war scare was a prominent theme, with
the CPC not only advocating for recognition of the Soviet Union, but also detailing fears
of imperialist encirclement of the Soviet Union and another “imperialist slaughter,” led
by Britain and the United States as they competed for “world mastery.” Arguing that the
workers and farmers of Canada would be sent to fight, the CPC called for revolutionary
class war to avoid this war in Canada and “other imperialist countries,” a subtle
distinction noting that the CPC had taken the criticism to heart. The platform continued
by mentioning that the CPC would “turn the imperialist war into a class war.” It also only
noted colonial independence as part of the general struggle.503 Though this response could
be seen as an example of the monolithism of the Comintern coming into play, it was an
example of the party realizing it had pushed too far in a direction the Comintern was
unwilling to accept. The party still had the freedom to move forward and adapt Comintern
tactics to the Canadian context, as long as it followed the Comintern’s lead.
The war scare became the prominent theme for the CPC from this point forward.
The CPC declared R.B. Bennett’s embargo against the USSR a war measure against the
Soviet Union.504 The party also focused more on its anti-imperial events that usually
occurred at the beginning of every August. In 1931, for example, the CPC promoted the
imperialist past of Canada by noting Canadian contributions to the Allied Intervention in
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Siberia in 1919.505 In 1933, the impending war was again the main theme, highlighting
the Soviet Union’s desire for peace and stressing that “[a] militant, organised and
conscious working class is the greatest guarantee against war.”506 Speakers who were sent
out to agitate workers were to focus on a wide number of issues, tying domestic issues to
international ones. For example, wage cuts and a lower standard of living would be
promoted by the Canadian bourgeoisie while the imperialist world stood up against the
Soviet Union. The CPC gave speakers information regarding the imperial nations. This
information included diplomatic agreements, notes about railroads being built to the
Soviet border, reports of wrecking and the Bennett budget.507
Coupled with attacks on the Canadian bourgeoisie, the CPC began to defend the
Soviet Union against some of the “myths” that the “Canadian imperialists” were allegedly
forwarding. For example, the CPC sought to counteract the opinion that the Soviet Union
used slave labour or that the USSR was hoping to undermine the international market
with cheap goods.508 In turn, the communists stressed that the Soviet Union had no
unemployment, but a shortage of workers, a claim that was particularly powerful given
the Great Depression.509
As the decade continued, the CPC continued to follow the Comintern line. The
Comintern noted the need to openly agitate against the British Empire Economic
Conference of 1932, which took place in Ottawa. The Anglo-American Secretariat of the
Comintern told the CPC to attack the British Empire for the oppression throughout the
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Empire and for imperialism’s inability to solve the economic issues of the day. It urged
party members that they should remind workers of the joint interests of the entire
proletariat and how the lack of industrial investment in British dominions was causing an
antagonistic relationship between the Empire and Canada.510 These messages, of course,
were what the CPC duly passed along while also taking a moment to ensure a clear
definition of Canada’s place in the world: “Canada is an imperialist country of the
secondary rank which does not play an independent or leading role similar to that of the
big imperialist powers.” There remained some holdover of past views, but ones that
ensured the Canadian bourgeoisie was front and centre. The CPC continued by placing
great importance on Canada’s position in the Anglo-American rivalry, but the Canadian
bourgeoisie held the cards for economic independence and action.511 The party also
promoted a Worker’s Economic Congress to occur at the same time as the Empire
Conference to expose the flaws in the plan of the imperialists.
The problem with the CPC at this point was that it largely took what the
Comintern said and regurgitated it to its membership. The Comintern and the CPC were
both aware that the CPC had devolved into repeating Comintern slogans with little
initiative. While the party did its best to forward slogans, stage demonstrations, and
follow the Comintern line, it was accused by the Comintern of turning the war scare into
“another campaign.”512 At one point, the party was criticized for making some superficial
connections between Canadian and international events to promote the war scare. The
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war scare had not been a central issue.513 However, what became a common occurrence
was for members to be constantly reminded of the episode of 1929-1930. Many reports
by the CPC began by engaging in significant criticism of that period, reminding members
of the mistakes made, but now the party had accepted organizational changes and
improved.514 Unfortunately, for most of the 1930s, the CPC did little else besides parrot
the Comintern line. It was afraid to run into another row with the Comintern. Therefore,
while the CPC could take it on the chin if it failed to do enough, it refused to step too far
and need to be reined back and potentially suffer another embarrassment or stern
intervention from the Comintern. The CPC decision to do so was not its only option
though as historians who highlighted the Comintern’s monolithism would have one
believe. The CPC allowed its fear to paralyze them and limit its ability to adapt policies
further to the Canadian context.
To show how the CPC became a reactionary party, one following the Comintern’s
line with little variance, one only needs to look at its many resolutions and reports.
Following the twelfth plenum of the Executive Committee of the Communist
International, the CPC had its limitations delineated in a resolution. It noted that the party
had not developed a revolutionary movement and had failed to do much on the topics of
the war scare or anti-imperialism. Workers had not flocked to the CPC, nor had they been
convinced by the slogans of the CPC. The Comintern resolution was blunt in its
conclusions about CPC actions, stating, “We have given lip service to the fight against
imperialist war and for the defense of the Soviet Union.” The CPC needed to make this a
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prominent theme and undermine any who minimized the threat against the Soviet Union.
To conclude, the Comintern argued that the best way to move forward would be to fight
the Canadian bourgeoisie and expose their lies, before promoting the strengths of the
Soviet Union. Also, fascism was formally linked to the fight against imperialism, much as
it was within the Comintern.515 Despite these notes, the Canadian Communist Party made
little headway and continued to engage in these issues in the same, limited manner as
before.
Whereas the CPC may have been reluctant to become too creative with its
thinking, unwilling to risk another row with Comintern brass, the increased activities of
the Canadian criminal justice authorities to suppress the party further inhibited its
activities. Despite the CPC’s initiative in implementing Comintern tactics, the Canadian
government saw communism as a serious threat. In August 1931, the RCMP raided the
CPC headquarters and arrested many leaders, including Tim Buck, on charges of sedition.
They were later sentenced to five years in prison for their revolutionary politics. Many
communists caught in this legal repression of the party were deported. The party spent
significant time agitating for the release of these members, and had some note of success
when Tim Buck was released in December 1934. Regardless, these events blunted the
effectiveness of the party and distracted it from other issues.516
While the party sought to free some of its most important members, in January
1934, following the thirteenth plenum of the Executive Committee of the Communist
International, the Comintern gave the CPC its new marching orders. The rise of Hitler in
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Nazi Germany made the fight against fascism a greater priority. The Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation (CCF) was one target the Comintern highlighted. It was a
“social-fascist” party, suggesting its connection with capitalism and militarism, and the
CPC’s failures to expose it had allowed it to gain political influence. The Great
Depression had continued to expose the crisis of capitalism, with the transition to military
industry allegedly typifying capitalism’s evolution. Meanwhile, the Soviet Union was
thriving; it had no unemployment, was balancing its budget and explicitly declared an end
to class war “with the liquidation of the kulak as a class.” Internationally, the imperialists
were working to take control of China, while also protecting German fascism
indirectly.517
How was the CPC to respond? More initiative needed to be taken at the local
level. Workers needed to be better trained in theory, tactics and strategy to counter the
chauvinism of fascism, promote the internationalism of communism, and support colonial
liberation throughout the world. Educating workers on the problems of capitalism, such as
wage cuts and unemployment, along with attacking the allure of fascism continued. To
turn the future imperialist war into a civil war, the CPC needed to infiltrate war munitions
factories and revolutionize the workers. Finally, the party needed to promote the Soviet
Union as its true hope with the slogan “Soviet Power is democracy for the toilers, but a
stern dictatorship against exploiters.” Socialism was the only solution to the Great
Depression and that solution would come through confiscation of all property, land
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distribution and the dismantling of the capitalist army.518 These tactics also led to some
perceptions of success for the party. For example, a strike wave took place in 1934-35
and the CPC linked its messages to these demonstrations. Many of the strikes occurred in
industries related to war material, directly applying the strategies surrounding the topic of
the war scare. What is unclear, however, was how much these slogans and topics were
really influential in radicalizing workers. The CPC reports on the strike wave were selfcongratulatory, but it is unclear whether it ascribed a successful strike to be the same as a
successful application of its anti-imperial, anti-war tactics.519
Whereas the last two major evaluations of the CPC seemed to build a clear
consensus of what to do, the shift to the Popular Front strategy in 1935 led to various
tactical changes that the CPC needed to adopt or uphold. The Soviet peace program and
the fight against fascism were retained. The United Front tactics returned and the CPC
was now to work with the formerly social-fascist CCF to gain parliamentary control of
Canada.520 No longer was the ultimate goal a Soviet Canada. The party also toned down
the attack on imperialism. The CPC removed the inflammatory rhetoric of the past when
criticizing the Bennett government.521 However, while this rhetoric was removed, it did
not mean that the understanding of Canada’s international position was less important or
even altered. Comintern information material on Canada reaffirmed Canada as an
“imperialist country of secondary rank, possessing its own independent imperialist
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ambition.”522 Canada was not a colony, despite being part of the British Empire. Canada
had colonial interests in Latin America and Newfoundland, represented by the Royal
Bank of Canada, and it was symbolic of Canada’s imperialist goals and the power of
finance capital.523
Meanwhile the CPC was taking the Comintern line and doing its best to promote
the correct messages. The CPC’s yearly anti-war demonstrations for 1 August 1935
promoted anti-imperialism as Japan and Italy were attacked for their recent acts of
imperialism by armed force in Manchuria and Abyssinia. The British were still a
prominent target, due to their links to Nazi Germany and their apparent development of
an anti-Soviet bloc. The CPC called for the entire mobilization of the party to hold factory
meetings, organize demonstrations against armaments shipments, and carry out agitation
amongst the youth and war veterans to limit fascism’s allure, even asking the various
national groups within the party to aid in the agitation, while also demonstrating against
their home countries.524 The election campaign was equally as important and the ties to
British imperialism remained a major theme, especially in light of the Italo-Abyssinian
crisis. With the British potentially intervening in Abyssinia, it was feared that Canadian
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workers would be sent to Africa. The CPC attempted to stir fears among workers of this
most unlikely possibility throughout 1935.525
As the Popular Front concept developed, the CPC became more selective in how it
approached certain issues. The Spanish Civil War was one event on which the CPC had a
clear position. When the Canadian government declared that Canadians could not travel
to Spain, the CPC fought against this policy, seeing neutrality as only helping the fascists
gain control of Spain.526 When developing its platform for the late 1930s, foreign policy
occupied a central position. The CPC opposed Canadian arms buildups. It declared
Canada’s need for a completely independent foreign policy, one that maintained peace.527
The Comintern, however, stepped in again at this point and offered further suggestions.
The call for an independent foreign policy was deemed too close to calling for Canadian
independence from the British Empire, an issue that was “not the question at the present
time.” Focus should be put on coordinating Canadian foreign policy with the British
Empire if it promoted peace, but otherwise one that focused on criticizing British foreign
policy, not Canadian-British relations, if necessary.528

Back to French Canada
In the 1930s, French Canada often remained a separate battleground owing to the
distinct problems of Quebec.529 Whereas the CPC often continued to note the need to
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continue to promote French literature and it managed to find individuals who could at
least make inroads, French Canada was always an unstable battleground. Even with a
French language periodical and a handful of Francophone leaders, the CPC struggled to
attract new members and the Comintern and the party realized a need to increase French
Canadian membership.
The need to appeal to French Canadians also acquired a new dimension.
Following the explosive conflict regarding the Canadian Question, it became more
common for the CPC to declare French Canadians as “the most exploited section of the
working class in Canada.” this insistence was rooted in the conviction that Quebec was
“backward” due to the influence of the Catholic Church. Furthermore, with the growing
fight against fascism, Quebec seemed to be one of the areas most susceptible to fascist
ideas. For example, the CPC saw the Arcand and David Bills, legislation the party argued
outlawed strikes, demonstrations and unions, as proof of fascism’s appeal in Quebec.530
The CPC also claimed that the Catholic Church drew people to fascism. The weakness of
the CPC in Quebec only exacerbated the importance of solving these problems. Even its
publication, now entitled Vie Ouvriere, while formerly a promising endeavour, had failed
to gain traction in the eyes of CPC members. It was predominantly Montreal-based,
struggled to break-even and had very little content from Quebec workers to really connect
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it to the French Canadian working class.531 By the end of 1935, these issues had not
improved and the party made the French Canadian issue one of its main priorities.532
While the French Canadians were alleged to be the most exploited workers in
Canada, the CPC concurrently maintained that they were not an oppressed people. The
reason for this awkward position was articulated in November 1936. The French
Canadian bourgeoisie was not excluded from the “plundering of the Canadian people.”
Instead of seeing the French Canadians as a nationality that English Canada had kept
down, the CPC argued that the French Canadian proletariat needed to join the general
workers’ struggle in Canada which included English workers and workers of other
nationalities.533 The promotion of nationalism, especially in the 1930s, was seen as the
equivalent of bourgeois or fascist nationalism, similar to how racism had been defined in
the “Negro Question” by the Comintern.
The Union Nationale led by Maurice Duplessis was elected to office in 1936.
Antagonistic to communism, the Duplessis government became a late foil to the CPC’s
efforts in Quebec. For some sound reasons, the CPC considered Duplessis sympathetic to
fascism. The Duplessis Government continued to promote anti-communism, passing the
Padlock Law, a law against communist propaganda on 24 March 1937.534 To counter
these policies, the CPC called for a “Free and Prosperous Quebec” noting that a
communist program would be the only program which could promote freedom and
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unlimited rights in Quebec and that could improve the living standards of French
Canadian lower classes, again stressing their current exploitation.535 French Canada
remained a concern for the CPC for the remainder of the 1930s and it continued to try and
make inroads while looking to prevent the expansion of potentially fascist ideas in
Quebec. Ironically, despite its condemnation of nationalist sentiment in French Canada, a
section of the party embraced it during the war years as a response to the CPC’s limited
ability to win over Quebec workers.

The Second World War
Whereas the 1930s were typified by a complete subservience and careful
adherence to Comintern directives and advice following the Canadian Question fracas of
1929, the Second World War revived the old thinking of Stewart Smith and some others
in the party. During the 1930s there were frequent reminders to the party of how badly it
had erred and how the Comintern had brought the CPC back into line. One should recall
also how there was some concern over whether Stewart Smith had really learned from the
events. Evidently, he had not entirely distanced himself from his ‘wrong line’ because
during the Second World War there was a revival of ‘the flawed’ Canadian independence
position and its corollaries.
While Leslie Morris completed a celebratory review of Tim Buck’s time as leader
of the CPC, reminding party members of the incorrect party thought of the late 1920s and
the later Comintern correctives, Stewart Smith and other CPC leaders began to speak of
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an independent Socialist Canada.536 An article in the 5 November 1940 edition of The
Clarion articulated this position. The impetus for this line of thinking came from fears
that the British would be unable to win the Second World War. The article called for
neutrality in the war, while at the same time promoting a relationship with the Soviet
Union. It pointed out that “Canadian independence through a Socialist Canada, made
possible in the fight of the masses of the people against the war and the withdrawal of
Canada from the war --- this is the only hope against the extending flames of world
conflict.”537 Concluding, the article noted that “In our Canadian fight for Socialist
Independence, we will find peace and security in friendship with the U.S.S.R.”538 Another
report argued that the Canadian bourgeoisie was “a second nation” that developed within
British imperialism in Canada. With the war as the backdrop, the CPC had to represent
the interests of the Canadian nation.539 Both of these statements lent themselves to a
revival of the Canadian independence theses and reassuming the Canadian context under
the guise of the original 1920 “Theses on the National and Colonial Question.” Smith and
his followers saw an opportunity to break with the old Comintern line, likely analysing
the Second World War as the end of British imperial power and hoping to take advantage
by reviving their old position. As the Comintern and some CPC members had feared in
1929, Smith had not disavowed this platform. As a result, the party leadership was split
and with control of some of the publications could promote a line to which the Comintern
did not agree.
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The Comintern became aware of the issue by 1941 and identified a series of
individuals, including Stewart Smith, Leslie Morris and Stanley Ryerson, as proponents
of this incorrect position. These individuals revived, in other documents, the concept of
the Anglo-American struggle and how it defined Canadian contradictions, echoing the
wrong line of 1929. It appears that the Comintern became aware of this issue through Tim
Buck.540 Buck and Smith disagreed over the correct tactics. Smith affirmed that the
correct line for Canada was “an Independent Socialist Canada” and he was aware it would
run counter to the feelings of the Central Executive Committee of the CPC. Smith, much
like he had done earlier, claimed he had read Comintern leaders correctly and in his
interpretation, American imperialism was supporting British imperialism in the Second
World War in order to drive its rivals from the Western hemisphere and to build its
power. The British were being used and in the process, Canada had entered the United
States’ military order.541
In another note from August 1940, Smith clarified the domestic implications of
his position. Smith argued that the Prime Minister of Canada, William Lyon Mackenzie
King, had sold Canada’s independence to Britain. Capitalism was the sole reason that
Canada was at war. Britain was on the precipice of collapse and therefore, Smith believed
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some British leaders intended to flee to Canada, and rule the British Empire from Canada.
Thus, the only way for there to be true peace was to support the end of the British Empire.
If the British lost, empire would end and Canadian independence and revolution would
follow.542 At the very least, it was a creative application of the new reality of the NaziSoviet Pact, and positioning the British as a prominent enemy, while also engaging in
fantastical applications of theory.
But Smith went farther. He outlined what an Independent Socialist Canada would
look like. It would mirror the goals the Bolsheviks had in 1917. It would be a workers’
government. Banks, large industry and railways could come under state ownership.
Workers and farmers would obtain a greater standard of living, and unemployment would
be abolished. Foreign policy would be dictated by Canadian interests and no others.
Finally, for French Canadians, the right to self-determination would be applied. For Smith
and his followers, French Canada was not just another section of the Canadian proletariat.
French Canadians were an oppressed minority or the equivalent of a colonized people, a
significant distinction. This distinction allowed French Canada to seek secession and an
Independent Socialist Canada proposed a referendum for French Canadians to determine
their future.543
This position on French Canada was affirmed by the party in 1942 and remained a
prominent theme going forward.544 Stanley Ryerson, a Smith follower, published French
Canada in 1943, developing a historical analysis supporting this call for self-
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determination of the oppressed French Canadian people. Referencing Joseph Stalin’s own
definition of a nation, Ryerson argued that French Canadians have a nation defined not by
political sovereignty, but through historical terms and relationship based on class. For
Ryerson, French Canada struggled with many issues, poor living conditions, an inferiority
complex toward English-speaking Canada and at the turn of the century, the French
Canadian bourgeoisie had merged with the English-speaking bourgeoisie which in turn
was exacerbated by a not-yet-politically conscious proletariat and had led to a
strengthening of a conservative, pro-Catholic and soon to be fascist nationalist movement
in French Canada. This movement would be based on racial hatred. Ryerson, in turn,
pointed to the Soviet Union and the Atlantic Charter as reflections of the general
movement towards ethnic and racial equality. Ryerson went a step further and noted that
socialism was the only possibility to truly provide French Canada with self-determination,
or true equality, as class discrimination would no longer exist and bourgeois nationalism
would cease to exist as was the case in the Soviet Union. Ryerson made a hard sell of the
concept, managing to weave in long held Soviet positions on self-determination and
linking it to French Canada, without explicitly mentioning colonialism. Instead, the focus
was on true equality.545
It would be an error to suggest, however, that Smith and his supporters simply
revived his old slogans and position or failed to learn anything from the past. In fact, he
was aware of a need to merge his position with that held by the CPC during the 1930s.
Smith asserted that Canada was not a colony and also that the Canadian bourgeoisie had
545
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no imperial interests. For Smith, however, the change came from Canadian dependency
on British imperialism which prevented Canada from being truly independent and thus
still exploited.546 Smith continued as follows:
The demand for independence of Canada from the British
imperialist system does not become invalid because we face
in Canada, not a bourgeois-democratic revolution, but a
socialist revolution. It does not become invalid because
Canada is not an oppressed nation but an imperialist state.
Precisely because we face the Socialist revolution and
because the class relations in Canada are those of a highly
developed capitalist state, it will not divert the struggle of
the Canadian working class and the masses away from the
Canadian bourgeoisie to a foreign oppressor. On the
contrary, it is a demand of the incompleted [sic.] and
defeated bourgeois revolution in Canada, which becomes an
essential part of the struggle for the Socialist revolution
against the bourgeoisie of Canada…547
Smith skewed Bolshevik revolutionary theory to apply it to Canada. A bourgeois
revolution had not been completed thanks to the oppression of a foreign power. As a
result, the CPC needed to take the process to its logical ends and promote true revolution.
Smith was able to dictate the position of the CPC largely thanks to Tim Buck
being outside of the country. As a result, he sent messages to different sections of the
party to follow his line of thinking. His position remained unchallenged for most of 1940
and Smith only continued to become more self-assured in his position. He argued that an
imperialist clash between the United States and Japan and then the British was necessary
to redraw the globe. Only a “stupid apologist for imperialism” could see otherwise.548 The
British Empire was struggling in war and was close to collapse. This call was repeated
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multiple times.549 Meanwhile, Tim Buck, who was writing in the Monthly Review, had
Comintern backing for the correct line.550 Buck outlined his position when writing to the
E.C.C.I.:
They maintain that the political perspective in Canada flows
from the capitalist monopoly character of Canadian
economy and the general imperialist character of Canada’s
economy and the general imperialist character of the
Canadian bourgeoisie and its state policies. They reject the
theory that the crisis higher up will necessarily derive from
sharpening of Anglo-American relationships, they reject the
characterization of the French Canadians as an oppressed
nationality and they condemn the reiterated assertion that a
revolutionary crisis is maturing in Canada.551
Buck had affirmed the Comintern line as dictated following the fracas of 1929.
The Comintern began to craft a response to the Smith faction in 1941. In a draft
resolution, the Comintern called for the unity of the CPC under Tim Buck. The resolution
declared Smith’s position as pacifist and leftist.552 In a following report, the Comintern
was clearer in its criticism. They confirmed the Comintern line post-1929 and criticized
the Smith faction’s plan for socialism as lip service. The Comintern report noted the
contradiction in the Smith faction’s appraisal of the Canadian bourgeoisie, given that the
Smith faction stated that French Canadian bourgeoisie were not an oppressed minority,
yet called for self-determination for French Canadians. The Comintern also was critical of
the Smith faction’s lack of any detail on other issues including the CCF, trade unions,
farmers and youth.553 Unfortunately, nothing more is known regarding the Comintern
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response as the Comintern dissolved in 1943, before any response was sent. Meanwhile,
the Canadian Communist Party maintained some of its ‘flawed’ views. Tim Buck,
recollecting this period, states that the 1943 Party Plenum rectified these incorrect
formulations.554 Ironically, following the Second World War, Buck proudly noted that the
party promoted “[k]eep[ing] Canada independent” and fought against closer ties with the
United States.555

The CPC and Race
Readers will notice that to this point, race has played virtually no role in the
discussion on nationality or imperialism in the Communist Party of Canada during the
interwar period. Historian Ian McKay has noted that the Canadian left had struggled to
deal with racial issues, with the main advancements coming in practice, such as with the
rise of language groups, prior to the interwar period.556 In another work, McKay argued
that the left’s consideration of First Nations peoples as a significant issue arose with the
beginning of First Nations’ rights movements in the 1960s.557 The gap over race in the
CPC’s policies during the interwar period looms large in the history of the Canadian left.
Race never truly became a major issue for the party during this time, nor did the
Comintern suggest the party make it a greater priority.
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As noted in the second chapter, the Comintern saw Canada and Australia as
dominions in which the Indigenous peoples had been decimated. This same position was
reinforced in one of the significant communist educational publications on the history of
Canada.558 Tim Buck even reflected the position in his testimony during his federal trial,
following his arrest as leader of the CPC. While the official history of the CPC points out
the “outstanding record” of the party, the issue of race was nearly non-existent until at
least the late 1930s.559 At its Eighth Party Convention in 1937, the CPC railed against the
poverty and disease that typified the reserve experience, while also noting how
Indigenous culture, traditions and language were under siege, while the government
ignored treaties. Its “Resolution on Support to the Native Indian Population” called for
the CPC to help the Indigenous population gain “remedial governmental assistance” and
support the extension of “statutory regulations governing other sections of the Canadian
people” to Indigenous peoples. Ultimately, the resolution saw Indigenous peoples as
needing “greater…social assistance.” They were however not defined as exploited, as the
French Canadians were, nor were the concepts of self-determination or colonized peoples
marshalled in any way.560 In 1943, the CPC, under the banner of the Labour-Progressive
Party (LPP), supported the Metis people.561 Even still, these items were rarely a
prominent focus until after the Second World War.
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Meanwhile, the only place where race may have played any significant factor in
the policies and ideas of the CPC came when discussing foreign workers. Given the
uneven representation of the CPC for most of the interwar period, dominated by foreignborn workers and members who spoke different languages, their issues could have had a
significant effect on the party. For the party, the most frequent call made to support
foreign workers, when it was not being asked to bring in more “native” workers, was to
defend foreign workers from discrimination. Nationalist groups or businesses could be far
crueller to those of a different ethnicity and especially to those of a clear racial minority.
If individuals of a racial minority demonstrated against the government, participated in
the strike movements or applied for unemployment relief, it was felt they would be
threatened with the loss of their jobs or deportation.562
In some cases, the CPC considered the exploitation of foreign-born workers
similar to that of the French Canadian working class. For example, the National
Executive Board of the Workers’ Unity League declared that “foreign born workers are in
the worst position of all.” It continued by suggesting that many of them had been “lured”
to Canada under the premise of a better life, yet, they sit in a position worse than
Canadian workers, which was declared “intolerable” as it was.563 Add the possibility of
deportation, which was referred to as “kidnapping” at some points, foreign born workers
were a vulnerable group which the CPC saw as a priority at some level.564
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Asian workers comprised the most significant racial minority for which the party
fought. Especially in light of the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, Chinese and Japanese
workers needed to be a focus, both to support the Chinese peoples, while also ensuring
Japanese workers did not rely on nationalist sympathies and fall under the influence of
Japanese imperialist ideas. As early as 1933, the CPC attempted some consideration of
these problems. For example, when reflecting on Japanese workers in British Columbia,
the party pointed out that many Japanese immigrants had pride in Japan and these
immigrants would attempt to convince Japanese Canadians to regain their pride in their
home country. Building up a comradery with Japanese Canadians was a priority, given
their willingness to stand with Canadians, despite being often left outside of white worker
circles, especially in British Columbia.565
The concern for Asian workers also came from an impetus beyond the military or
diplomatic reality of the world. Racism was the main target. One report from the mid1930s saw Asian labour as a large part of the workforce of British Columbia. Whether
Asian workers were immigrants or born in Canada was irrelevant to their position. They
were often seen as “cheap yellow labour” and discriminated against not only by their
employers but also by any bosses of the same minority. Japanese, Chinese and Hindu
workers were specifically mentioned with most of the focus on Asian workers directed at
their plight in the British Columbia.566
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor temporarily shelved support for Japanese
workers. In British Columbia, communists were pressured by fishermen’s unions to
565
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promote a particularly vicious attack on Japanese workers. Historian Werner Cohn
highlighted that the British Columbian situation was unique, although generally, North
American communism pulled back from support for Japanese workers and their
integration into the general working class. The CPC as a whole was not as harsh in its
treatment of Japanese-Canadians as their British Columbian comrades, but still argued
that Japanese-Canadians were a “Japanese fifth column.” This brief shift was in the
immediate wake of Pearl Harbor, and Cohn noted it was atypical to Canadian
communism’s otherwise anti-chauvinistic approach towards Asian workers.567
While there was some consideration of the plight of Asian workers, in many
cases, it was a peripheral battle. Compared to the focus on the war scare, imperialism, the
general national makeup or French Canadian issues, the concern for issues of the foreignborn was often a secondary issue. This is not to say it was ignored. It however never
became a major issue for the party and more than likely it was left to specific districts
which had a greater ethnic makeup, such as British Columbia, or the national or language
groups to promote these issues.

Conclusion
Much like in the South African case, the Canadian case is defined by one
significant intervention. But the Canadian case did not have the same level of consistent
and direct meddling by Moscow afterwards, owing to the priorities of the Comintern. The
Canadian Question and the party’s complete inability to understand and navigate the new
567
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policies of the Comintern in the Third Period, followed by doubling down on its mistake,
the firm acceptance of Canada’s colonial status and placing Canadian independence front
and centre, both represented its more forceful promotion of its own ideas while also its
gravest error. After 1930, the Comintern maintained contact from afar, advising and
ensuring that the CPC was maintaining the correct line. As long as the CPC did, the
Comintern remained a guiding force. It would continue many of the same criticisms as it
had before the fracas on the Canadian Question. The ethnic makeup of the party was
never appropriate, French Canada remained isolated from the party, and the CPC needed
to promote Soviet foreign policy aims and reflect current Comintern policy. Otherwise,
the CPC’s record during the interwar period, at least on these issues, remained for the
most part a basic parroting of Comintern policy. Racial issues were barely touched as
they never seemed to be a major issue, exacerbated by its problematic relationship with
its language groups to whom the party owed much thanks to their numbers and financial
support, but reflected in the poor “native” makeup of the party. One could say that the
run-in with Moscow in 1930 scared the party and it took time before some of its members
were confident enough to promote their own derivations of Comintern policy again.
Alternately, issues such as the arrest of key members likely distracted and stunted the
CPC and its development. While the party had some active and very motivated members,
on these issues, the CPC had little to show for its efforts.
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The Comintern’s Willing Partner: The Communist Party of Australia and White
Australia, Anti-Imperialism, and Aboriginal and Melanesian Workers
The histories of the South African and Canadian Communist Parties during the
interwar period necessitate a discussion of racial issues and imperialism. The history of
the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) during the era has been written, but without
much discussion of anti-imperialism, Aboriginal peoples or Australian nationalism.568 But
if one neglects to consider the CPA’s position on these issues, one would miss an
important chapter of progressivism in Australian politics. Also one would be overlooking
an example of a party that happily followed the Comintern’s lead. In 2008, David W.
Lovell and Kevin Windle published a document collection titled “Our Unswerving
Loyalty.” Lovell and Windle argued that the genesis for most positions taken by the CPA
came from the Comintern and the Comintern had strict oversight not only of the
Communist Party of Australia, but also of all communist parties.569 Despite this flawed
interpretation of a totalitarian Comintern that seemingly saw all and corrected all –
something the South Africa case suggests is incomplete and the Canadian case shows was
limited – the collection’s title is an accurate descriptor for the CPA from 1920 to the
Comintern’s dissolution in 1943.
With the leadership looking to maintain Comintern support as consistently as
possible, the CPA made every effort to follow Comintern directives, especially when it
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came to issues of imperialism, racial equality and the White Australia policy. The White
Australia policy began in the late 19th century, responding to the significant immigration
of Asian populations imported as indentured labour or attracted to gold in Australian gold
rushes. The policy sought to “protect” white, generally British, Australian citizens by
banning immigration from Asia and limiting the rights and movement of Aboriginal
peoples. The legislation lasted in some form or another until the 1960s; the end of the
Second World War and the realization of the horrors resulting from Nazi racial policies
helped cause a shift in thinking.570 The Comintern directed the CPA to attack this policy
with great ferocity throughout most of the interwar period.
This acquiescence to the Comintern line, however, did not mean that the party
operated entirely at the whim of the Comintern. As this chapter argues, the Comintern
initially criticized the CPA for its listless, or non-existent, focus on the White Australia
policy. But the CPA had little more to go on than the Comintern’s desire to see that policy
attacked. Much as in the Canadian case, the Comintern declared Australia a secondary
imperialist state in 1929. But unlike the CPSA or the CPC, where these issues were of
primary concern for each party, requiring Comintern interference, it remained on the
periphery for the CPA until becoming an important plank of the party’s platform during
the late 1930s and Second World War. Following 1928 and the shift to Third Period
tactics, the Comintern and the CPA were most concerned with the party’s continuing
relationship with the Australian Labor Party. Trade union issues dominated party politics
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with many of the CPA’s early leadership also leading trade unions. Despite this peripheral
status the CPA’s dealing with the White Australia policy and racial equality – seen
through its positions on Aboriginal rights and foreign workers, on British, Japanese and
Australia imperialism, and on fascism – was arguably the most consistent and least
challenged internally.
The CPA initially ignored issues of race and immigration, similar to the case of
the Canadian party. Other matters took precedence. Its leadership, however, was aware
that the White Australia policy was a problem in Australia and went against proletariat
internationalism. By the mid-1920s, the Comintern urged the CPA to start developing
some platform to educate workers on and combat the effects of the White Australia
policy. The party began to support foreign workers and bring them into the movement.
Imperialism was an equally overlooked issue before the Sixth Comintern Congress. The
Comintern informed the CPA that Australia was a secondary imperial power, much as it
did Canada, but the CPA, despite some confusion, accepted the new line. The line
underpinned an increased consideration of racial issues in Australia. Starting in 1931, the
CPA developed a campaign to support Aboriginal peoples and call for better living
standards and labour conditions. At the same time, it also began to consider Melanesian
workers in Queensland and the Australian mandate of New Guinea. The Aboriginal and
Melanesian campaigns became prominent aspects of communist work by the late 1930s
and increased during the Second World War. So did their attacks on Australian
imperialism, while maintaining a strong attack on imperialism generally. Following the
Comintern’s lead, the CPA sent volunteers to Spain to take part in the Spanish Civil War,
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supported Hands off India, China and Abyssinia movements, while still detailing the ills
of British, American, Japanese and Italian imperialism and educating workers on the
horrors of Nazi Germany and the threat of fascism to Australia. The CPA had no major
rows with Comintern leadership on these issues unlike the CPSA or CPC. The Comintern
urged the party to develop tactics on White Australia and follow certain international
movements. The CPA, unlike the CPC, had no significant intervention over the issue of
its home country suddenly seen as imperialist. Finally, the racial platform, even if
influenced by a greater focus by Moscow on racial issues, was homegrown and was
amongst the most progressive platforms on Aboriginal and Melanesian rights, until
arguably the 1960s.

Early Years
The Communist Party in Australia’s origins start with the development of two
rival factions, former Australian Socialist Party (ASP) members, and left-wing members
of the New South Wales Labor Council.571 These two blocs jockeyed for position and
both sought Comintern recognition. The Comintern demanded unity, but both sent
members to Moscow for the Third Comintern Congress in 1921. William P. Earsman, a
Scottish communist and trade unionist, representing the latter group, attended the
Congress and was the first significant voice for Australia in Moscow, taking advantage of
what historian Stuart Macintyre described as “a good hand,” owed to the misfortune that
many other Australian delegates died traveling to Moscow. Earsman’s luck and ability to
571
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win over allies in Moscow gave the New South Wales Labor Council the leadership of
Australian communism during this initial period. The party unified in August 1922.
Earsman remained in Moscow afterwards and during the early years of the AngloAmerican Secretariat, spearheaded by South Africa’s David Ivon Jones, he represented
Australia.572 Here Earsman delineated early positions on the White Australia policy and
foreign workers.
In a discussion regarding a Pan-Pacific Workers’ Congress, a concept that
Australian communism engaged with for the remainder of the decade, Earsman noted
some of the hallmarks of Australian politics. Australia had been poorly engaged with
other Pacific nations and the White Australia policy stood in the way of obtaining cheap
labour for Australia’s growing manufacturing industry.573 Earsman believed that Australia
should be a political and economic leader in the region and desired a new Comintern
body for the Pacific.574 The consideration of a Pan-Pacific Workers’ Congress on the part
of the Comintern underscored the importance of the coloured labour issue, and therefore
cheap labour issue, to Australian labour politics. All Anglo-American Secretariat
members saw value in the congress, but most agreed for a need to downplay any rhetoric
that placed emphasis on coloured labour instead of on labour in general. At this meeting,
Sidney Bunting made clear his desire to focus on cheap labour over coloured labour.
Earsman, however, stressed the importance of race, especially in Australian matters. The
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Comintern was less willing to accede to such an emphasis. To the Comintern, discussing
coloured labour without a correct approach in place would lead to confusion.575
Earsman’s position on the White Australia policy described in the AngloAmerican Secretariat revealed the limitations of the CPA, but also led to some interaction
between him and future South African party leader Sidney Bunting. Recall that in 1922,
Sidney Bunting attacked the utility of the National and Colonial Theses in the South
African context. Earsman suggested that the murky position of British dominions, namely
Canada, Australia and New Zealand, affirmed Bunting’s criticism and that the Theses
were inapplicable. To Earsman, though the dominions were independent, he doubted they
would ever be antagonistic toward Britain.576 Earsman further was unsure of the level of
general dissatisfaction of workers towards the White Australia policy in Australia.
Therefore, he argued for a need to win over white workers before turning attention to
other workers. This position ran counter to Bunting’s core tactical beliefs and drew
Bunting’s ire in the Anglo-American Group of the Comintern.577
When in Moscow, Earsman brought certain Australian peculiarities to the
attention of Comintern officials and bodies. These issues did not lead to any platform
declaration by the CPA. However, Earsman expressed the importance of foreign labour in
understanding the Australian situation. He also was concerned that workers lacked an
awareness of the White Australia policy. More importantly, Earsman’s statements
suggested that the CPA should be a tactical leader in the Pacific. To do so, the CPA
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needed to have a clear platform on White Australia, something which the Comintern of
the early 1920s was unprepared to tackle. Meanwhile, one also sees a different tactic from
that of Bunting and of the CPSA on the other side of the Indian Ocean; individual
communist parties had some flexibility with regards to their local situations.

Tackling Foreign Labour and White Australia
The CPA began its attack on the White Australia policy by looking at the increase
of foreign workers. In 1924, American immigration restrictions led some Australian
unions to support the immigration of Italian, Greek and Yugoslavian workers. Some CPA
members supported racial or ethnic equality and workers’ unity. Others pointed out that
the significant presence of foreign workers, especially those earning lower wages, was
harmful to the entire labour movement. The extension of this position was to claim that
mass immigration should be protested against to protect the living wage of all workers.
While these debates were going on, the CPA worked on bringing foreign workers into its
movement. Despite concerns from some sections of the party, it began to establish party
branches for each nationality but with limited success.578
The impetus for greater attention to the White Australia policy however came
directly from Moscow. Australian affairs had some audience to Comintern officials when
Earsman was in Moscow, but it was not until 1926 that Comintern officials intervened on
this issue in Australian affairs. On 26 April 1926, the Comintern’s Inform Department
hosted CPA member Hector Ross and asked him a number of questions. Ross was asked
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about the position of Australian and New Zealand Aboriginal peoples and whether there
existed a national movement. Ross gave a general answer, suggesting the Maori were
antagonistic to the British and that “[t]he Australian natives are not to be reckoned with at
all.”579 The question and response reflect a number of sad truths of both the CPA and the
Comintern. The Comintern delegates viewed the CPA and the Communist Party of New
Zealand as one and the same, similar to how the Comintern saw the American and
Canadian parties early on. Comintern officials also saw Aboriginal peoples as colonized
peoples. The question suggests that the Comintern still saw Australia and New Zealand as
colonies, despite their dominion status and partial independence.580 It also ignored the
Theses on the Eastern Question of the Fourth Comintern Congress.581 Ross’ answer is
perhaps more telling: Aboriginal peoples barely registered, if at all. This interaction
reflected a general lack of knowledge by both sides of Indigenous affairs in Australia.
Aboriginal peoples were not yet a priority for the CPA and this lack of attention
continued for the remainder of the 1920s.
Ross also discussed foreign workers in Australia. He claimed it had become a
new, and pressing, issue for the CPA. Although Earsman had discussed foreign labour
three years earlier, the situation had changed. Now, instead of Asian workers arriving in
great numbers into Australia, European workers were. Ross noted that the CPA was
attempting to bring these European workers into the movement, but language issues had
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made that difficult. On the issues of ethnicity and race, foreign workers at least had some
attention in party affairs.582
Similar to the Canadian party, the CPA attempted to reach foreign workers and
bring them into the movement. Australian communists did not owe as much to immigrant
members, as the Canadian communists did to Ukrainian or Finnish supporters. Greek or
Italian sympathizers were not bankrolling the party. But the party elected to unite all
workers, adopting a general challenge to the White Australia policy. At the party’s Sixth
Annual Conference in December 1926, the party passed a resolution, dictated from
Moscow, on the Australian Question. The party needed to attack the restrictions on
immigration, stating “[i]t is one of the most important duties of the Communist Party of
Australia to get a foothold not only among the masses of native-born Australian
proletarians, but also to champion the interests of the foreign speaking element of the
country.” The resolution urged the CPA to stand for both Australian and foreign-born
workers equally. Aligned with these platforms, the Comintern also reminded the CPA to
combat British imperialism.583 The resolution was a restatement of the conclusions the
British Secretariat had made eight months earlier following Ross’ report.584
The party’s link to the Pan-Pacific Trade Union (PPTU), a trade union organized
by the Red International of Trade Unions (RILU), bolstered the party’s criticisms of racial
discrimination. The PPTU began in the early 1920s, but by 1928, affiliation with the
PPTU was problematic. Jock Garden – head of the Australian Council of Labour Unions
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(ACLU), who also enjoyed prominent support within the Comintern despite expulsion
from the CPA – spearheaded the development of the PPTU. The PPTU sought to combat
imperialist sentiment, to bring together the Pacific labour movement, and to place
Australia in a meaningful role in the Pacific. Because the White Australia policy affected
Australian labour relations with nearby Asian countries and South Pacific colonies, it had
to be considered by the PPTU. Through the PPTU, the party sought to attack the White
Australia policy, both as a sign of solidarity with foreign workers, but also to increase
opposition to the policy. By 1928, owing to Garden’s continued involvement and the
ACTU’s “weak affiliation” to the body, the party was unsure whether the PPTU would be
able to stand against the White Australia policy.585 The ACTU hesitated to zealously
attack the White Australia policy.586 Meanwhile, the Comintern also supported the PPTU
to build connections in the struggle for colonial liberation.587
In Moscow, Australian affairs were discussed from time to time. Two familiar
figures intervened: Max Petrovsky and Nikolai Nasanov. The harbingers of the Native
Republic Thesis and the boosters of racial self-determination chimed in on CPA platform
disputes in the Anglo-American Secretariat. They never discussed Aboriginal peoples.
Tom Wright represented the CPA on the Secretariat. In October 1927, the Secretariat
discussed how best to attack capitalism’s enthusiasm for letting in more foreign workers.
Attacking immigration directly was problematic; it would alienate foreign workers.
However, the nature of capitalism’s deceit, at least to the Comintern, was that the bosses
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desired “mass immigration” to Australia in order to lower wages. Petrovsky argued that
free immigration had to be opposed. He also stressed the party’s need to promote
Australian independence and the dissolution of the British Empire.588 One year later,
Nasanov at an Anglo-American Secretariat meeting in November 1928 also argued in
favour of Australian independence.589 The Comintern support for Australian
independence came one year before the explosive clash between the Lenin School
Students and the CPC over Canadian independence and the official shift to seeing Canada
and Australia as second-tier imperialist nations. Petrovsky and Nasanov’s positions would
also no longer be considered correct for Australian affairs heading into the Third Period.

Australian Independence?
The Canadian Communist Party struggled to follow the Comintern’s line on
Canada’s position in the world and the situation turned into a fiasco. The Communist
Party of South Africa was equally disengaged from anti-imperialism and South African
independence. The CPA had in general ignored the issue, but beginning in 1926-1927, the
party realized a need to develop a position on Australia’s relation to the British Empire.
At first, the party made a cumbersome link between its position on independence and
foreign workers. The CPA argued that the Australian government had entered into an
agreement with British imperialism to send unemployed Britons to Australia. To combat
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this arrangement, the party aimed to encourage foreign workers to enter trade unions, use
them to expose the system and attack British imperial policy at the same time.590
By 1928, the CPA began to reflect further on Australia’s role in the British
Empire. The party stressed the partnership between Britain and Australia and linked it to
the Comintern’s rhetoric of the war scare. The Australian navy policed the Southern
Pacific for the British Empire. To undermine this meddling, the CPA promoted national
liberation movements across the Pacific and opposed the White Australia policy. The
CPA continued to articulate the nature of the conspiracy between Great Britain and
Australian capitalists and politicians. The immigration agreement with Britain would
flood Australia with cheap labour which would increase Australian unemployment and
lower the standard of living for all workers.591 Fears some communists had about cheap
labour early on merged with the CPA’s attack on Australian imperialism to create a
coherent platform against the White Australia policy.
While the party promoted an image in line with previous Comintern statements,
further confirmed at the Sixth Congress of the Comintern, the CPA also sought a
reorganization of its position within the Comintern apparatus. The Comintern desired
better relations between the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB) and the CPA,
enforcing the Theses on the National and Colonial Question of the Second Congress. The
CPA was unhappy with the partnership, feeling that the CPGB was not fulfilling its
obligations. Furthermore, the CPA wanted to be removed from the Anglo-American
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Secretariat and moved into the Eastern Secretariat, highlighting its distinct link to Pacific
affairs.592
The Comintern turned down the CPA’s request to be moved to the Eastern
Secretariat.593 It also became more involved in CPA affairs over the next three years,
owing to the CPA’s continued desire to work with the Australian Labor Party, which ran
counter to Comintern Third Period tactics.594 During this same time, the CPA shored up
its position on Australia in the world, but not without some confusion. As noted earlier,
by late 1928, some Comintern officials continued to press the CPA to promote Australian
independence. As in the Canadian case, it was improper to forward the slogan of “an
independent Australia.” Instead, it was a slogan for propaganda purposes to gain
followers to its cause. In fact, the Comintern informed the CPA that the slogan was only
to be used in conjunction with the promotion of a Workers and Farmers’ Government,
exactly as the CPC had been initially instructed.595 This similarity should not be
surprising as Canada and Australia were both capitalist, British dominions and were semiindependent. Here, the Comintern was consistent.
As in the Canadian case, the Comintern identified Australia as a second-tier
imperialist power. Both parties were informed of this shift over the course of 1929. The
CPA however accepted the edict more quickly than the Communist Party of Canada.
After the Comintern cabled the CPA to explain to the party Australia’s imperialist
592
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position, Tom Wright, Party Secretary, did what the Comintern criticized the Canadian
party of not doing; he asked for clarification:
The role of Australia in the scheme of Empire is formulated unconvincingly.
In your resolution on the Australian Question of October, 1927, you said:
“The Australian bourgeoisie has not strength yet to follow an independent
imperialist policy.” You referred to “The dependent imperialist policy of the
Australian bourgeoisie in the future.”
It has been customary in our resolutions and articles to feature British
imperialism as the central organising factor of the offensive against workers’
conditions in Australia. This is the point of view expressed also by Comrade
Stohler in the August, 1929, issue of the “Red International of Labor Unions.”
In your letter, however, you push British imperialism almost out of the
picture and treat the Australian bourgeoisie as the only factor in directing the
capitalist offensive.
Further, you describe the Australian Labor Party as “the Party agency of
British imperialism.” It is certainly a Party agency of Imperialism, but its
allegiance to Australian capitalism and, to an extent, to United States
capitalism, distinguishes it from the Nationalist Party which is essentially the
agency of British imperialism.
This suggests the need for a more careful formulation of the question, to
which the C.C. will contribute.596
The CPA realized there were some mixed messages coming to Australia. For
years, the Comintern ordered the CPA to attack British imperialism. The party also
received a different explanation of the situation unique to Australia which caused
consternation. Tom Wright was well acquainted with these debates. He had already
jousted with M.N. Roy in the ECCI Politsecretariat in 1927, the same body James La
Guma had addressed on his fateful visit.597 M.N. Roy saw Australia no longer as a
colony, despite its position in the British Empire. To Roy, Australia did not have the same
“struggle” against imperialism present in exploitative colonies. Australia operated as an
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“independent, bourgeois country.”598 He hinted at what would become the next phase of
Comintern doctrine which would define Australia as imperialist. Roy, in particular, used
Australia to demonstrate the need for a revision of the National and Colonial Theses,
something he had argued for at the Fourth Congress, and that change was accepted at the
Sixth Congress the following year. Wright, responding to Roy, observed the traditional
line of thinking in Australia. Australia was not imperialist as it did not export material to
countries other than England. Therefore, Australia was still presumed to be under British
control, despite the lack of colonial exploitation as demonstrated, for example, in India.599
In Canada, Stewart Smith had little background regarding these matters at the Comintern
level and he led the CPC to a humiliating conflict with the Comintern and the Canadian
communists present in Moscow.600
Despite the confusion, the CPA fell into line. Clarification did not come
immediately, and not in time for the Ninth Annual Conference of the CPA. The only
comments on imperialism were vague remarks about the international struggle between
rival empires using as guidance the reports it had from the Sixth Comintern Congress. By
the Tenth Party Congress in 1931, the CPA reflected the Comintern way of thinking. The
party was in the midst of Bolshevization. As a result of Labor Party affiliation and
continued work in non-communist run trade unions, the CPA suffered numerous
expulsions. Australia’s international position remained on the periphery of party
discussions because of the purges. Jack Kavanaugh was one of the handful of CPA
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members who disagreed with the new line, suggesting in 1930 that it made little sense;
Herbert Moxon, a Comintern-backed member, corrected him. The party expelled
Kavanaugh, albeit for his whole package of incorrect positions. He would remain a thorn
in the side of the party on trade union issues. The party moved forward highlighting
Australia’s unique position, tied to a British Empire that appeared to be disintegrating and
to an American Empire that was increasing its investment into the Pacific.601 By the end
of 1932, Party Chairman J.B. Miles left no doubt. Australia was a second class imperialist
power. It was “not an appendage of Great Britain, nevertheless, England – of the large
Imperialist powers – occupie[d] a dominant position so far as Australia is concerned.”
This formulation was a clever way to fall into line with the Comintern while explaining
Australia’s dominion status. Miles also highlighted Australia’s growing aggressiveness in
economic deals, seeking more opportunity within the British Empire.602

Linking Race and Imperialism
The turn to Third Period tactics and the change to highlighting Australia’s
imperial status seemed to embolden the CPA and its attacks on the White Australia
policy. The party’s support of racial equality became more significant. Historian Stuart
Macintyre attributed this shift to the Comintern. Influenced by the American experience,
he suggested that Moscow demanded that communists worldwide more critically consider
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colonial and oppressed peoples.603 By defining Australia as an imperial nation, the CPA
categorized Aboriginal peoples, the South Pacific Islanders and the people of New
Guinea as colonial peoples.604 Denouncing the treatment of these groups in Australia was
only part of the programme for racial equality. In another modification, the CPA saw the
attack on the White Australia policy as a foreign worker issue. The CPA may have
rhetorically denounced the colonial treatment of Aboriginal peoples but addressed
correction of injustices as a completely different matter.
The CPA had ignored Aboriginal peoples to this point.605 Beginning in the 1930s,
the CPA ensured that its members and the readers of its many publications became aware
of the plight of Aboriginals. The 1931 Senate election campaign demonstrated this shift.
During his Senate campaign, Lawrence Sharkey, one of the party’s prominent leaders
well into the Cold War, highlighted a need to end the White Australia policy and “racial
discrimination” which divided workers. The communist campaign for the 1931 election
made combating White Australia a key feature. It also highlighted Australia’s alleged
imperialist position and called for self-determination of the New Guinea and Pacific
Islands peoples.606 Two years earlier, when the CPA ran in multiple state elections,
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neither the White Australia policy nor self-determination were notable aspects of their
campaigns.607
In 1931, the CPA published an article in Worker’s Weekly entitled “Communist
Party’s Fight for Aborigines.” The article amounted to the first considerable effort of the

party to make the plight of Aboriginals a part of its attacks on Australian capitalism and
defined Aboriginal peoples as one of the most exploited groups in Australia.608 The CPA
suggested they were “slaves of slaves.” The article delineated the oppressive policies that
imperialists, both British and Australian, had imposed. These policies included
“exterminationist” policies, including the poisoning of water supplies, and the
contemporary lack of political, and in some cases, legal rights, as seen with instances of
the rape of Aboriginal women by government officials and station operators. In support of
these points, the article referenced the recent case of the Coniston Massacre of 1928.609
Aboriginal workers also were paid meagre wages. The article continued by stating that
“no struggle of the white workers must be permitted without demands for the aborigines
being championed; no political campaigns without political programs applicable to our
fellow exploited – the aborigines – being formulated.” It then listed fourteen demands for
Aboriginals which included equal rights, political freedom, an end to slave labour, the
right to develop Aboriginal culture and land rights. With regard to land rights, the CPA
607
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declared itself in favour of something similar to the Native Republic Thesis. The party
wanted Aboriginal peoples to be given Central, Northern and North West Australia to
develop an Aboriginal territory independent of any other power. This republic was also to
have the right to conduct diplomacy and establish its own military. “Communist Party’s
Fight for Aborigines” very much was an article befitting the Third Period and the

Comintern’s positions. The party placed the fight for Aboriginal rights as a struggle
against Australian imperialism.610
Historians have focused on this article, but it should be noted that it was only one
article of many published during the fall of 1931 in CPA publications. It was part of a
greater campaign about the oppression of Aboriginal peoples. For example, the Red
Leader, the official organ of the CPA’s Minority Movement, in the month of September
had multiple articles on Aboriginal affairs.611 The first article outlined the alleged
“exterminationist” policies of the Australian government in the late 1920s and that many
Aboriginals had few legal rights.612 Another article detailed how Aboriginal peoples in
Australia could not attend schools, “preventing the aboriginal children from developing as
intellectuals.” Supposedly, the police and governments were working in tandem to drive
Aboriginals into slave labour.613 The paper continued by outlining exploitative policies
that other unions supported. On October 9, the Red Leader published an article discussing
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the low wages paid to Aboriginals and the purchase of Aboriginal children as slaves.614
The article in Worker’s Weekly outlined a platform. The articles in Red Leader aimed to
educate and outrage Australian workers.
Historian W.J. Brown argued that the party did little with its new program and it
was “inadequately implemented across the following years.”615 Historian Drew Cottle
suggested that the “1931 document was never at the forefront of the party’s activities.”616
This conclusion considers only the absence of results. However, the 1931 programme was
the beginning of Aboriginal issues receiving space in party organs. These articles, along
with several plenary and congressional statements made by CPA leaders, showed how
much the new Third Period tactics defined how the party campaigned against some of
Australia’s ills. The Northern Territory, and the significant Aboriginal population located
there, became a consistent example of Australia’s imperialism. The Northern Territory
also served as a clear, and well-known, colony. Over the remainder of decade, when
Aboriginals were mentioned, often it was in conjunction with the Northern Territory.
One reason the party gave the Northern Territory significant attention was its
campaign against Judge Thomas Alexander Wells and his perceived anti-Aboriginal
stance during certain trials. Aboriginal peoples accused of murder received a mandatory
death sentence if convicted.617 In 1932, at Fitzmaurice River, eight Aboriginals enacted
“tribal justice” against two white prospectors who had accosted an Aboriginal woman.
Wells sentenced the accused Aboriginals to death. The party defended the accused by
614
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stating Wells, and the system, ignored the justification of the act and Aboriginal customs.
Articles highlighted Wells’ “vindictive decisions in working-class cases,” and “his race
biases” against Aboriginal peoples, stating he was “temperamentally unfitted to try native
cases.” In conjunction with the attacks on Wells, articles detailed a broken judicial system
where it was in the best interests of lawyers to fail to defend Aboriginal clients given that
lawyers relied on the government for work. Articles included quotes from noted activist
for Aboriginal rights, A.P. Elkin, and some articles were written by Michael Sawtell of
the Association for the Protection of Native Races.618 The campaign expanded during the
infamous trial of Dhakiyarr Wirrpanda. Dhakiyarr had been accused of murdering
Constable McColl and several Japanese fishermen who were fishing on reserve land.
After a trial with limited defense, Wells sentenced Wirrpanda to death. The case stirred
public outrage and drew international attention. The Communist Party joined the
campaign against Wells and advertised demonstrations against him in party organs.619
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Party organs and the official circulars of the Australian division of the League
Against Imperialism printed multiple reports regarding Aboriginal peoples. Police
brutality against Aboriginals was a frequent focus.620 Some of these reports pointed out
how police officers attempted to manipulate Aboriginals to attack white workers, seeking
to inflame racial tensions. Another frequent allegation was that Aboriginals were treated
as slaves, forced to work, or did not have legal or political rights. The lack of proper food
and miserable living conditions were other repeated topics. If the Northern Territory was
not the focus of these reports, Queensland was.621 One article compared the treatment of
Aboriginals to that of “rabbits and kangaroos,” the target of “shooting expeditions” by
white Australians.622 Other articles referenced the “white man’s burden” and how it was
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crushing the Aboriginal peoples out of existence.623 On some occasions, presaging the
rhetoric used against fascism in the latter half of the decade and the Second World War,
comparison was made to the Nazi treatment of Jews and the extreme of “race prejudice”
in Germany.624 The CPA, in common with other communist parties, highlighted the
positive results of Soviet nationality policies, for example eulogizing how the Soviet
Union treated Siberian natives as an exemplar for the treatment of Indigenous peoples
under a communist regime.625 The ultimate goal was to win over workers to support
Aboriginal rights. It was also done to make clear to Aboriginal peoples that the party
would stand up for their rights.626
The effort of the party to expose the crimes being committed against Aboriginal
peoples is commendable. The party had also a small number of Aboriginal party
members. Stuart Macintyre, however, notes that the party saw those Aboriginal members
and any Aboriginal workers in Sydney and Perth not as Aboriginals, but instead as
workers with cultural and racial differences irrelevant for the purposes of equality.
Instead, “Aboriginals” were Indigenous peoples in rural Australia who had been
oppressed racially and culturally by capitalism.627 At the same time, the party had little to
lose politically as these deeds were happening far from urban centres. If workers wanted
to ignore these issues, they could.
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Related to the living conditions of Aboriginal peoples and racial prejudice, the
declaration that Australia was a secondary imperialist country also led CPA members to
consider the treatment of Melanesian workers in Queensland and in the mandates of
Papua and New Guinea. For example, when the Sydney Sun ran an article detailing the
plight of Africans in Liberia, the CPA attacked the Sun, claiming it should consider
sharing the details of the living conditions of Pacific Islander workers in New Guinea,
suggesting Australia should “clean up [its] own backyard first.” The article pointed out
that Melanesian house-servants lived in sheds, dirty houses with no windows; many
women were treated as concubines.628 It outlined how religion was used to exploit Pacific
Islanders, with the use of a Fijian native, “Joni,” to proselytize to New Guinea Indigenous
peoples. Other Melanesians would be chained to trees to avoid escape and forced to work
for days on end.629 Stories of Pacific Islanders resisting British exploitation appeared.630
Many articles also pointed out the low wages and the slave-like conditions under which
Melanesian workers suffered, not only in New Guinea, but also on nearby British
holdings, such as the Solomon Islands.631
The new attention given by the CPA to Aboriginal and Melanesian peoples
reflected the desire to educate workers about the plight of the region’s Indigenous
peoples, but it also served to indict the capitalist system that, the CPA argued, oppressed
all workers. There is one curious note to add. Articles referred to Aboriginal and Pacific
Islander workers as “black,” noting their skin colour and their difference from white,
628
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British or Australian workers. Apart from borrowing rhetoric similar to the Native
Republic Thesis in “Communist Party’s Fight for Aborigines”, the CPA never mentioned the
“Theses on the Negro Question”.632 These workers were not considered part of the
“Negro Question.” During the election campaigns and in some further articles during the
Third Period, if self-determination was mentioned, it was done broadly. The CPA treated
the concept similar to that of national liberation, but in a much more vague way. The
party started to consider race, but the Comintern’s most prevalent position on racial
inequality and race-based oppression, such as those promoted in South Africa, were not
introduced in Australia. Additionally, as in previous chapters, a comment should be made
on use of the term “native.” It was used sparingly to refer to Aboriginal peoples of
Australia or New Guinea during this early period, but became much more common by the
end of the decade and into the Second World War. The term native, at this point,
referenced Australian-born, reflecting Australian vernacular at the time, just as it did in
the Canadian context.633

The Party and Foreign Workers in the 1930s
The CPA continued to support foreign workers. Australian communists promoted
worker unity, attacking the White Australia policy itself instead of immigration. Adopting
the rhetoric of the Third Period, the party sought to promote the statement “not Race
against Race, not Nation against Nation, but, Class against Class.” Evolving from their
632
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previous concerns about free immigration, good communists now promoted unrestricted
movement of workers throughout the world, while standing up against cheap labour and
refusing to promote racial divisions, the goals of capitalist bosses.634 This platform
resembled attempts by the Canadian party, with its work with foreign workers, and the
South Africa party of the 1920s to build worker unity and equality for all. It diverged
from the South African party’s new Native Republic Thesis and related programs.
The CPA stood against the Empire Settlement Act of 1922 which gave preference
to British immigrants in Western Australia and Queensland. The CPA continued to
protect Italian, Greek and Yugoslavian workers. The Kalgoorlie race riots of 1934
illustrated why the CPA needed to remain vigilant about foreign worker issues. The riots
broken out after a British worker brawled with an Italian barman. When the British man
died, many British workers went on strike to protest against mine operations hiring
immigrant workers. The restoration of order required governmental intervention.635 The
CPA supported the Yugoslavian and Italian workers in Western Australia during the riots.
At the CPA’s Fourth Plenary Session, held from 31 March to 2 April 1934, Kalgoorlie
became a symbol for the CPA’s issues with White Australia, chauvinism and British
Preference. The Political Report highlighted the racial divisions and growing issues
between, on one hand British and Australian workers and foreign workers on the other.
The CPA concluded that the bosses in Kalgoorlie wanted more foreign workers to
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increase racial tension between these two groups.636 Attention expanded to other states.
The CPA also considered the sugar industry in Queensland with its many Italians workers
and stood against racial discrimination and anti-immigration sentiment in the Weil’s
Disease strike in 1935.637 The CPA also started to lecture its members to avoid using
racial slurs. Part of this reflected the increasing number of foreign workers with ties to the
CPA, especially in radical southern European clubs.638
The party went a step further. Fascism became a major concern starting in the
Comintern’s Third Period. Communists believed that racial differences promoted fascism
in Australia, and in turn, that the heightened tensions would lead to war. This war could
only be avoided if capitalism was destroyed.639 Class against Class policies also
necessitated targeting the Australian Labor Party. The CPA charged the ALP with the
promotion of racial discrimination and the White Australia policy for its own benefit and
to gain power.640 The CPA position was similar to that seen in both South Africa and
Canada, a broad assault on fascism. German, Italian and Japanese aggression were
frequent topics in CPA meetings and party organs. As Nazi racial policies became better
known, the CPA denounced them to attack racial prejudice in general.
The fight against fascism and against the White Australia policy converged in
other ways. The World Committee Against War and Fascism, based out of Paris, a
636
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communist front organization, sent Czech writer and Nazi opponent, Egon Irwin Kisch to
Melbourne in November 1934. The government refused to allow Kisch to land. Kisch,
undeterred, attempted to enter Australia by jumping from his ship, breaking his leg on the
pier. Australian officials continued to refuse entry to Kisch and administered a dictation
test in a European language, as per the Immigration Act. The officials demanded that he
take the test in Gaelic. Kisch refused and was arrested. The case went to the High Court
where the decision was eventually overturned on the grounds that Gaelic was not
considered a European language. Upon his release, he delivered his message. His
speeches brought news of the horrors of Nazi rule. His treatment by immigration officials
enabled the CPA to describe Australia’s government as opposed to freedom of speech.
The episode led some to question the democratic nature of Australian rule.641
The increased focus on racial issues was buoyed by a consistent effort to be the
faithful arbiters of the Comintern line on colonial independence and combating
imperialism. The CPA managed to develop an active branch of the League against
Imperialism, along with producing a local LAI periodical, which included international
news, including the British Empire, and African matters. The party organized several
campaigns, beginning with a “Hands Off India” campaign, directed against British
intervention in labour issues in India.642 With the concerns about Asian labour, the CPA
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campaigned against the racial prejudice of the White Australia policy and called for
support for Chinese workers, both those affected by the Kuomintang and later by
Japanese imperialism, much as the Communist Party of Canada had done. The CPA
protested against Italian imperial ambitions in Abyssinia, while also attempting to ensure
that fascist ideas could not gain a foothold in Australia through Italian immigrants. At the
same time, it wanted to turn them into key supporters of communism.643 It was a tricky
problem for the CPA as they held sympathy for exploited workers of Italian background,
but also were concerned that Italian fascism had supporters in Australia. The broad antiimperial programme included further exposure of the links between Australia and Britain,
as well as British and American influence worldwide. The party attacked Australia’s
economic position in the Pacific and its horrible record of treatment of Indigenous
peoples.644 For example, the party included articles that exposed the economic
imperialism in Malaya and New Guinea and discussed the operation of mining companies
in those colonies.645
By the middle of the 1930s, with the Comintern’s return to pursuing United Front
policies, the Communist Party of Australia returned to a working relationship with the
Labor Party and other trade unions. Furthermore, the CPA publicized the Spanish Civil
War and Australians numbered among some of the most enthusiastic and numerous
643
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volunteers for the Comintern’s International Brigades.646 Generally speaking, the CPA
attempted to follow through with any programme the Comintern asked its parties to
implement with regards to anti-imperialism, colonial liberation and anti-fascism.

Into The Second World War
By the late 1930s, the CPA still had a tendency to neglect Aboriginal issues in its
general meetings and Central Committee meetings. While discussing the Fight against
Fascism, which included discussion of the Seventh Comintern Congress and Australian
communist participation in the Spanish Civil War, the members of the CPA also
discussed their pride in Australian heritage, defined through a history of democracy and
peace, and the rejection of reactionary action and of pointless wars. During this shift in
focus, Aboriginal peoples were ignored.647 A year later, in 1938, perhaps realizing the
problematic pride in Australia without referencing the Indigenous peoples of Australia,
J.B. Miles mentioned that Australians needed to defend Aboriginals, “the original
Australians – the people who are being treated to our shame, in ghastly fashion.”648
Aboriginals were linked to Australia’s historic tradition, but the party still had a habit of
treating the issue as outside standard party platforms. One report, compiled by Miles,
matter-of-factly stated that the party, from November 1937 to May 1938, had discussed
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Aboriginals affairs twice.649 In summer 1939, draft statements discussing living standards
and peace in Australia, including independence from the British Empire, ignored
Aboriginal peoples.650 The CPA did reference Aboriginal issues vaguely in other avenues,
but not until the war years did it do so at a level similar to the early 1930s.
The CPA continued to support the attack on Australian imperialism. One
pamphlet, published in 1937 by Modern Publishers and Importers in Sydney, a likely
front for communist publications, was entitled “Australian Imperialism.” Written by L.C.
Rodd, it mentioned for the first time the territories that Australia administrated, including
Nauru and Norfolk Island. Regarding New Guinea, Rodd argued that despite Australia’s
mandate requiring Australia to designate the care of Indigenous peoples a priority,
Australia had ignored its duties. Instead, Australian capitalists had enforced indentured
labour. He cited a League of Nations report that had criticized Australia’s failure to
protect the peoples of New Guinea. The pamphlet highlighted the treatment of Aboriginal
peoples, and alleged that their exploitation was necessary for white Australian industries
to thrive. Exploitation and neglect had allegedly led to public outcry.651
The pamphlet argued that Australia represented the most extreme aspects of
imperialism. Aboriginal peoples were taken from their land for white people’s “pastoral
and mining interests.” When Aboriginals were independent, they were seen as a threat
649
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and “[became] the subject of a debate as to the humanitarian advantages of chains or
handcuffs.” Grouping the oppressed Aboriginal peoples, Melanesian workers and foreign
workers into the same issue, Rodd argued that Indigenous workers in Papua were a cheap
source of labour, but easily replaced by labour from Asia. Australian capitalists also
ignored the rights of the Nauru peoples in order to extract phosphates. He concluded by
arguing that the terms of the League of Nations mandate must be followed, and that there
was a need to help “the natives to develop the economic potentialities of their lands.”652
The position of New Guinea, and its role as an Australian colony, also led the
CPA to discuss the ramifications of European diplomacy. South African communists
were worried about fascism affecting their nation. Canadian communists concerned
themselves with fascist tendencies in Quebec. Australian communists worried about the
return of former German colonies to Nazi Germany.653 In late 1938, with the appeasement
of Nazi Germany in the minds of many communists, some believed that part of New
Guinea, the former Kaiser-Wilhelmsland, stripped from Germany after the First World
War, could be returned to Germany.654 The Australian government denied any intention
to do so and it was never likely to occur anyways. This position pleased the CPA, and
may have helped refocus the party. The CPA elected to stand against the transfer of
colonies back to Germany while also calling for democratic representation and an
improvement of the living standard of “natives” in New Guinea. The party, realizing that
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New Guinea should get more attention, resolved to visit New Guinea and establish local
contacts to improve reporting of New Guinean issues.655
The party continued its support of immigrants as well. In light of the Japanese
takeover of Chinese territory, the party linked its anti-imperial rhetoric with a fight
against chauvinism and promoted the protection of foreign workers.656 Increased
immigration of foreign workers in the late 1930s also led the party to reaffirm its goal to
incorporate them into the party way of life. This position included refugees, many of
whom were Jewish. To this end, the party criticized the quota the Australian government
placed on Jewish immigrants, suggesting it benefitted richer Jews, not the working class,
and thus hindered many political refugees. The party stood against any anti-Semitism
generally, but also sought to ensure class equality in helping all Jews escape
persecution.657 The CPA now had to deal with some of the same problems as the
Communist Party of Canada had. With many different groups of foreign workers present
in the country, the party wanted to ensure not only that they were organized, but also that
they were properly supported by the party. In the second half of the 1930s, the Italian,
Greek and Yugoslavian workers were the subject of discussions regarding the use of their
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languages in the party’s general organization and publications.658 The party remained
concerned that immigrants could have fascist leanings.659

“The New Deal for Aborigines”
Aboriginal work was limited in party circles, but it was not non-existent. The New
South Wales Labour Council, led by the redoubtable Tom Wright, had sponsored
Aboriginal activism since 1937. Wright organized Council meetings with Aboriginal
activists. He also led the Council in its support of the Aborigines Progressive Association
(APA) and called for an extension program for Aboriginal political, social and land
rights. Wright spearheaded many CPA programmes on Aboriginal peoples and his most
notable contribution was his pamphlet, “A New Deal for Aborigines” originally published
in 1939 and republished multiples times in the following decade, established the CPA
position on Aboriginal affairs.660
Wright redefined the issues. He first separated the issue of Aboriginal rights from
the issue of mixed race Aboriginals. He recognized that although they were connected,
they required different approaches, and concentrated on the former. The pamphlet
suggested Aboriginal peoples had thrived prior to the arrival of white settlers before
suffering devastation at the hands of the colonizers. The immediate context of Aboriginal
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relations to the Australian government appears to be the impetus for Wright’s pamphlet.
He argued that the government maintained old oppressive methods despite vowing to help
the Aboriginal people. This position resulted from his interpretation of the Conference of
Commonwealth and State Aboriginal Authorities held in 1937. This conference saw state
and federal officials meet to discuss Aboriginal affairs. There, Dr. Donald Thomson, a
scientist commissioned by the government to produce a “scientific survey” of the Arnhem
Land Aboriginals, argued for a series of recommendations, including cultural preservation
and inviolable reserves. He also called for special courts. Wright however claimed that
the government had largely ignored these recommendations and in February 1939, the
government proposed the need to train Aboriginals to remove them from their “nomadic
lifestyles.” Religion, through its involvement in hospitals and schools, also remained a
prominent characteristic of the Commonwealth Government’s policy for Aboriginal
peoples in remote areas.661
Wright declared the government’s position in early 1939 to be a restatement of the
old policies. He highlighted that the government still wished to convert Aboriginals,
destroy their culture and exploit their labour. These positions led Wright to advocate for
“a new deal.” It included ten reforms for full-blooded Aboriginals. These reforms called
for inviolable reserves, including separate reserves for separate tribes. Ownership of these
reserves, including mineral rights, would be transferred to the Aboriginals present.
Missions and religious contact must cease; any necessary services must be secular.
Wright also called for a consistent nation-wide policy, ending state by state management
661
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of Aboriginal affairs. The Aboriginal peoples would also receive financial assistance to
help establish their organizations.662
One other reform was unique. Wright called for the terms “Aborigine,”
“Aboriginals” and “Natives” to “apply only to full-bloods and not to persons of mixed
blood.”663 This linguistic shift reflected Wright’s opinion on the issue of mixed-bloods
being different from those of full-blooded Aboriginals. In a brief section of the pamphlet,
he argued that mixed blood Aboriginals should be given full and equal rights to any other
Australian citizen. The reason for this position was based on the Australian government’s
definition of mixed bloods. If they were born in wedlock, they already received the full
rights of an Australian citizen. If not, the government oversaw their support. In 1937,
citing the Conference of Commonwealth and State Aboriginal Authorities, delegates
called for all mixed bloods to be given full equality. To Wright, the solution to their
issues was simple; they were to be Australian. Aboriginals were to remain separate,
unique and protected and therefore, the terms themselves needed to be protected as
well.664
The CPA embraced Wright’s platform fully. It promoted the new deal
understanding that the Aboriginal Question required prioritization. In the summer of
1939, before the pamphlet was published, the CPA felt the public was demanding full
rights for Aboriginals. Through party organs, the CPA summarized public meetings
662
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regarding Aboriginal rights.665 It also printed summaries of Wright’s pamphlet in party
newspapers in order to ensure the widest readership.666
There had been an initial boost in discussions of Aboriginal living conditions in
the immediate aftermath of the 1931 tactical shift, but during the war years, the CPA
embarked on an extensive campaign to promote Aboriginal affairs again.667 Some reports
merely detailed government appointments.668 Others were general informational articles,
reminding readers and party members that Aboriginal peoples still needed attention. A
series of articles in 1943 declared them a “forgotten people,” reduced to chattel slavery in
Queensland and the Northern Territory.669 Another highlighted that Aboriginal peoples
needed help in the areas of medical care and agricultural methods.
The party was hesitant to explore giving Aboriginals a basic wage, fearing that
they would turn to gambling or have nothing to buy, demonstrating that there remained a
civilizing mission rhetoric even in the CPA’s efforts at this stage.670 Another article was
even clearer in expressing the need to the raise the status of the Aboriginal peoples to that
of whites. Citing that Aboriginals could adapt to the way of life of white Australians, the
party suggested that Australia needed to be prepared for socialism, which unlike
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capitalism, would “give them the opportunity to attain intellectual and economic equality
with white people.”671 Reports were published about how soldiers saw Aboriginal
assistance in the war effort as helpful, but that they “by no means” were at the same stage
of development. They were described as intelligent, good “Cobbers,” charming or eventempered. The party claimed all soldiers agreed that the Aboriginals needed to be
protected.672 The articles reflected civilizing mission rhetoric, racial inferiority, and a
desire to improve the lives of Aboriginal peoples. There was an inherent contradiction
between protecting their identity and assimilating them to the standard of whites.

A New Deal for New Guinean Workers?
New Guinean workers also became a prominent topic in CPA publications,
something the CPA attributed to the war. With the war expanding to Papua New Guinea,
Australian soldiers started to fight alongside Melanesian workers often helping them and
more importantly vice-versa. The CPA initially defined them as another “forgotten
people,” similar to the Aboriginal peoples. By 1943, CPA publications had reports and
updates from their own correspondents and party members. Usually, these reports
detailed the poor wages and standard of living, common in earlier reports, while also
clarifying the position of the administration. In one example, the report sardonically
concluded that an administrator’s conclusion that New Guinea was “a native paradise”
was only the case if compared to Japanese brutality. Big business and its ability to
671
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circumvent any guarantees for the Melanesian workers became another theme. But
soldiers played the most crucial role in defining the CPA’s rhetoric. One article suggested
many soldiers were aware of the exploitation of New Guinean workers and required their
rights upheld.673 Melanesian workers, much as Aboriginals, worked in slave conditions.
Communists wanted a better postwar order to be established for them, again referencing
the “new deal” rhetoric. This new deal included aims similar to its new deal for
Aborigines: better medical service, minimum wages, and education. Again, the civilizing
mission rhetoric is hard to ignore. The party called for “useful goods” to be available to
prevent Melanesian workers from only buying liquor and wanted the government to take
over the economic development of New Guinea from the big businesses and “make the
future of the country its direct paternal concern.”674 Despite being referred to as being as
intelligent as whites in the same article, the Melanesians needed guidance to be lifted up
to civilization in the same way Aboriginals were viewed.
Soon a tangible platform began to develop to combat the plight of Melanesian
workers. Naturally, the CPA claimed that their equal status required socialism, but the
party could play a role in preparing them in the interim. Worker unity reappeared, such as
in an article by E. Laurie, calling for a policy all workers could get behind, but which
ensured “liberation and complete independence” for New Guinea. Laurie continued by
noting that indentured labour was a key feature of the New Guinean way of life. He
argued for higher wages to ensure a higher standard of living. He also called for better
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education of Australians on “New Guinea natives” and to end the use of any nicknames,
such as “Fuzzy-wuzzies” to describe them. He concluded by outlining ten demands for a
programme for New Guinea which sought to give Melanesians equal rights, higher
wages, an end to the indentured worker system, medical services, educational services,
better governmental oversight and cultural protection.675

Racial Equality and Anti-Imperialism during the Second World War
The war in general made the CPA more attuned to racial, national and imperial
issues. When the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany signed the Nazi-Soviet Pact, the party
needed to make certain tactical adjustments. Initially, the CPA followed contradictory
policies. The party argued that the Nazi-Soviet Pact was good for peace and could lead to
a multi-party pact.676 It also called for the protection of Poland, argued that appeasement
led to war, and proposed that all should rise up to fight fascism.677 After the Comintern
corrected the CPA’s approach, the party agitated against Australian assistance for the
British war effort and British imperialism. It also protested against Japanese imperialism
and called for Indian independence.678 The party then defined the conflict as an
imperialist war, one from which the Soviet Union stood aside, but that the British were
exploiting to hold onto their colonies. Despite the Nazi-Soviet Pact, the party also
675
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continued to promote the fight against fascism and employed the slogan “Defeat
Hitler”.679
The contradictory policies did some damage. Some long-time members, no longer
able to tolerate such fluctuations, saw this as the last straw and left the party.680 However,
by attacking Japanese and British imperialism and denouncing German fascism, the CPA
retained some consistency in its racial and national policies. The CPA promoted colonial
independence, maintaining its long held support for an independent India.681 It supported
the Communist Party of Malaya, offering advice and mentoring the new party in a series
of correspondence.682 The CPA upheld its progressive stance with regards to immigrants
and nationalities within Australia.
For example, in 1942, CPA member J.D. Blake addressed a rally at the Princess
Theatre in Melbourne. He reflected on the immediate war situation. Japan had begun its
invasion of Papua New Guinea. The result was a significant rise in Yellow Peril rhetoric.
To counter this, Blake called for an end to “anti-foreign talk.” He posed a simple
question, “We are not fighting the Japanese because their skins are yellow; if we were,
why do we fight Hitler and his Nazi hordes although their skins are white?” Blake pivoted
to promote anti-fascism. He also pointed out the hypocrisy of the racialized rhetoric by
comparing the skin colour of the allied Chinese and the enemy Japanese. Blake eventually
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made his point that White Australia also needed to be opposed as that slogan was an
insult to Australia’s allies. The war effort had no room for racial hatred, including antiSemitism. In fact, the party did what it could to avoid racialized or national distinctions,
standing against anti-Semitism or the treatment of Italians as enemy aliens.683 On this
latter point, in Australia, many Italians were considered fascist until proven otherwise.
The CPA was clear that all fascists should be arrested, but that every-day Italians should
join the war effort.684
By 1944, the CPA made clear the importance of racial equality, nationality rights
and anti-imperialism to its own programme. The CPA affirmed its new programme,
adopted on 16 January 1944, taking ownership of the many different strands of thought
on those issues and creating a single platform. The programme called for the application
of the Atlantic Charter to India. It condemned anti-Semitism. It also accepted the New
Deal for Aborigines in full. New Guinea and surrounding islands were to have their own
“new deal.” Private business should have limited interference and should be eventually
banned, in favour of giving Indigenous peoples sole right to private enterprise. The
government should provide instruction and material for agricultural and medical
development and establish a proper education system, complete with instruction in native
languages. Indentured labour needed to be terminated, replaced with full rights and the
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extension of the Australian labour protection laws to Melanesian workers. For New
Guinea, the end goal was self-determination and colonial liberation.685
The establishment of this platform confirmed many of the positions forwarded
since 1939 and gave the CPA a strong promotional tool that clarified its stance on these
issues. For example, the CPA praised the Northern Territory Development League for
advocating a policy similar to that of the CPA.686 Following United Front tactics, the CPA
supported the Labor government of John Curtin and called for Aboriginal rights to be
placed under federal administration. The CPA argued that one federal plan would best
protect Aboriginal peoples. Some started to speak of tribalized versus detribalized
Aboriginals, although both required safeguarding from the excesses of capitalism, and
needed to be granted civil rights, economic privileges and better medical care.687 Over the
course of 1944, a series of connected articles by different authors, informed readers about
the Aboriginal way of life and noted regional variations. Each reporter insisted the
Commonwealth government should assume exclusive responsibility for looking after
Aboriginal peoples. In some cases, the progressive ideas were tied to the war effort,
comparing the treatment of Aboriginals in Australia to the racial policies of the Nazis,
and calling for a universal end to racism.688
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The party also considered the postwar order and especially colonial independence.
It continued to publish articles calling for an end to old colonial regimes. Speculating that
the Australian government would have a say in the future of the Dutch East Indies, the
party urged independence.689 Communists watched certain Allied Conferences closely.
The Cairo Conference promised independence to Korea and called for the restoration of
China, but the CPA reminded readers that the position of Indo-China, Malaya, Indonesia
and Burma remained ambiguous.690 The party claimed the Yalta Conference was a
victory for democracy.691 It occasionally promoted the positions of Winston Churchill and
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. With the Comintern disbanded in 1943, the party showed
creative thinking on international relations. When attacking a fascist newspaper which
defended Japanese colonial claims, the CPA responded by referencing the conclusions of
the Quebec Conference, and Cairo Conference, which called for Korean and Chinese
independence. The party referenced these conferences to underpin its positions on
Aboriginal peoples and self-determination.692
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This interest in colonial liberation after the Second World War was limited in
New Guinea. The former Dutch holdings remained an issue, tied to Indonesian
independence. The CPA argued that New Guineans needed modern agriculture and
technology. The civilizing mission impetus loomed large, however the CPA wanted to
make sure New Guinea remained free from imperialism, demanding that slavery could
not be used and that one should not “polish up their pidgin.”693 When considering
Australian-controlled New Guinea, similar demands were made. The welfare of the
Indigenous peoples of New Guinea remained the aim; self-determination or independence
typically was not mentioned.694 This position was consistent with the CPA position on the
treatment of Aboriginal peoples. The party suggested autonomy and inviolable reserves, a
living wages and civilizing their ways, as long as their culture was maintained. This
retreat on colonial liberation for Australian mandates was most likely a function of the
CPA’s support for the Commonwealth Government of John Curtin and the Labor Party’s
interest in improving the lot of Aboriginal and New Guinean peoples.695
In the final years of the war, the CPA focused on mainland Australia and its racial
issues. Aboriginals remained a prominent topic, with continued support of the “new
deal.”696 Tom Wright’s pamphlet was reissued in 1944 and again in 1946, with a new
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foreword by activist Katherine Pritchard. Foreign workers and immigration also required
attention. The party emphatically criticized racial discrimination and Nazi race laws.697
The CPA continued its calls for worker unity. One article noted many European groups
wanted some cultural preservation, as well as being a part of the general worker’s
movement. The party urged workers to “pay more attention to their needs. Let us see that
anti-foreign, anti-semitic [sic.] propaganda does not endanger the security and well-being
of Australia.”698 Any racial chauvinism or anti-alien policies was seen as equal to fascist
thinking and the CPA stood against it.699 Finally, the CPA recommended a new
immigration system.700 Seeking to replace the White Australia policy, and in the process,
making it clear that the party saw the policy predominantly as an immigration policy, and
not a general racial policy, the CPA promoted a quota system, which would allow
workers to travel to Australia to work without causing a flood of immigrant labour.701

Conclusion
The CPA on issues of race, nationality and imperialism seemed to be the
Comintern’s perfect partner. It never ran afoul of the Comintern on these issues, outside
of being criticized for not focusing enough attention on them in the mid to late 1920s. The
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party engaged in all of the major campaigns asked of it. The CPA promoted colonial
liberation. It accepted Australia’s imperial status and began to consider the ramifications
for subject peoples on Australian territory. The CPA was slow to work out a credible set
of proposals for improving the circumstances of Aboriginal and New Guinean peoples.
Tom Wright’s remarkable 1939 pamphlet gave the party a credible position and creative
ideas. By the Second World War, progressive stands on racial issues were entrenched.
Immigration proved a tricky subject, because the CPA had to find a middle path between
denouncing the “White Australia” idea and recommending limits on immigration to drive
up wages. The party sought to be the defender of foreign workers and incorporate them
fully into the party. In many cases, the CPA had some of the most progressive policies in
Australian politics. Even when the Comintern disbanded in 1943, the party, despite
devolving into civilizing mission rhetoric, did ensure that its followers were
knowledgeable of the plight of Aboriginals, Melanesian workers and foreign workers.
The CPA could move forward without Comintern oversight.
The CPA was loyal to the Comintern and its directives. But whereas the party
rarely clashed with the Comintern on the issues of racial equality or colonial liberation, it
did expose some flaws in the Comintern policies. Aboriginal or Melanesian workers had
no place in the “Theses on the Negro Question” or, at the very least, were not a
consideration. The CPA did have moments where it may have drawn inspiration from
those theses and attempted to employ them in the New Deal for Aborigines. Had these
races been placed under the purview of those Comintern platforms, would the party have
more adequately dealt with their issues earlier? Would the Comintern have proposed
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doing more for them? Nonetheless, the Comintern’s concern remained on the White
Australia policy, a policy treated generally as an immigration policy and the CPA tackled
it as a policy against foreign workers and worker unity.
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Conclusion
By the end of Second World War, the CPC, CPSA and CPA demonstrated a firm
commitment to a line dictated from Moscow. The German invasion of the Soviet Union
that began on 22 June 1941 helped clear away the confusion over how to attack
imperialism. International communism was able to again converge in its attack on fascism
and Nazism. The CPSA, CPC and the CPA all promoted a need to turn the imperialist war
into a civil war, forcing a communist revolution at home and retreating from a pacifist
approach, as ordered by Moscow. The policies with which every party flirted in the late
1930s to attack fascism and imperialism returned against German, Japanese, and Italian
aggression and imperialism specifically.
In their platforms, all three communist parties now merged their programmes on
nationality and race with the urgent campaign against fascism. The fusion was natural; the
general pattern was similar in all three cases. However, the national parties necessarily
retained interesting traces of localism. The CPSA and CPA both saw fascism as a force of
racial hatred that would ensure that the bourgeois nationalisms that international
communism felt underpinned racial chauvinism and racist behaviour would prevail. Due
to the significant black African population, the CPSA believed fascism guaranteed that
South African blacks would continue to be exploited. Fascism also was seen as a threat to
the Coloured worker population of South Africa. In Australia, similar concerns dominated
much of the CPA’s propaganda. Fascism was considered a threat to the many different
nationalities and races present in Australia. Australia needed to oppose it for a myriad of
reasons – to support its Chinese brethren, to promote unity and solidarity of workers,
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especially due to large numbers of foreign workers, and to avoid succumbing to genocidal
Nazism. A link was made to the British and Australian treatment of Aboriginal peoples.
Italian immigrants represented a unique problem for the CPA. Their numbers as
immigrant workers, and involvement in the sugar industry, meant that the party had to
include them in its proletariat movement, while considering them susceptible to fascist
ideas. In both South Africa and Australia, racial issues prominently figured in the
message of communism during the Second World War.
In Canada, though the party typically promoted unity of all workers, foreign and
native-born, and had a membership heavily balanced towards immigrants, it had some
hiccups in its tactics during the Second World War. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour
led the party to abandon its approach briefly and promote an anti-Japanese line, partially
as a response to the concerns of British Columbian fishermen. Fascism was also a
problem although one based on ethnicity instead of race. The attention was on French
Canadian workers. The CPC resumed its protests of the ideology from the 1930s, but
remained alarmed that French Canada was particularly susceptible to fascist ideas and
general conservatism. Also hinting at the general concerns that fascism would threaten
different nationalities and races living in harmony, the CPC redoubled its efforts to
promote an ‘incorrect’ position, according to Moscow, of self-determination of French
Canada. While this helped the party gain a stronger foothold in French Canada following
the Second World War, the issue was still a divisive one for the party.
For a number of reasons, the invasion of the Soviet Union brought coherence to
party propaganda. For the comparative analysis of these three parties, the invasion was a
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point where the general Comintern platform was implemented through all three parties
and with relative consistency, with some minor variations reflecting local conditions.
Ironically, the Soviet Union dissolved the Comintern in 1943 in an effort to ingratiate
itself to its wartime allies, Great Britain and the United States. The Comintern ended,
succumbing to the interests of imperial powers and Soviet state priorities, suffering a
similar fate as the original Second International during the First World War. The paths of
all three parties diverged following the Second World War, as each party dealt with issues
of race and nationality as dictated by its local conditions. Prior to the invasion of the
Soviet Union, one can suggest a general Comintern line on race, nationality and antiimperialism existed, but only to a degree. Local conditions mattered. Moscow also made
its presence felt in each party, but to different degrees. The limits to what one can say
about that general line is evident through the comparative and transnational lens used in
this study.

The Divergences on Imperialism
From its beginnings, the Comintern established anti-imperialism as a central tenet
in its worldview. Vladimir Lenin, Nikolai Bukharin, Gregory Zinoviev, Karl Radek, Leon
Trotsky, and Joseph Stalin, among others, contributed to how communists understood the
international situation and the horrors of imperialism. This commitment to combating
imperialism was so important that it was the cornerstone of the Comintern’s Manifesto in
1919 and its “Theses on the National and Colonial Question” in 1920 and referenced
throughout its tactical shifts, including the Comintern’s campaigns against fascism and
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the “Theses on the Negro Question.” It started as an attempt to destabilize Britain by
attacking its empire, before becoming a general protest of American, European, and
Asian imperialism. The Comintern developed and supported front organizations, such as
the League Against Imperialism (LAI) and the International Trade Union Committee of
Negro Workers (ITUCNW), to promote these issues. Though Moscow made it a primary
consideration during the Comintern’s early years, the Communist Parties of South Africa,
Canada, and Australia treated imperialism as a peripheral issue, if they considered it at
all, until the Comintern directed otherwise.
The CPA and CPC, despite both being members of the Anglo-American
Secretariat, were far more intrigued by trade union matters and local issues than
undermining the British Empire. In both cases, the Comintern had to remind the CPA and
CPC to do more to stand against imperialism and both parties referenced it in passing
until the tactical shifts following the Sixth Comintern Congress when both parties made it
prominent parts of their general platforms. This lack of attention was the case even
though Australia and Canada were seen as potential battlegrounds for the rivalry between
American and British imperialisms. Though first mentioned in 1922 at the Fourth
Congress, in 1928, the Comintern redefined Canada and Australia’s status in the world.
No longer were they considered part of the colonial world; they were secondary
imperialist nations.
This shift confused both parties at first. The CPA, through Tom Wright, asked for
clarification before falling into line and working the new designation into its propaganda
and materials going forward. In Canada, Stewart Smith led the party into conflict with
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Canadian comrades at the Lenin School and occasioned a Comintern reprimand. Smith’s
platform saw the CPC, briefly, promote Canadian nationalism and independence, initially
with some Comintern approval. When tactics changed, Smith and the CPC were ordered
to conform but instead opposed the new direction, criticizing the Comintern and leading
to a yearlong back and forth. Following a reprimand from the Comintern, the CPC
became much more cautious in its own methods, limiting its efforts to following direct
Comintern orders. As a result, the CPC did not clash again with the Comintern until the
mid-1940s but also failed to develop the unique platforms and responses to its local
conditions as took place in South Africa and Australia.
The CPC was plagued by arrests during the first half of the 1930s, but through the
decade, the party maintained campaigns on the Spanish Civil War and against Japanese
and Italian imperialism in China and Abyssinia respectively. The CPA also followed
Comintern orders on anti-imperialism but did so more enthusiastically. It maintained
significant “Hands off India” campaigns, and because of a perceived leadership position
in the Pacific, supported Chinese communism and attacked Japanese imperialism.
Because of the significant Italian foreign worker population, especially in Queensland,
the CPA also had to protect Italian workers from xenophobia while also combatting the
appeal of Italian fascism. The CPA mentored the Communist Party of Malaya and
maintained a strong interest in Pacific affairs.
Both parties linked fighting imperialism to the colonized peoples of their
respective nations. In Canada, Stewart Smith and some members of the CPC briefly saw
French Canadians as a colonized people and therefore wished to support their efforts for
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independence. This support of French Canadian nationhood was short-lived as the
Comintern corrected the CPC’s approach; to Moscow, French Canada was not a separate
nation and equally as imperial as its English counterpart. This position was revisited
during the Second World War with greater attention. Although Tim Buck and the
Comintern resisted the idea of French Canadian nationalism, there was considerable
support from party members. The CPA meanwhile used its attack on British and
Australian imperialism to highlight the plight of Aboriginal and Melanesian peoples in
Australia and in Australian mandates. During the 1930s, especially towards the end of the
decade, and into the Second World War, with Tom Wright’s “New Deal for Aborigines”
and calls for a “new deal” for Pacific Islanders, the National and Colonial platforms of the
Comintern were observed by the CPA. Following the disbanding of the Comintern, the
rhetoric of self-determination for Melanesian peoples was toned down in favour of
something reminiscent of the civilizing mission. In both cases, the parties implemented
these approaches, evolving the attack on imperialism to promoting self-determination of
certain groups, unilaterally and with very limited direction from Moscow. If Moscow
controlled all or was the impetus for the majority of prominent tactics employed by
communist parties, the Australian and Canadian cases on these matters show important
examples that run counter to that argument and highlight individual figures, Stewart
Smith or Tom Wright, for example, who developed noteworthy platforms for both parties.
Moscow often guided and advised, but the development of local tactics and detailed
platforms frequently fell to each party.
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The Differences of Race
The separation of the case study of the CPSA from those of the CPC or CPA is
necessary when the dimension of race is added. This distinction is due to the attention the
Comintern gave to the “Negro Question.” African American communists helped write the
“Theses on the Negro Question” at the Fourth Comintern Congress, making racial
equality, at least for blacks, a prominent concern for communists. They remained heavily
involved as the Comintern gave them a platform for their ideas and some, such as Harry
Haywood, were able to convince other communists of the need for self-determination for
African Americans, and black Africans generally, at the Sixth Comintern Congress. These
black communists ensured racial issues would not be ignored. The primacy of the United
States in these issues cannot be overstated.
Secondary to the American context was South Africa. While the ITUCNW sought
to deal with Pan-Africanism, the black Atlantic, and the rest of Africa as well, the
Comintern prioritized the United States and South Africa regarding racial issues. The
Comintern did not have a general platform for racial equality; it specifically singled out
Africans. At most, one could say a general commitment existed. I would suggest that
commitment should be attributed to international communism generally, instead of to the
Comintern itself. Projects like the ITUCNW were poorly supported by the Comintern;
James Ford and George Padmore each struggled to deal with racism and limited finances.
It did not undermine their commitment to their principles however and by looking beyond
the Comintern apparatus itself, one can find many examples of individuals whose
personal commitment to racial equality or anti-colonialism was spurred on by
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communism, but not tied only to the Comintern. Again, the importance of individual
communists to putting a spotlight on the “Negro Question” and moving discussion along
cannot be ignored.
Because of the prioritization of the “Negro Question” by 1928, South African
affairs suddenly became important. Converging with this greater attention to racial issues
was James La Guma’s trip to Moscow after serving as a delegate to the LAI. As a result
of that trip, the CPSA was told by the Comintern that its previous tactics no longer were
acceptable. CPSA leaders, such as Sidney Bunting, however, still believed in their
approach. Bunting had also criticized some Comintern positions, including the
applicability of the “Theses on the National and Colonial Question” to South Africa. They
also felt the “Theses on the Negro Question” was not enough. The CPSA, under
Bunting’s leadership followed an orthodox Marxist approach, seeing the racial struggle as
part of the class struggle; if class division ended, racial divisions would be downplayed if
not extinguished. As a result, focusing on the colonial character of South Africa was
unnecessary, and at most, was one possible tactic to highlight the equality of all oppressed
peoples. Of the three parties discussed in this study, only the CPSA defended its lack of
attention to anti-imperialism. Following the Sixth Comintern Congress and Comintern
interference, the CPSA reoriented to place greater attention on fighting British
imperialism and promoting the rights of its black African population. The reorientation
gutted the party as many party members flocked to other organizations that better
represented their interests or left the CPSA in solidarity with expelled members. In 1935,
the Comintern eased its interference, shifting tactics again during the Seventh Comintern
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Congress. Comintern-supported leaders, such as Douglas Wolton, Molly Wolton, and
Lazar Bach left the party or were caught up in the purges.
From Moscow’s view, the racial dimension did not have as much importance
outside of South Africa and the United States, even with the efforts of the ITUCNW. In
Canada, despite minor calls for increased rights for Indigenous peoples, neither the
Comintern nor the CPC ever seemed to consider their plight in a meaningful way. The
closest that Moscow came to dictating matters in Australia seemed to be by mentioning
Aboriginal peoples in passing at a meeting in 1925, and possibly through “Communist
Party’s Fight for Aborigines” author Herbert Moxon. The general campaign, however, was

self-directed and reflected the party’s growing interest in these affairs. Tom Wright, for
example, made significant strides in promoting Aboriginal issues within the party and
wrote the progressive platform of the “New Deal for Aborigines.” The same could be said
of the CPA’s campaign for Melanesian peoples. These two efforts, for Aboriginal peoples
and for Melanesian peoples, ran in parallel and mirrored each other in many ways.
Moscow had little role in either, likely resulting from its limited knowledge of Aboriginal
peoples and complete ignorance to Melanesian peoples. Furthermore, as there were no
Aboriginal and Melanesian peoples visiting the Soviet Union as there were with African
Americans or black Africans attending Lenin Schools or visiting Moscow after
international Congresses, it is possible that there lacked a consistent lobby to consider
their issues inside the Comintern apparatus.
Moscow did influence each party’s appreciation of nationality issues. In South
Africa, the Comintern tied nationality to race. Moscow also urged the CPC to increase its
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reach among French Canadian workers. For all three parties, foreign workers and
immigration were a reality of each country, and Moscow urged the CPC and CPA to act
on this issue, albeit in different ways. The CPC consistently had to deal with a
membership skewed heavily toward immigrants. The high numbers of Ukrainian and
Finnish workers, along with Jewish and, later, Asian workers that the party had as
members highlighted the limitations of a predominantly English leadership, the inability
to make inroads into French Canada, and a need to increase English and French
membership. As regards foreign workers, the Comintern did not want them to be ignored,
but the issue was never an important one for the party. Instead, it would merely agitate on
their behalf, noting that their immigrant status meant they were susceptible to deportation.
The CPA did not have the skewed membership issues of Canada, but had a much
clearer policy to argue against – White Australia. The uniqueness of the Australian
situation was clear in the CPA’s own propaganda, as it highlighted that other dominions
did not have similar policies in place. The Comintern however needed to repeatedly
remind the CPA to attack the White Australia policy, making it one of the prominent
concerns of Comintern officials during the 1920s. As a result, the CPA made an effort to
support Southeastern European workers throughout the nation. Australian and Canadian
communists also had similar fears regarding certain foreign workers; Italian or Japanese
workers, respectively, were considered vulnerable to fascism and thus needed to be
brought into party life and given support, ensuring they became good workers.
Meanwhile, in South Africa, foreign workers always seemed to be on the periphery.
Communists knew of their presence, but white or black African workers always took
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precedent. For Coloured workers, many party leaders conflated black Africans and
Coloured workers for simplicity.

Local Conditions Matter
When looking at the national, colonial, and racial questions and the Communist
International, it is an oversimplification to speak of a rigid Comintern line. The
Comintern did become a body that was more inflexible in its tactics and ideology over
time. The free-wheeling debate evident in the Comintern under Lenin evaporated as time
passed and Stalin tightened his grasp on the country. In Moscow, certain trends, such as
self-determination of blacks, gained prominence, but to challenge these trends once they
became orthodoxy was unwise. But even still, when it came to individual parties
following it, a Comintern line only existed as a general platform of which certain key
tenets needed to be followed to avoid running afoul of Comintern officials. In terms of the
fight against imperialism, all parties were required to stand for colonial liberation, to
protect oppressed peoples, and to support general campaigns against the various
imperialisms the Comintern identified. Following the Sixth Comintern Congress, the
secondary imperial nature of some British dominions, not all, was something that the
Comintern was adamant member parties needed to follow. Each of these platforms was
general in nature and parties were left to work out how to pass the message along to their
members and workers alike, with varying degrees of intervention. The limits of Moscow
on anti-imperial issues were most evident with the failed European Colonial Conference
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of 1929, where European communists showed how little they prioritized colonial
agitation amongst their own members.
Regarding national and racial issues, the power local parties had was far more
considerable. All three parties discussed in this study ignored anti-imperialism as a major
propaganda tool until at least the mid-1920s when the Comintern urged them to
reconsider that line of thinking. For nationality issues, the support of colonial liberation
and the self-determination of oppressed minorities were equally ignored during that early
period. The CPC had to consider ethnicity as a result of its significant membership base
and thus when it formed, it agreed to autonomous language groups. Though the
Comintern called for their dismantling, the party attempted to ignore the demand before
the Comintern eventually forgot about the matter; the Comintern, at one point, moved in
favour of the language groups when it took issue with some of the expulsions from the
party. On French Canada, the party and the Comintern disagreed. Despite seeing French
Canadians as the “most exploited workers” in Canada, some members saw French
Canada as a separate nation and the “Theses on the National and Colonial Questions”
applicable. The Comintern forced the party to recant these beliefs. The convictions
returned in the 1940s, and the Comintern, while not pleased with the shift, never was able
to submit its concerns to the party before it was dismantled. Most crucially, the
Comintern, despite the increased attention given to racial issues in the Third Period,
ignored Indigenous peoples of Canada entirely and by itself, the CPC established its
extremely feeble attempts to offer a position on the issue in 1937 and again in 1943.
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The Australian case shows the limits of Comintern intervention further. It took
multiple reminders from the Comintern for the party to deal with immigration and the
White Australia policy. The Comintern seemed most concerned about foreign workers
when considering the CPA’s tactics regarding nationality and race. It offered very little
guidance on racial equality for Aboriginal or Melanesian workers, even when it could
have directly called upon the party to adopt the Native Republic Thesis or the applicable
“Theses on the Negro Question”. The Australian case exemplifies a party that put its best
foot forward on many of the Comintern’s campaigns. It also represents a party that was
forced to develop its own policies. Even if one accepts that Herbert Moxon was the
reason for the initial consideration of Aboriginal issues by the CPA, the party moved
forward and created a platform of its own accord. Furthermore, the party drafted in-house
its platform on Melanesian workers, which shows the initiative that Australian
communists had and that communist parties were not simply mindless followers of the
Comintern. The Comintern had its issues to which it would not tolerate opposition – the
secondary imperialist nature of Canada or Australia, for example. But in many cases, the
Comintern simply offered advice and sought to impress upon member parties its
priorities; the Comintern only interfered if it had a clear tactic in mind, as was the case in
South Africa.
The South African case shows what happens when a party clearly disagreed with
what the Comintern deemed necessary. The Comintern determined that the Native
Republic Thesis was required for communism to take hold in South Africa. Despite its
total commandeering of the party leadership to force the proper interpretation of the
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Thesis, it should be noted that this came after six years during which the Comintern not
only ignored South African affairs, but Sidney Bunting and David Ivon Jones were two
voices critical of the applicability of general approaches in the South African situation.
They aired their grievances in Comintern meetings before the debates surrounding the
Native Republic Thesis and received no reprimand. As a result, the CPSA carved its own
path for the seven years of its existence before it was forced to succumb to the
Comintern’s dictates. When those leaders with clear Moscow ties left or fell out of
favour, the party, through its own local membership, was able to rebuild and reorient the
approach to its own service.

Priorities of the Soviet Union
How does one explain the inconsistency in the application of Comintern doctrine?
The comparative framework of this study reveals the key to how the Communist
International worked: it always had a list of priorities. This prioritization is revealed
generally when one considers the Eurocentrism of the Comintern. It reflects all of the
shifts in tactics, from the failed revolutions in Europe to the new attention on Asia and
Africa to Socialism in One Country. It explains why foreign policy caused such wild
fluctuations in doctrine in the 1930s through to, and including, the Comintern’s demise in
1943. It also explains how certain regions were undoubtedly given greater attention than
others. In the case of colonial liberation, China and India were always the links in the
imperialist chain that needed to be broken. As a result, the efforts in those nations were
always important. On racial issues, the United States was the Holy Grail, owing to its
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economic and imperial ascendency. It also helps explain the sudden interest in South
Africa.
Timing is sometimes everything in the course of history and with many African
American communists arriving in Moscow during the 1920s, the Comintern developed a
sympathetic ear for the “Negro Question.” James La Guma’s visit turned the attention of
some individuals, Nikolai Bukharin and Max Petrovsky, for example, to South African
affairs. South Africa also was a convenient target for racial issues. Economically it was
the most developed state in Africa with a significant proletariat. Racial issues were central
to its politics and economics. While Irina Filatova and Apollon Davidson argue that the
number of documents on South Africa in the Comintern archive is a sign of South
Africa’s importance, to the Comintern, South Africa was merely a country in Africa prior
to 1927.702 It was not a priority for the Comintern. It became one when South Africa
became the best chance of implementing the Comintern’s hopes for racial selfdetermination outside of the United States. The CPSA had been relatively obscure, much
like the CPC and the CPA had been, and it had been left to its own devices to that point.
But when the Comintern saw a region as a battleground of increased importance, it then
ensured that its tactics were followed, consequences be damned.
The prioritization of the Comintern also helps to explain why the Comintern only
intervened when it did in Canadian and Australian party affairs. In the Canadian case, the
Comintern had many reasons to enforce a correct interpretation of Canada’s position in
the world. Canada was often positioned as a key battleground in the growing feud
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between American and British imperialisms. But when Canada was deemed a player on
its own, the Comintern, to reinforce its own worldview, needed the CPC to fall into line.
Stewart Smith’s pamphlet “The Struggle against the Right Danger” undoubtedly helped
precipitate intervention, as Lenin School students appealed to the Comintern, as did
certain language group leaders. These issues were also central to the expulsion of Maurice
Spector, noted Trotskyist, and the eventual expulsion of Jack Macdonald, who
sympathized with some ‘incorrect’ views. The attention given to this issue, and the end to
the calls for self-determination of French Canadians, were necessary for tactical
coherence at the Comintern level. It also explains why Indigenous peoples were simply
ignored by both the CPC and the Comintern. They were not a significant enough issue to
warrant comment from Moscow. When the CPC had corrected its position, Stewart Smith
was sent to Moscow for six months before returning to lead the party with Tim Buck.
Despite the vitriol in Smith’s criticism of Moscow, he remained part of the CPC’s
leadership. The CPSA found most of its dissenting leadership expelled from the party.
The difference between the two parties was clear – the CPSA’s Native Republic Thesis
mattered more in the Comintern’s international strategies than any Canadian issue. It
needed to ensure the CPSA followed the right path; in Canada, despite concern,
deviations were less serious.
The role of tactical coherence and consistency comes into play with the CPA and
the need for it to accept the designation of Australia as a second-tier imperialist nation.
That shift was far less difficult for the CPA to accept, even if the party did not fully
understand it at first. The CPA never had need for extensive intervention from Moscow
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on these issues. The CPA’s immediate acceptance likely pleased Moscow. The bigger
issue was that Moscow wanted to ensure Australia was fighting the White Australia
policy, for a wide number of reasons, including a subtle attack on anti-internationalism
and the feeling that the White Australia policy undermined Australia’s potential to be a
future leader in the Pacific. Tactically, though, the Comintern was inconsistent in offering
solutions. Neither of these issues were enough to cause the Comintern to place much
emphasis, if any, on Australia. The most prominent intervention came due to ‘incorrect’
tactics the CPA employed by cooperating with the Labor Party, and reflects a general
commitment from the Comintern to implement the Third Period tactics of Class against
Class after years of calling on parties to work with Labor.

The Aftermath – Epilogue
While this study has revealed and commented upon differences among the three
parties during the interwar period, if one takes a longer look at their history, there is one
important similarity. The CPSA, CPC and CPA built on the tactics developed during the
interwar period and evolved or learned from them later in the twentieth century. It is
important to note that these were new parties, trying to apply an ideology that seemed out
of place in Russia to other places with very different labour movements and politics.
The most direct, and arguably most important, link between the interwar period
and the Cold War can be seen in the role of the Communist Party of South Africa in
combatting apartheid. The party that initially flouted any commitment to anti-imperialism
eventually played a significant role in the destruction of arguably the longest lasting
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colonial regime. The CPSA folded in 1950, citing its illegal status and difficulty in
organizing. Members threw their support behind the African National Congress (ANC).703
When a communist party was re-established in 1953, as the South African Communist
Party (SACP), its members worked with the ANC to undermine apartheid. CPSA
members from the 1930s, including Moses Kotane, who was Party Secretary from 1939
until 1978 and also a member of ANC, and Sidney Bunting’s son, Brian Bunting, were
prominent communists who worked on the tactics used to protest against the regime.704
Yusuf Dadoo, a prominent member of the SACP and Chairman of the party during the
1970s, helped broker increased support from the Soviet Union for the ANC and for the
struggle against apartheid.705 Finally, one cannot ignore the effect that international
communism had on Nelson Mandela, who not only was a party member and became the
face of the movement, but was also good friends with Joe Slovo, arguably the most
important communist leader in South Africa during the apartheid era.706
The centrality of racial issues cannot be denied in the struggle against apartheid,
but the remnants of South African communism, as developed during the interwar period,
was the precursor to the anti-apartheid struggle. The SACP noted previous struggles
under the auspices of the Native Republic Thesis. In 1962, affirming South Africa’s
colonial status, it promoted armed struggle while calling for equal rights for all peoples in
South Africa. Later in 1969, the SACP thinking was evident in the ANC’s tactics,
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referring to the African population as the “most oppressed group.”707 Furthermore, the
SACP continued to approach matters with Soviet guidance, but determined its own best
policies, including the adoption of violent methods which underpinned the efforts of
Umkhonto we Sizwe.708
The Communist Party of Canada, for all of the faults of its interwar tactics,
improved its position on Indigenous peoples and was able reach French Canada. Under its
public face as the Labour-Progressive Party (LPP), members continued to call for equal
rights for Indigenous peoples. In 1954, as part of the party programme, the CPC finally
had an actual plan which called for tribal lands to be returned to Indigenous tribes, full
hunting and fishing rights, and cultural protection, something similar to what the CPA
had been calling for a decade and a half earlier.709 In the 1960s, the CPC demanded the
end to the Indian Act. By April 1969, this platform was more fully fleshed out with a
Native Bill of Rights.710
The CPC remained committed to avoiding the concept of French Canada as a
separate nation following the corrective in 1944. The party, however, continued to
maintain a presence in Quebec. There were problems. Quebec communists felt they
should have more autonomy within the party to meet the unique challenge that Quebec
posed and a brief split from the LPP occurred in 1947. The new Quebec-based party
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struggled, owing to Quebec’s Padlock Law.711 By the 1960s, the CPC had been gutted by
the revelations of Nikita Khrushchev’s Secret Speech in 1956. The Quiet Revolution had
led to the growth of Quebec separatism.712 Support of communism waned, as other
Marxist and Socialist trends became more popular, but the CPC acknowledged that its
outdated position towards French Canada required a change. In January 1962, the CPC
called for self-determination of French Canada, and reissued an edited version of Stanley
Ryerson’s French Canada to suit the tactical change. To show that its efforts were not
merely lip service, the CPC also created a separate party for the Quebec “nation,” le Parti
communiste du Quebec (PCQ) in 1964.713 Regardless of whether the CPC or communism
was strong during these movements, some of its ideas were coopted or adopted by the
growing movement at large.714
In Australia, the CPA maintained a prominent role in the civil rights movements
in Australia. The party’s support of the Labor Government ended as John Curtin’s
successor, Ben Chifley, hoped to maintain British Preference and the White Australia
Policy. The CPA maintained its stance against the policy, while beginning to call for a
controlled immigration scheme which equally treated all races.715 The CPA muted its own
influence within Australia by continuing to follow Moscow repeating the line that
communism promoted peace, whereas the “imperialists,” led by Britain and the United
States, would plunge the world into economic chaos. This position made the party a target
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of government repression and censorship. The party’s membership was also affected
negatively by the Secret Speech.716 It remained committed to the continued fight against
the White Australia policy and to increasing the living standards of Aboriginal peoples.
Through trade union activism and continued calls for increased rights, the CPA
participated in movements for equal pay and increased rights for Aboriginal peoples.717
For example, taking a page from the American Civil Rights Movement, the CPA
organized Freedom Rides of its own for better treatment of Aboriginal peoples.718 By
1967, it revised its positions and passed the programme “Full Human Rights for
Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders” where it stood against assimilation. The CPA
remained focused on these issues, even joining in Aboriginal Rights’ organizations.719
The CPA’s ideas and the attention given to these issues should not be ignored, especially
its progressive nature during the interwar period and the continued prominence of
Aboriginal rights as part of the CPA platform.720
These longer histories of engagement with colonial liberation, racial equality, and
nationality rights are important parts of the history of international communism.
Micheline Ishay has detailed the influence of socialism on foundational concepts of
human rights, such as workers’ rights, suffrage, and self-determination, before the First
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World War.721 The interwar period was integral to the adoption of key planks of
communist tactics and while communist parties may have had limited influence when
their ideas were able to effect change, it would be misguided to ignore their role in
providing new ideas or in consideration of some of these issues, especially as leftist ideas
were evident in many of the civil rights movements prevalent throughout the world in the
second half of the twentieth century. Historians should not ignore the human rights abuses
of communism under the Soviet Union or other similar regimes; these governments
undermined their own capabilities to be representative of the changes their ideas could
make.722 However, to limit the story of communism and human rights only to those
excesses and horrors would be a disservice to a movement that was more than the Soviet
government and, at times, genuinely influenced civil rights, human rights, and anticolonialism in the second half of the twentieth century.
Writing a review article for the London Review of Books in April 2017, Sheila
Fitzpatrick suggests that the Bolshevik Revolution’s relevance is no longer clear. It was
far clearer in the Cold War era; communism was a prominent issue, or threat, for the
world and the importance of understanding the Bolshevik Revolution was self-evident.723
It is here I suggest that another similarity between all of the parties and the movements
discussed in this paper should be noted. The Bolshevik Revolution ignited certain beliefs
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and they were maintained in the CPSA, CPC and CPA and in international communism
generally speaking. Lisa Kirschenbaum, Brigitte Studer, and others have noted the intense
commitment communists had to communism.724 This study has shown that same
commitment to the movement and what it represented. For example, Sidney Bunting’s
family felt that Edward Roux’s biography of him, which was critical of Moscow, did
Bunting no service, and still supported communism.725 He was a communist through and
through and felt he was doing the right thing. Communism, generally speaking, helped
engage individuals to care about anti-imperialism, colonial liberation, racial equality, and
self-determination of nations. When looking at the long histories of civil rights or of
imperialism, the role of communism should be given more credence and attention. Even
if communism as envisaged during the twentieth century no longer exists, it and the
Bolshevik Revolution are still relevant to those issues. The same debates and discussions
continue to this day and these parties offered ideas and platforms, to varying degrees, that
should be part of that lasting legacy.
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